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Chapter 7

Fundamental freedoms and secondary law in general

7.1.  Introduction

The number of cases where the Court declared secondary legislation or, 
parts of secondary legislation, invalid or annulled such legislation on the 
basis of them violating the fundamental freedoms is strikingly low599 both 
as regards their absolute number600 and in comparison with the cases where 
acts of secondary law have been set aside due to their incorrect legal basis 
or infringement of other procedural requirements (see Section 5.2.). Having 
regard to the fact that the the latest case where a provision of secondary 
law was invalidated on the ground of infringing one of the fundamental 
freedoms was decided in the first half of the 90’s (whilst the other cases in 
the 1970’s and 80’s), it is certainly safe to state that the review of Union 
legislation in the light of the fundamental freedoms does not follow the 
trend of increasing scrutiny which we have observed as regards the fun-
damental rights review of such legislation (see Section 5.1.). However, it 
must be recalled that the Court’s more activist attitude towards reviewing 
the observance of fundamental rights by the Union legislature does not seem 
to extend (yet) to fundamental rights of an economic nature. Therefore, the 
Court’s unwillingness to effectively scrutinize secondary law in the light 
of the internal market freedoms, which are inherently economic in nature, 
does not actually contrast with its approach to enforcing other primary 
law norms of an economic character. Not only the actual invalidations but 
also the challenges brought against secondary Union law on the ground of 
infringement of the fundamental freedoms are scarce. However, the most 
striking difference is between the number of Union measures set aside on 
this ground and that of national measures. This is rather conspicuous in light 
of the conclusion that we drew in Section 5.3.3., that is, the free movement 
provisions are addressed not only to the Member States but also to the 
Union institutions. Taking into account the vast volume of secondary Union 

599. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1332.  
600. In academic literature four cases are regularly referred to: ECJ, 20 April 1978, 
Case 80 and 81/77 Société Les Commissionnaires Réunis SARL v Receveur des douanes 
and SARL Les fils de Henri Ramel v Receveur des douanes; ECJ, 15 January 1986, Case 
41/84 Pietro Pinna v Caisse d’allocations familiales de la Savoie; ECJ, 7 June 1988, 
Case 20/85 Mario Roviello v Landesversicherungsanstalt Schwaben; ECJ, 9 August 1994, 
Joined Cases C-363/93 and C-407 to C-411/93 René Lancry SA v Direction Générale des 
Souanes and Others, see, for example, Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 144, FN 4. 
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legislation which is in place affecting the most wide-ranging policy fields 
and actions, it is noteworthy that a conflict between these countless number 
of Union acts and the fundamental freedoms hardly ever arises. In Snell’s 
view, there is nothing surprising in the fact that a Union measure “very 
seldom falls foul” of the free movement provisions. He observes this in the 
context of the free movement of goods and mentions three reasons for this: 
(i) Union rules are uniform, thus, they create an equal burden for all traders 
within the Union; (ii) in most cases a Union harmonization measure does 
not impose any new restriction rather it is intended to replace restrictions 
introduced unilaterally by the Member States; (iii) the Union usually has 
no incentive to adopt discriminatory measures.601 While these observations 
may very well be correct on a general level, in this Chapter we will examine 
whether the very scarce instances of formal invalidation of Union acts on 
the ground of violation of the fundamental freedoms is due, primarily, to the 
nature of those acts – i.e. they are unlikely to conflict with the freedoms – 
or, rather the Court’s reluctance to substantively guide the Union’s political 
process in making legislative choices which are largely of an economic 
nature. Furthermore, we will discuss the methods, techniques and reasoning 
that the Court has applied to date for the purpose of avoiding setting aside 
acts of secondary legislation duly adopted by the Union institutions on the 
ground of their infringement of the fundamental freedoms. 

In brief, we can distinguish three main approaches which helped the Court 
escape either explicitly addressing the question of validity of secondary 
EU law or – where it was impossible to sidestep the question of validity 
– actually invalidating the latter. First, as far as directives are concerned, 
questions on compatibility with the fundamental freedoms are often raised 
by national courts in a preliminary ruling reference with respect to the natio-
nal implementing measure rather than the directive itself. In these cases, the 
Court can avoid the question of compatibility with the freedoms as a whole 
by examining only the question of whether or not the national measure cor-
rectly transposed the directive into domestic law without continuing to scru-
tinize the national measure in the light of the fundamental freedoms. This, 
in turn, entails in most cases that the Court can stay away from an inquiry 
about the directive’s compatibility with the free movement provisions. The 
premise that secondary law displaces the fundamental freedoms in areas 
which are subject to exhaustive harmonization is instrumental in achieving 
this result. Second, the Court instead of openly invalidating a Union act 
often applies the technique of consistent or reconciliatory interpretation 
whereby it interprets secondary law in a way which makes it compliant 

601. Snell, supra note 428, p. 164.
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with the fundamental freedoms. Finally, where doubts about the validity 
of a Union act is too obvious to be avoided by the previous approaches the 
Court tends to employ a less strict test for measuring the compatibility of 
secondary EU law with the fundamental freedoms than the test applied to 
Member State measures.602 

In the following Sections, we will analyse the case law with the aim of 
demonstrating the use of these three methods.

7.2.  Relationship of national law, secondary law and the 
fundamental freedoms

7.2.1.  Presumption of validity of Union acts

The presumption of validity of Union acts is a settled principle confirmed 
by the CJ in several cases.603 According to this principle:

 “[...] measures of the Community institutions are in principle presumed to be 
lawful and accordingly produce legal effects until such time as they are with-
drawn, annulled in an action for annulment or declared invalid following a 
reference for a preliminary ruling or a plea of illegality.”604 

This procedural principle primarily serves the purpose of legal certainty. 
In the context of our topic, this principle means that secondary EU law 
has to be considered being compliant with primary EU law, including the 

602. Vandamme mentions partial invalidation as a further technique used by the Court 
to save Union measures from being fully deprived of legal force. While the Court has, 
indeed, partially annulled a number of Union acts (e.g. Case C-84/94 United Kingdom 
v Council (Working Time Directive); ECJ, 19 March 1991, Case  C-202/88 France v 
Commission; ECJ, 17 November 1992, Joined Cases C- 271/90, C-281/90, C-289/90 
Spain v Commission) this is not always a feasible route to avoid the invalidation of the 
whole act, see Vandamme, supra note 516, pp. 25, 34-35. We do not discuss this issue 
separately, as a partial annulment is an annulment whereby the Court substitutes its own 
judgment for that of the Union legislature, therefore, it is not a manifestation of judicial 
deference. 
603. ECJ, 13 February 1979, Case 101/78 Granaria BV v Hoofdproduktschap voor 
Akkerbouwprodukten, paras. 4-5; ECJ, 1 April 1982, Case 11/81 Firma Anton Dürbeck v 
Commission, para. 17; ECJ, 26 February 1987, Case 15/85 Consorzio Cooperative d’Abruzzo 
v Commission, para. 10; ECJ, 15 June 1994, Case C-137/92 P Commission v BASF and 
Others, para. 48; ECJ, 8 July 1999, Case C-245/92 P Chemie Linz v Commission, para. 
93. See G. Kofler and M. Tenore, Fundamental Freedoms and Directives in the Area of 
Direct Taxation, in: Traditional and Alternative Routes to European Tax Integration (D. 
Weber ed., IBFD 2010), pp. 311-360, at p. 313 at seq. 
604. ECJ, 5 October 2004, Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece (Ouzo), para. 18.
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fundamental freedoms, as long as such compliance is not challenged. From 
the presumption that secondary law is consistent with the fundamental free-
doms it follows logically that in areas where harmonization at Union level 
exists, national laws ought to be scrutinized only in the light of the harmo-
nizing secondary legislation and not that of the fundamental freedoms. In 
fact, this is the consequence of the principle of ‘lex specialis’ if we assume 
that the relationship between the primary law freedoms and harmonizing 
Union measures is that of lex generalis – lex specialis. This seems to be 
the view of the Commission which advocates, at least as regards the free 
movement of goods, that: 

“[…] harmonizing legislation can be understood as substantiating the free 
movement of goods principle by establishing actual rights and duties to be ob-
served in the case of specific products. Therefore, any problem that is covered 
by harmonizing legislation would have to be analysed in the light of such con-
crete terms and not according to the broad principles enshrined in the Treaty” 605

Whether such general – specific relationship in fact exists between the fun-
damental freedoms and secondary EU law depends on the objective of the 
act of secondary law at issue. As discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.3., a 
harmonizing act of secondary law, in principle, pursues the same objectives 
as the fundamental freedoms where it is based on Articles 113, 114 or 115 
TFEU or on the specific legal basis provisions set forth under the Titles of 
TFEU dealing with free movement. Such secondary legislation can, in fact, 
be perceived as the implementation of the fundamental freedoms. This is 
the view of Advocate General Cruz Villalón who – in the context of a case 
dealing with a directive harmonizing the general arrangements on excise 
duty based on Article 113 TFEU606 – described secondary law as such and 
concluded from this that secondary law should by way of presumption be 
in line with the Treaty and the internal market objective:

“When the European Union legislature implements a freedom of movement 
by means of secondary legislation, it weighs up the interests of the Member 
States, the individuals concerned and the objectives of the integration. Thus, 
the provision of secondary law delimits in legislative terms the legal framework 
relating to a specific European market. It is not the case that the provision of 
secondary law replaces the freedom but rather that it simply transfers to the 
legal framework for a particular market the requirements flowing from the 

605. Free Movement of Goods – Guide to the application of Treaty Provisions Governing 
Free Movement of Goods (Articles 28-30 EC), Commission Staff Working Document, 
SEC(2009) 673 final, 12 May 2009, at 8-9, see De la Feria, supra note 212, p. 283.
606. Council Directive 92/12/EEC of 25 February 1992 on the general arrangements 
for products subject to excise duty and on the holding, movement and monitoring of such 
products.
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freedom guaranteed by the Treaty. Accordingly, the provision of secondary le-
gislation benefits from a presumption not only that it complies with the Treaty 
but also that it is faithful to the objectives of integration applied to a particular 
market.[...]”607

If so, the argument that the specific rules of secondary law implementing 
the fundamental freedoms should pre-empt the scrutiny of national law in 
the light of the general norms that they implement appears to be a sound 
proposition. However, an important qualification should be added to this 
premise, namely, that it only applies to situations where the secondary law 
in question, a directive in most of the cases, brings about complete harmo-
nization in its field of application. 

Complete harmonization608 means that a Union measure regulating a certain 
subject-matter does not allow any derogation for the Member States’ legis-
lation. In contrast, minimum harmonization is a technique whereby Member 
States are permitted to maintain or introduce more stringent standards or 
requirements than those prescribed by the Union rule.609 A related concept 
is exhaustion or, to use another term, pre-emption. This concerns the scope 
of harmonization rather than its technique. Exhaustion (pre-emption) means 
the Member States are barred from any further regulatory action in a field 
that is occupied by a Union rule. Slot emphasises the difference between the 
concept of exhaustion and the methods of harmonization.610 In his system 
‘exhaustive harmonization’ is different from ‘total harmonization’, the for-
mer means that Union legislation occupies a certain field exhaustively, whe-
reas the latter means that the Union legislation does not allow derogation by 
the Member States. Methodologically, the first question that has to be exa-
mined is whether or not the Union legislation is exhaustive and the second 
is what type of harmonization it embodies. This would mean that exhaustive 
and minimum harmonizations do not mutually exclude each other, which 
appears to be a difficult proposition from a logical point of view.

607. Opinion of Advocate General Cruz Villalón, 19  December 2012, Case C-216/11 
Commission v France, para. 43.
608. The terminology used to describe this type of harmonisation in the case law 
and in academic writings varies greatly and is somewhat confusing. We can find terms, 
such as “full harmonization”, “exhaustive harmonization”, “total harmonization”. In legal 
doctrine, these terms are sometimes used with a specific and distinct meaning, however, 
the Court does not seem to distinguish between them; therefore, we will also use them 
interchangeably in the forthcoming parts of the thesis.
609. M. Dougan, Minimum harmonization and the internal market, 37 CMLRev 4 
(2000), pp. 853-885, at p. 855.
610. Slot, supra note 430, p. 388 et seq.
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7.2.2.  Lack of ex officio examination of the validity of  
Union acts

The absence of ex officio examination by the Court of the compatibility of 
secondary law with the fundamental freedoms can be considered as a logical 
consequence of the presumption of legality of secondary law.611 From the 
case law discussed in this Section, we can infer that the Court analyzes the 
validity of the secondary law at issue in the proceedings before it only where 
a question in that regard is expressly raised by the national court612 or inva-
lidity is invoked by one of the parties. Admittedly, some Advocates General 
have expressed different opinions on this issue. For example Advocate 
General Colomer stated in his Opinion in Hervein I that “[t]he fact that the 
national court has referred a question on interpretation in this case does not 
prevent the Court from examining the validity of a provision”.613 Similarly, 
according to Advocate General Darmon, “... it is for the Court to verify the 
validity of a legislative provision even though the question referred to it does 
not ask for this to be done, once the Court contemplates interpreting the 
provision in a way which may cause it to be rendered invalid”.614 However, 
in our view, the Court’s case law rather supports our conclusion. In the cases 
cited by Advocate General Colomer to demonstrate that the Court does 
examine the validity of Union acts even without a question to this effect 
either one of the parties615 or the intervening governments616 raised the issue 
of invalidity of the Union measure at issue, or the Court inferred from the 
national court’s question that the inquiry indirectly relates to the validity of 
such measure.617 This latter approach is in line with the Court’s settled case 
law according to which:

 “[a]lthough, within the framework of the distribution of tasks between the 
national courts and the Court of Justice for the implementation of Article 177 
of the Treaty [now Article 267 TFEU], it is for the national courts to decide 

611. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 166.
612. ECJ, 13 December 2001, Case C-324/99 DaimlerChrysler AG v Land Baden-
Württemberg, para. 30. 
613. Opinion of Advocate General Colomer, 11 July 1996, Case C-221/95 Institut 
National d’Assurances Sociales pour Travailleurs Indépendants (Inasti) v Claude Hervein 
and Hervillier SA, para. 54.
614. Opinion of Advocate General Darmon, 13 February 1990, Case C-37/89 Michel 
Weiser v Caisse nationale des barreaux français, para. 19.
615. ECJ, 7 June 1988, Case 20/85 Mario Roviello v Landesversicherungsanstalt 
Schwaben, para. 10; ECJ, 14 June 1990, Case C-37/89 Weiser, para. 11.
616. ECJ, 27 September 1988, Case 313/86 O. Lenoir v Caisse d’allocations familiales 
des Alpes-Maritimes, para. 12.
617. ECJ, 13 December 1989, Case C-204/88 Ministère public v Jean-Jacques Paris, 
para. 8; ECJ, 7 March 1990, Case C-117/88 Trend-Moden Textilhandels GmbH Contre 
Hauptzollamt Emmerich, para. 7.
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the relevance of the questions which are referred to the Court of Justice, it is 
however, reserved to the Court of Justice to extract from all the information 
provided by the national court those points of Community law which, having 
regard to the subject-matter of the dispute, require interpretation, or whose 
validity requires appraisal.”618

This, however, is not the same as saying that the Court examines the validity 
of secondary Union law on its own motion. 

In academic writing, Vandamme maintains that the Court has performed ex 
officio validity review in two distinct situations; first, where it was doubtful 
whether the Union legislature had complied with its duty to state reasons, 
and second, where the Commission may have exceeded the limits of its 
competence.619 However, as regards the first situation, he does not give any 
example from the case law, whereas with regard to the second situation, 
he refers to a case which arose from an action for annulment against a 
Commission decision.620 In the case of an action for annulment, the very 
essence of the claim is the invalidity of the act at issue, therefore, ex officio 
examination of validity by the Court is, by definition, a non-issue.     

In consequence, we maintain that the Court does not undertake a validity 
check of secondary Union law ex officio. 

The lack of ex officio examination of the validity of secondary law has the 
greatest relevance in preliminary ruling procedures. In Doc Morris621 in the 
course of a preliminary ruling proceeding the Court stated that a national 
measure which merely implements a Union directive, and thereby dischar-
ges an obligation under Union law, cannot constitute a restriction on the 
free movement of goods. What is implied in this statement is that in these 
situations the restriction on the free movement provisions does not originate 
in national law but rather in secondary Union law.622 Yet the Court did not 

618. ECJ, 15 October 1980, Case 145/79 SA Roquette Frères v French State – Customs 
Administration, para. 7.
619. Vandamme, supra note 516, p. 38.
620. ECJ, 17 July 2000, Case C-210/98 P Salzgitter AG v Commission and Germany. 
The statement by the Court regarding the necessity of an examination on its own motion 
(para. 56) refers to the cause of invalidity of the Commission decision rather than the 
question of invalidity itself.  
621. ECJ, 11 December 2003, Case C-322/01 Deutscher Apothekerverband eV v 0800 
DocMorris NV and Jacques Waterval, para. 53.
622. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 168. 
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continue examining whether secondary Union law imposed a restriction on 
the freedoms, most likely, due to a lack of claim to this effect or a question 
in this regard. 

In an action for annulment where the subject matter of the claim is preci-
sely the invalidity of a piece of secondary legislation, the issue of ex officio 
examination of the legality of such legislation evidently does not arise. As 
far as infringement procedures are concerned, the issue is somewhat more 
complex and will be discussed in Section 7.2.8. below. 

7.2.3.  Early case law on the relationship of national law 
– harmonizing acts – fundamental freedoms 

As far as the case law pertaining to the relationship of national law, secon-
dary and primary EU law is concerned, the Court has already, in its early 
case law regarding the free movement of goods, made a general statement 
to the effect that in the absence of harmonizing legislation, national measu-
res setting forth various product requirements indistinctly applicable to 
imported and domestic products are subject to the provisions of the Treaty 
concerning the prohibition of measures having equivalent effect to quan-
titative restrictions.623 From this statement, which has been reiterated in 
later cases as well,624 Von Bogdandy concludes that “the Court applies the 
basic freedoms only if there is no secondary instrument”.625 This, however, 
seems to expand and generalize the actual statement of the Court. In our 
view, in these cases the Court merely stated that since no Union harmoni-
zation measure had been enacted to regulate the field at issue, the national 
measures had to be examined in the light of the only available EU law pro-
visions, which were the free movement of goods set out under primary law. 

623. ECJ, 20 February 1979, Case 120/78 Rewe-Zentral AG v Bundesmonopolverwaltung 
für Branntwein (Cassis de Dijon), para. 8. 
624. “According to settled case-law, in the absence of harmonization of legislation, 
measures of equivalent effect prohibited by Article 30 of the Treaty [now Article 34 TFEU] 
include obstacles to the free movement of goods where they are the consequence of ap-
plying rules that lay down requirements to be met by such goods (such as requirements 
as to designation, form, size, weight, composition, presentation, labelling and packaging) 
to goods from other Member States where they are lawfully manufactured and marketed, 
even if those rules apply without distinction to all products, unless their application 
can be justified by a public interest objective taking precedence over the free movement 
of goods (see Joined Cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck and Mithouard [1993] ECR 
I-6097, paragraph 15).” in ECJ, 26 October 1995, Case C-51/94 Commission v Germany, 
para. 29, see also ECJ, 6 July 1995, Case C-470/93 Verein gegen Unwesen in Handel und 
Gewerbe Köln e.V. v Mars GmbH, para. 12.  
625. Von Bogdandy, supra note 203, p. 1327. 
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However, with this statement the Court did not say anything regarding the 
issue of what the situation would be if a harmonization measure were also 
to be applicable to the field concerned. Would the harmonization measure 
exclude the application of the fundamental freedom? Or could secondary 
and primary EU law be applied simultaneously? These questions were ans-
wered by further developments in the Court’s case law.

The case law analysed below mainly concerns the free movement of goods. 
However, there seem to be no dogmatic or practical reasons which would 
exclude their application in the domain of the other freedoms.626             

7.2.4.  Harmonizing acts and the public interest exceptions 
under the fundamental freedoms 

The first issue that arose in the Court’s case law regarding the relationship 
of the fundamental freedoms and secondary law is the interaction between 
Article 36 TFEU and a Union act that is adopted with the aim of harmo-
nizing national measures protecting the interest that is safeguarded under 
Article 36. As an exception to Article 34 which prohibits quantitative res-
trictions and measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions, 
Article 36 lays down that:

“The provisions of Articles 34 and 35 shall not preclude prohibitions or res-
trictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public 
morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health and life of 
humans, animals or plants; the protection of national treasures possessing 
artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of industrial and 
commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, con-
stitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade 
between Member States.”

In the case law concerning the relationship of Article 36 and harmoni-
zing measures, the question arose whether or not Member States can have 
recourse to the exceptions under Article 36 in order to justify a national 
provision that restricts the free movement of goods when a Union measure 
exists which harmonizes the possible derogations from Article 34. The pre-
cedent case on this issue is Tedeschi,627 in which the question was whether 

626. See to this effect P.J. Slot and M. Bulterman, Harmonization of Legislation on 
Migration EU Citizens and Third Country Nationals: Towards Uniform Evaluation Framework, 
29 Fordham International Law Journal (2005), pp. 747-789, at p. 787 referred to by De 
la Feria, supra note 212, p. 282, FN 54. 
627. ECJ, 5 October 1977, Case 5/77 Carlo Tedeschi v Denkavit Commerciale s.r.l.
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after the adoption of a Union directive harmonizing the types and maximum 
permitted level of undesirable substances in animal feedstuffs Italy can con-
sider substances other than the ones listed in the directive as undesirable 
and thus restrict the importation of feedstuffs containing one of the latter 
substances. The Court pronounced that Article 36 “is not designed to reserve 
certain matters to the exclusive jurisdiction of Member States...” and:

 “where in application of Article 100 [now Article 114 TFEU] of the Treaty, 
Community directives provide for the harmonization of the measures necessary 
to ensure the protection of animal and human health...recourse to Article 36 
[now Article 36 TFEU] is no longer justified”. 

Thus, the Italian measures had to be reviewed solely within the framework 
of the directive. The same reasoning was followed in a whole series of 
cases,628 hence by now, it is a settled principle that harmonization of national 
measures that had been adopted on the basis of the derogations provided 
for in Article 36 TFEU excludes the application of primary law in the har-
monized field.629 In this case the purpose of the harmonization measure is 
to safeguard the very same interest as the ones enumerated under Article 
36; therefore, it is reasonable to exclude the recourse to Article 36. This 
is the case even where the harmonizing act introduces a lower standard of 
protection of the interest in question than the standard applied by one or 
more of the Member States which had previously enacted national measures 
in reliance on Article 36. The Union harmonization act displaces Article 
36 as long as it provides for the necessary measures in order to protect the 
interests mentioned in the latter provision without it being required to adopt 
the highest standard applied amongst the Member States.630 

In summary, the Tedeschi-line case law lays down the rule that Member 
States are precluded from invoking the exceptions to the free movement 
provisions laid down in the Treaty in justifying their national laws restrictive 
on free movement when the measures that may be adopted on the basis of 
those exceptions have been harmonized by an act of secondary law.           

628. E.g. ECJ, 23 May 1996, Case C-5/94 The Queen v Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food, ex parte: Hedley Lomas (Ireland) Ltd., para. 18; ECJ, 19 March 1998, Case 
C-1/96 The Queen v Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, ex parte Compassion 
in World Farming Ltd, para. 47; ECJ, 12 November 1998, Case C-102/96 Commission v 
Germany, para. 21; ECJ, 25 March 1999, Case C-112/97 Commission v Italy, para. 54; 
ECJ, 11 May 1999, Case C-350/97 Wilfried Monsees v Unabhängiger Verwaltungssenat 
für Kärnten, para. 24. 
629. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1328; Slot, supra note 430, p. 382.
630. Currall, supra note 513, p. 187 et seq. 
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7.2.5.  National law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms 
in exhaustively harmonized areas

A somewhat broader issue in the relationship of national law – secondary 
law – fundamental freedoms is whether national provisions which imple-
ment an act of secondary law bringing about complete harmonization are 
to be measured for their compatibility only against the harmonizing secon-
dary law or both secondary law and the fundamental freedoms. This issue 
must be distinguished from the Tedeschi-line case law discussed above. The 
Tedeschi-line case law excludes, in the presence of harmonizing secondary 
law, recourse to the exceptions to the fundamental freedoms set out under 
primary law. The effect of this is that the Member States’ manoeuvring 
room in finding exceptions to the requirements of the fundamental freedoms 
is reduced, since they must allow the free movement of those products and 
production factors which comply with the harmonizing act without the pos-
sibility to invoke the public interest exceptions otherwise available under 
primary law. In the second group of cases where the issue is more general, 
i.e. whether the freedoms apply in a field which is subject to harmonization, 
the exclusion of the freedoms would, in most cases, have the opposite effect, 
i.e. enhancing the liberty of the Member States. As long as they implement 
a harmonizing Union act correctly, they do not have to worry about their 
actions being tested against a second standard represented by the funda-
mental freedoms, which, theoretically, may differ from the standard set by 
secondary law and as such can constitute “an additional hurdle for domestic 
law to comply with...”.631    

Initially, the Court’s case law was not consistent as regards the broader 
aspect of the relationship of national law – secondary law – fundamental 
freedoms. In some cases the Court tested the national provisions solely 
against secondary law,632 while in other cases the Court conducted a two-
fold analysis.633 Advocate General Geelhoed in his Opinion in Commission 
v Austria took a clear stand on this issue by stating that

631. Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 318.
632. ECJ, 12 October 1995, Case C-85/94 Groupement des Producteurs, Importateurs et 
Agents Généraux d’Eaux Minérales Etrangères, VZW (Piageme) and others v Peeters NV; 
ECJ, 14 July 1998, Case C-385/96 Criminal proceedings against Hermann Josef Goerres; 
ECJ, 26 October 1995, Case C-51/94 Commission v Germany; ECJ, 12 December 1990, 
Case 241/89 SARPP v Chambre syndicale des raffineurs et conditionneurs de sucre de 
France and others. 
633. ECJ, 18 June 1991, Case C-369/89 Piageme and others v BVBA Peeters; ECJ, 
5 April 2001, Case C-123/00 Christina Bellamy v English Shop Wholesale SA; ECJ, 14 
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 “[...] it is preferable, where a particular matter has been made subject to fully 
harmonised rules at Community level, to assess the relevant national provisions 
covered by the directive in question in the light of that secondary Community 
legislation and not in the light of the provisions of primary Community law. 
Only where a national rule must unquestionably be regarded as falling outside 
the scope of the directive can there be any justification for assessing it under 
the provisions of the Treaty [...].”634

In this case, the Commission brought an infringement action against Austria 
on the ground that the provisions of Austrian law that prohibited in a general 
manner the affixation of health-related information on foodstuffs infringed 
the relevant Union directive and Article 34 TFEU. The Austrian provisions 
went beyond the standards imposed by the Union directive. The directive 
prohibited only the reference to diseases on the packaging of foodstuff, 
whereas the Austrian rules banned all health related information. However, 
the directive authorised stricter standards, but only on the grounds that were 
set out exhaustively in the directive. The Court in its judgment followed the 
proposition of the Advocate General that the Austrian rules should only be 
reviewed in the light of the directive holding that “...since Article 15(2) of 
Directive 79/112 carried out an exhaustive harmonisation of the grounds on 
which the application of national rules raising obstacles to trade in food-
stuffs complying with the directive may be justified, any national measure 
relating thereto must be assessed in the light of the provisions of that har-
monising measure and not of Articles 28 EC and 30 EC [now Articles 34 
and 36 TFEU]”.635  

As appears from more recent case law, this solution prevails regarding the 
problem whether national rules that implement a Union regime should be 
reviewed both in the light of secondary and primary Union law or rather 
only in the light of the former. In the Swedish Match case636 the Court stated 
in a general manner that:

July 1988, Case 298/87 Proceedings for compulsory reconstruction against Smanor SA. 
For a description of the cases see Opinion of Advocate General Geelhoed, 4 July 2002, 
Case C-221/00 Commission v Austria, FN 30, 31.
634. Opinion of Advocate General Geelhoed, Case C-221/00 Commission v Austria, 
para. 44.
635. ECJ, 23 January 2003, Case C-221/01 Commission v Austria, para. 42.
636. ECJ, 14 December 2004, Case C-210/03 Swedish Match AB, Swedish Match UK 
Ltd v Secretary of State for Health.
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“…in a field which has been exhaustively harmonised at Community level, a 
national measure must be assessed in the light of the provisions of that harmo-
nising measure and not of those of primary law”.637

Accordingly it concluded that:

“[s]ince the marketing of tobacco products for oral use is a question that is 
regulated in a harmonised manner at Community level, the national legislati-
on at issue in the main proceedings which, duly transposing the Community 
legislation, prohibits the marketing of those products may thus be assessed 
with regard only to the provisions of that Community legislation, not to those 
of Articles 28 EC and 29 EC [now Articles 34 and 35 TFEU]”.638 

This position has not been unanimously supported in academia. Sørensen, 
while acknowledging that the Court’s approach is explicable from the point 
of view of judicial economy, considers it excessive to exclude an assessment 
of national legislation in the light of the rights of free movement in the cases 
described above.639 In contrast, Mortelmans seems to agree with the Court’s 
view on the relationship of national law – secondary law – primary law in 
completely harmonized domains.640 

The premise that national law is to be tested exclusively against secondary 
law, however, is conditional upon the fact that the legality of secondary 
law is not questioned for its compliance with primary law. As the validity 
of secondary law is merely a presumption, it can evidently be rebutted. 
Accordingly, the primary law freedoms may only be excluded from the 
examination of the compatibility of national law with EU law if no doubt 
is raised as to the validity of the act of secondary law which the national 
provisions at issue were to implement. On the contrary, where the legality 
of secondary law is challenged for its compatibility with the fundamen-
tal freedoms, the latter re-enter the picture with the result that the act of 
secondary law will be amenable to review in the light of the primary law 

637. Case C-210/03 Swedish Match, para. 81. See also ECJ, 12 October 1993, Case 
C-37/92 Criminal proceedings against José Vanacker and André Lesage and SA Baudoux 
combustibles; para. 9; Case C-324/99 DaimlerChrysler, para. 32; ECJ, 24 October 2002, 
Case C-99/01 Criminal proceedings against Gottfried Linhart and Hans Biffl, para. 18; 
ECJ, 17 April 2007, Case C-470/03 AGM-COS.MET v Suomen Valtio and Tarmo Lehtinen, 
para. 50; ECJ, 9 March 2006, Case 421/04 Matratzen Concord AG v Hukla Germany SA, 
para. 20; ECJ, 18 January 2007, Case C-313/05 Maciej Brzeziński v Dyrektor Izby Celnej 
w Warszawie, para. 44.
638. Case C-210/03 Swedish Match, para. 82.
639. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 165.
640. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1327. 
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freedoms.641 In this case only the act of secondary law is to be tested in the 
light of the freedoms and if it is declared invalid it will most probably have 
consequences for the implementing national laws as well, as a national law 
that contravenes the fundamental freedoms cannot continue to be applied 
even if it had been adopted in implementation of – the meanwhile invalida-
ted – Union directive (see Section 6.2.).

This has also been confirmed in Swedish Match where the Court – while 
ruling out the possibility to assess the UK law that implemented the direc-
tive’s prohibition on the marketing of tobacco products for oral use in the 
light of the free movement of goods – did test the compatibility of the Union 
directive with the same freedom.642 In another case, which concerned a 
general prohibition on the export of waste under German law in accordance 
with a Union regulation, the CJ was asked whether such national legislation 
should be tested not only against the provisions of the regulation but also 
those of Articles 34-36 TFEU on the free movement of goods.643 The Court 
held that the national measure did not have to be subjected to a review in 
the light of the free movement of goods even though the regulation when 
authorising restrictive national measures on the shipments of waste included 
the expression “in accordance with the Treaty”. In so holding, the Court 
specifically pointed out that the national court had not questioned the vali-
dity of the regulation at issue with regard to Articles 34-36 TFEU.644 Thus, 
the application of primary law was ruled out only due to the fact that the 
compatibility of the regulation with primary law had not been challenged. 

It is true that this latter point is not always emphasised by the Court. In some 
judgments, such as DocMorris, the Court made a rather general statement 
to the effect that a “national rule […], whereby a Member State discharges 
its obligations under [a directive], cannot be characterised as a measure 
having equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction on imports within the 
meaning of Article 28 EC [now Article 34 TFEU]”,645 without adding that 

641. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1327; Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 166, Kofler and 
Tenore, supra note 603, pp. 317, 324; A.P. Dourado, The Relationship between Primary 
and Secondary EU Law in Tax Law: The Legitimacy of Different Interpretation Criteria 
Applied to EU and National Legal Sources, in: Traditional and Alternative Routes to 
European Tax Integration (D. Weber ed., IBFD 2010), pp. 171-189, at p. 183.
642. Case C-210/03 Swedish Match, paras. 59-61.
643. Case C-324/99 DaimlerChrysler.
644. Ibid. para. 30.
645. Case C-322/01 DocMorris, para. 53; ECJ, 23 March 2000, Case C-246/98 Criminal 
proceedings against Berendse-Koenen M.G. en Berendse H.D. Maatschap, para. 25; ECJ, 
29 April 2004, Case C-387/99 Commission v Germany, para. 50; Case C-123/00 Bellamy, 
para. 21. 
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the provisions of the directive itself may nevertheless be qualified as such 
and should thus, be reviewed for their compliance with Article 34. Even 
more misleading is the following language: 

“if a product produced industrially comes within the definition of medicinal pro-
duct in Article 1(2) of Directive 2001/83, the obligation on the importer of that 
product to obtain a marketing authorisation in accordance with that directive 
prior to marketing it in the Member State of importation cannot in any event 
constitute a restriction on trade between Member States prohibited by Article 
28 EC [now Article 34 TFEU] [...]”646

As we have pointed out above, the reason for which the Court does not scru-
tinize in these cases the compatibility of secondary legislation with the free 
movement provisions is – most likely – the lack of ex officio examination of 
the legality of secondary law. However, the Court’s statements cited above 
go beyond these giving the impression that the Court considers the adoption 
of exhaustive harmonization measures in a certain policy field as creating 
a reserved area of regulation for the Union legislature which is shielded 
from the effect of the fundamental freedoms. Based on such statements 
one may arrive at the conclusion, as De la Feria does, that the Court’s case 
law has established the “primacy, or pre-emptive effect, of secondary law”, 
which she fears of entailing the “inversion” of the hierarchy of norms in 
the Union’s legal order.647 We submit, however, that a more subtle picture 
emerges when we take into account the entirety of the case law concerning 
the relationship of national law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms. 
We consider that the rule that secondary law takes precedence over the fun-
damental freedoms in areas subject to full harmonization is merely a rule of 
application similar to the generally accepted organising principle of ‘lex spe-
cialis’ according to which, specific rules replace general norms when their 
respective scopes of application coincide. It does not, however, invert the 
substantive hierarchical ranking of primary and secondary law. As Sørensen 
points out, “the lex specialis principle does not normally take precedence 
over the lex superior principle”.648 Advocate General Cruz Villalón calls the 
relationship between secondary legislation and the Treaty freedoms “proce-
dural supersession” meaning that “the Treaty is superseded as a necessary 
criterion for assessment in favour of the act of secondary European Union 
legislation” and “the freedom is rendered irrelevant only for the purposes 
of assessing whether a particular national measure complies with European 

646. ECJ, 15 November 2007, Case C-319/05 Commission v Germany, para. 35. The 
unclear nature of this language is pointed out in the Opinion of Advocate General Cruz 
Villalón, Case C-216/11 Commission v France, para. 37, FN 9.  
647. De la Feria, supra note 212, p. 282 et seq.
648. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 166.
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Union law”.649 He expressly rejects the idea that this procedural superses-
sion would have the effect of reversing the hierarchical relationship between 
primary and secondary law:   

“[this] procedural situation [...] cannot be understood in terms of ‘applicabili-
ty’ since, on the contrary, a form of reverse hierarchy would arise in the system 
of sources of European Union law. The secondary legislation of the European 
Union cannot have the effect of excluding the application of the fundamental 
freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty.”

He further explains that the applicability of the primary law freedoms can-
not be definitively excluded in domains where exhaustive harmonization 
exists, as that would contradict the premise that secondary law is subject 
to review for its legality under primary law and that secondary law is to be 
interpreted consistently with primary law:  

“[...] exclusion of the application of primary law [...] would run directly coun-
ter to the review of the validity of legislative acts of secondary law in the light of 
European Union law. Acts implementing the fundamental freedoms, including 
acts providing for exhaustive harmonisation, always make it possible, in the 
appropriate context, for their formal and substantive compatibility with the 
Treaties, including the fundamental freedoms, to be reviewed. [...]

In the same way, this alleged effect of excluding the application of the funda-
mental freedoms also runs counter to the requirement that secondary law must 
be interpreted in the light of primary law. That requirement, the result of the 
binding and also inspirational nature of the provisions of the Treaty and other 
provisions of primary law, notably the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union, precludes any attempt to render inapplicable the freedoms 
of movement.”650

Consequently, even if secondary law takes precedence in the order of ap-
plication over the primary law freedoms or, in other words, ‘procedurally 
supersedes’ the latter in exhaustively harmonized areas, the substantive 
hierarchy of Union law according to which secondary law is subordinated 
to primary law remains unchanged. This means that harmonizing measures, 
whether exhaustive or not, must respect the basic internal market freedoms 
expressed in the free movement provisions. The validity of secondary law 
is conditional upon its compatibility with the fundamental freedoms and 
any piece of secondary legislation that is established to be incompatible 
with those freedoms can be annulled or declared invalid. Again we recall 
that the Court does not address the issue of validity of Union acts on its own 

649. Opinion of Advocate General Cruz Villalón, Case C-216/11 Commission v France, 
paras. 35, 44.
650. Ibid. paras. 39-40.
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motion, therefore, the number of cases where the fundamental freedoms 
actually prevail over secondary law in exhaustively harmonized areas is 
undoubtedly limited. 

It needs to be noted that the fundamental freedoms may apply in fully har-
monized areas not only for the purpose of directly reviewing the legality of 
harmonizing measures that are applicable to the area in question but also for 
the purpose of serving as a standard for the interpretation of such harmoni-
zing measures. As Advocate General Geelhoed pointed out in his opinion 
in Commission v Austria, the fact that in fully harmonized domains national 
laws which fall under the scope of a harmonizing act, i.e. a directive, are to 
be examined only in the light of the latter “does not alter the fact that the 
provisions of [a] Directive [...] must, as must any provisions of secondary 
law, be interpreted in the light of the provisions of the Treaty relating to the 
free movement of goods”.651 Reconciling interpretation of secondary law 
with primary law may, in fact, render the rule of ‘assessing national law 
exclusively in the light of secondary law in fully harmonized areas’ futile. 
This is so because reconciling interpretation may result in the application 
of the standards of the free movement provisions within the framework of 
secondary law and therefore, it can give effect to the freedoms even where, 
in principle, they have no room to play. 

In brief, another settled rule that can be extracted from the case law concern-
ing the relationship of national law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms 
is that in policy areas covered by exhaustive harmonization, national law 
is to be tested only against the harmonizing secondary legislation and not 
against the fundamental freedoms.  

7.2.6.  Simultaneous application of secondary law and 
fundamental freedoms 

The rule that secondary law replaces the fundamental freedoms where the 
scope of application of the two overlaps applies to areas which are exhaus-
tively harmonized by secondary law. The emphasis put by the Court on this 

651. Opinion of Advocate General Geelhoed, Case C-221/00 Commission v Austria, 
para. 46.
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latter aspect suggests that in all other instances the fundamental freedoms 
may apply alongside with the secondary law instrument governing the given 
field. This is the case where:652 

a.  the scope of harmonization does not cover the entire field concerned, 
i.e. the harmonization is not exhaustive or full. For example, the Court 
held, in regard to a Dutch law, which prohibited the addition of a pre-
servative (nisin) to processed cheese intended for the domestic market 
that the matter did not fall under the scope of the Union harmonization 
measure which existed in the field, therefore, the law was to be judged 
under the provisions on the free movement of goods:

“Whilst it is true that the obstacles to which the disparity of the national laws 
on the subject give rise in intra-Community trade in the products concerned 
may be eliminated only by a uniform set of rules adopted at Community level, 
such rules do not exist at the present stage of Community law. Council Directive 
64/54/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States concerning 
the preservatives authorised for foodstuffs intended for human consumption 
[...] in fact merely provides in Article 6 thereof that the Directive “shall not 
affect the provisions of national laws concerning:....(b) nisin” and thus by im-
plication allows the Member States to retain in relation to the matter in issue a 
discretionary power within the limits laid down by general provisions of Article 
36 of the Treaty [now Article 36 TFEU].” 653 

  This was even more explicit in Ruwet concerning national laws which 
prescribed the nominal volume for bottles in which cider could be mar-
keted in Belgium. The Court ruled:  

“In the case of partial harmonisation such as the situation in point in the main 
proceedings, [the] prohibition [set out in Article 34 TFEU] applies to the ban 
on the marketing of prepackages that are not the subject of such harmonisation. 
In such a case, a contrary interpretation would be tantamount to authorising 
the Member States to partition their national markets in regard to products not 
covered by the Community rules, contrary to the objective of free movement 
pursued by the Treaty.”654 

652. See De la Feria, supra note 212, p. 282 et seq; Currall, supra note 513, p. 187; 
Slot, supra note 430, pp. 382, 388. 
653. ECJ, 5 February 1981, Case 53/80 Officier van justitie v Koninklijke Kaasfabriek 
Eyssen BV. 
654. ECJ, 12 October 2000, Case C-3/99 Cidrerie Ruwet SA v Cidre Stassen SA and HP 
Bulmer Ltd, para. 47. See also ECJ, 10 July 1984, Case 72/83 Campus Oil Limited and 
others v Minister for Industry and Energy and others, paras. 27-31; ECJ, 14 September 
2000, Case C-238/98 Hugo Fernando Hocsman v Ministre de l’Emploi et de la Solidarité, 
paras. 31-34; ECJ, 14 December 2004, Case C-309/02 Radlberger Getränkegesellschaft 
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b.  the act of secondary law applies the technique of minimum harmoniza-
tion. For example, the Court pointed out in Delhaize regarding national 
rules requiring wine of designated origin to be bottled in the region of 
production and limiting bulk exports:

“It is true that under Article 18 of Regulation No 823/87 the Member States 
may, taking into account fair and traditional practices, lay down additional or 
more stringent conditions of movement than those laid down in Regulation No 
823/87 for quality wines produced in specified regions in their territory, such as 
wines bearing the designation “denominación de origen calificada”.

However, Article 18 of Regulation No 823/87 cannot be interpreted as autho-
rizing the Member States to impose conditions contrary to the Treaty rules on 
the movement of goods.” 655

c.  in general, the harmonization measure leaves room for the Member 
States’ discretion in implementation, which includes the case where the 
act of secondary law grants not only an authorization but an option to 
the Member State (see Section 7.2.7.). The harmonizing secondary le-
gislation which allows discretion to the Member States in its implemen-
tation sometimes specifically points to the limits set by the fundamental 
freedoms which the Member States must respect in exercising such 
discretion. This was the situation, for example, in a case concerning the 
harmonized Union regime of packaging and packaging waste:

“As regards the reuse of packaging, Article 5 of Directive 94/62 does no more 
than allow the Member States to encourage, in conformity with the Treaty, 
systems for the reuse of packaging that can be reused in an environmentally 
sound manner.

Apart from the definition of the concept of ‘reuse’ of packaging, certain general 
provisions on measures to avoid packaging waste and the provisions relating to 

mbH & Co. and S. Spitz KG v Land Baden-Württemberg, paras. 54-57; ECJ, 10 April 2008, 
Case C-265/06 Commission v Portugal, para. 28; ECJ, 30 April 2009, Case C-132/08 Lidl 
Magyarország Kereskedelmi bt v Nemzeti Hírközlési Hatóság Tanácsa, para. 45. 
655. ECJ, 9 June 1992, Case C-47/90 Établissements Delhaize frères et Compagnie 
Le Lion SA v Promalvin SA and AGE Bodegas Unidas SA, paras. 25-26. See also Case 
C-322/01 DocMorris, paras. 16, 63-64; ECJ, 16 December 2008, Case C-205/07 Criminal 
proceedings against Lodewijk Gysbrechts and Santurel Inter BVBA, paras. 34-35; ECJ, 28 
October 1999, Case C-6/98 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Rundfunkanstalten (ARD) v PRO 
Sieben Media AG, para. 49; ECJ, 22 June 1993, Case C-11/92 The Queen v Secretary of 
State for Health, ex parte Gallaher Ltd, Imperial Tobacco Ltd and Rothmans International 
Tobacco (UK.)Ltd; ECJ, 9 July 1997, Case C-34-36/95 Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v 
De Agostini (Svenska) Förlag AB and Others; ECJ, 25 June 1998, Case C-203/96 Chemische 
Afvalstoffen Dusseldorp BV and Others v Minister van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke 
Ordening en Milieubeheer; ECJ, 1 December 1998, Case C-410/96 André Ambry, paras. 
23-24; ECJ, 23 February 2006, Case C-441/04 A-Punkt Schmuckhandels GmbH v Claudia 
Schmidt, paras.  11-12.
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return, collection and recovery systems, [....], Directive 94/62 does not regulate, 
as regards Member States which are disposed to exercise the power granted by 
Article 5, the organizationof systems encouraging reusable packaging.

 [...] the organizationof national systems intended to encourage the reuse of 
packaging is therefore not the subject of complete harmonisation.

Such systems can consequently be assessed on the basis of the Treaty provisions 
relating to the free movement of goods.

Furthermore, Article 5 of Directive 94/62 allows the Member States to encou-
rage systems for the reuse of packaging only ‘in conformity with the Treaty’. 656   

  This case is an example of non-exhaustive harmonization which specifi-
cally permits the Member States to enact laws outside the limited scope 
of the harmonization measure for the purpose of introducing systems 
which encourage the reuse of packaging and design and implement 
such systems within their own discretionary powers circumscribed by 
the rules of primary law. 

  Even if the harmonizing secondary law does not make an explicit refe-
rence to the obligation of exercising discretion in conformity with pri-
mary law, such requirement is inherent in the manner in which national 
law – secondary law – primary law apply in non-completely harmoni-
zed policy areas. 

In summary, in the three groups of cases referred to above, the Court clari-
fied that where an act of secondary law only partially harmonizes the area 
concerned or sets forth only minimum requirements regarding the regula-
tion of a certain matter, or gives only general guidelines regarding a regime 
to be implemented by the Member States, the latter maintain their power to 
regulate the area left unaffected by the harmonizing act or to introduce more 
stringent rules than those laid down in the harmonizing act or to provide for 
the details of the harmonized regime at their own discretion. However, in 
doing so, the Member States remain bound by the limits set by primary law. 
Therefore, in all these domains, harmonizing secondary legislation and the 
primary law freedoms apply simultaneously to delimit the scope of action 
for the Member States. 

656. Case C-309/02 Spitz, paras. 54-58, similar wording was used in the directive at 
issue in C-322/01 DocMorris, para. 64.
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7.2.7.  Authorization versus option granted by secondary law

As we have seen above, a harmonizing act of secondary law and the primary 
law freedoms apply simultaneously where, inter alia, the harmonizing act 
leaves room for the Member States’ discretion in implementation. Most 
frequently, this happens where the harmonizing act grants an option for the 
Member States which they can choose to exercise or not to exercise at their 
discretion. With regard to national measures which exercise an option gran-
ted by secondary law, the Court has held that for such national measures it is 
not enough to comply with the secondary law that grants the option but they 
must also accord with the primary law freedoms. As it was held in Bosal: 

“[…], Article 4(2) of the directive leaves each Member State the option of pro-
viding that any charges relating to that holding may not be deducted from the 
taxable profits of the parent company.

It follows that, in so far as [the national law at issue] merely implements the 
possibility offered by Article 4(2) of the directive to refuse the deduction of costs 
incurred by parent companies in connection with holdings in the capital of their 
subsidiaries, it is compatible with the directive.

However, that possibility may be exercised only in compliance with the fun-
damental provisions of the Treaty, in this case Article 52 thereof [now Article 
49 TFEU]. It is therefore in relation to that provision that it is necessary to 
examine the question whether the directive authorises a Member State only 
partially to allow, as does [the national law at issue], the deductibility of costs 
in relation to holdings.”657

This seems to be in accordance with a more general statement that the Court 
made in Kholl, according to which:

 “ ... the fact that a national measure may be consistent with a provision of 
secondary law [...] does not have the effect of removing that measure from the 
scope of the provisions of the Treaty.”658

Situations where a Union measure grants an option to the Member States 
must be distinguished from another form of permissory norms; namely, 
clear-cut authorizations. In the Ouzo case,659 which will be discussed in 
detail in the next Section, the Court held that Greece by fixing an excise duty 
for ouzo at a 50% lower rate than the standard national rate on alcohol did 

657. ECJ, 18 September 2003, Case C-168/01 Bosal Holding BV v Staatssecretaris van 
Financiën, paras. 23, 25-26. See also ECJ, 23 February 2006, Case C-471/04 Finanzamt 
Offenbach am Main-Land v Keller Holding GmbH, para. 45. 
658. ECJ, 28 April 1998, Case C-158/96 Raymond Kohll v Union des Caisses de Maladie, 
para. 25.
659. ECJ, 5 October 2004, Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece (Ouzo).
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not infringe any provision of EU law, as it merely made use of an authori-
zation granted in a Union directive. Such lower taxation of a domestically 
produced alcoholic beverage is clearly in breach of the primary law prohi-
bition of discriminatory internal taxation laid down in Article 110 TFEU. 
However, the Court examined the discriminatory Greek legislation exclu-
sively in the light of the directive, which granted the authorization for such 
taxation, leaving Article 110 TFEU outside the scope of scrutiny. Hence, 
the case tells us that in such a constellation, the relationship of national 
law – secondary law – primary law is governed by the premise of ‘exclu-
sive application of secondary law’. Kofler and Tenore point out that this 
seems to oppose the approach followed by the Court with regard to options.660 
Indeed, the question can be raised to what extent an authorization by a 
Union measure, such as the one in Ouzo, is different from an option granted 
to the Member States, such as the one at issue in Bosal. A possible answer 
to this question was given by Advocate General Tizzano in his Opinion in 
Ouzo, where he explained that:

 “...Greece was free to decide whether and when to exercise the option it was 
accorded but....[it] was not in fact free to decide how to exercise that option”661  
(emphasis added)

and 

“what the present action is calling into question is not the method of applying 
[the authorisation provision]...but the mere fact of applying that provision, 
that is to say the mere fact of exercising the right conferred by that provision.”662 

Thus, the difference seems to be that an authorization measure – what 
Advocate General Tizzano does not distinguish from an ‘option’ when he 
uses the same term to designate to two types of permissory norms – as 
opposed to a real option, does not grant leeway for the Member States to 
act. This means that when a Member State chooses to act upon an authori-
zation it cannot exercise actual discretion in its action. The situation is to 
the contrary when Member States are granted an option. This can be better 
understood when we compare the two provisions of secondary law, which 
were at issue in Ouzo, on the one hand, and in Bosal, on the other. In Ouzo 
the directive provided:   

660. Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 318.
661. Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano, 15 January 2004, Case C-475/01 Commission 
v Greece, para. 49.
662. Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano, Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece, 
para. 59.
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“The following Member States may apply a reduced rate, which may fall below 
the minimum rate but not be set more than 50% below the standard national 
rate of duty on ethyl alcohol, to the following products: 

[…] 

the Hellenic Republic, in respect of those aniseed flavoured spirit drinks de-
fined in Regulation (EEC) No 1576/89 which are colourless and have a sugar 
content of 50 grams or less per litre, and in which at least 20% of the alcoholic 
strength of the final product is composed of alcohol flavoured by distillation in 
traditional discontinuous copper stills with a capacity of 1 000 litres or less.”

In Bosal the provision of the directive in question was the following: 

“[…], each Member State shall retain the option of providing that any charges 
relating to the holding and any losses resulting from the distribution of the 
profits of the subsidiary may not be deducted from the taxable profits of the 
parent company.[…]”

As it appears, the provision in Ouzo is a very specific provision which pin-
points to what type of alcohol and how much lower exercise duty can be 
applied. In contrast, the provision in Bosal did leave room for manoeuvre 
for the Member States in implementation which the Netherlands made use 
of when it introduced only a partial denial of cost deduction, i.e. it denied 
the costs relating to holdings in subsidiaries which did not generate profits 
taxable in the Netherlands. 

In the forthcoming part, for the sake of clarity, we call the Ouzo-type measu-
res ‘authorization measures’ and the Bosal-type measures ‘options’.       

In summary, authorizations measures, given that they do not leave scope 
for the Member States’ discretion, are approximated to measures bringing 
about complete or exhaustive harmonization. Therefore, national laws 
making use of an authorization given by secondary law are to be tested 
only against the secondary law. Conversely, national laws which exercise 
an option granted by secondary law leaving discretionary powers to the 
Member States are subject to review not only in the light of the secondary 
law but also primary law.  

7.2.8.  Authorization measures in infringement procedures

The rule of exclusive application of secondary law in the case of authori-
zation measures may lead to some rather counterproductive results. This 
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is apparent in cases where a national provision adopted on the basis of 
an authorization granted under secondary Union law is challenged by the 
Commission in an infringement procedure on the ground of infringing pri-
mary law. This was the situation in two substantially similar cases which 
were, however, decided by the Court in the opposite ways. In the Ouzo 
case,663 mentioned above, the Court stuck to the rule of exclusive application 
of secondary law. In the Grapefruit case, the Court applied the method of 
reconciliatory interpretation of secondary law with primary law.664 

In Ouzo, one of the most controversial cases in the CJ’s case law concerning 
the relationship of national law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms, 
the provision of primary law that was at issue was not one of the funda-
mental freedoms but Article 110 TFEU (previously Article 90 EC), which 
prohibits discriminatory internal taxation of imported products as compared 
to similar domestic products. Greece imposed excise duty on ouzo at a 
lower rate than on other alcoholic beverages originating from other Member 
States, such as gin, vodka and whisky. It did so, on the basis of an autho-
rization contained in a Union directive on the harmonization of structures 
of excise duties on alcohol. The Commission brought an infringement pro-
cedure against Greece, alleging that it failed to fulfil its obligations under 
Article 110 TFEU. In particular, the Commission argued that secondary EU 
legislation must be transposed into the Member States’ legal orders in a way 
that accords with the TFEU, thus, the authorization under secondary law for 
levying a reduced excise duty on national products does not discharge the 
Member States from the obligation to comply with the fundamental princi-
ples of the TFEU, such as the one set out in Article 110. The Court with a 
rather laconic and formalistic reasoning dismissed the Commission’s claim 
and held that “...since the Hellenic Republic has done no more than maintain 
in force national rules adopted on the basis of Article 23(2) of Directive 
92/83 and which comply with that provision, it has not failed to fulfil its 
obligations under Community law.” 665 The decision was heavily criticized 

663. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece.
664. ECJ, 12 July 1990, Case C-128/89 Commission v Italy.
665. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece, para. 24.
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in academic circles666 for the reason that it “... restricts the full force of the 
freedoms and opens the door for Member States to pack their own interests 
in secondary Community legislation.”667 

The Court examined the Greek law setting forth a lower rate for ouzo exclu-
sively in the light of the directive; thus, abiding by the rule that in the case of 
secondary legislation that does not leave discretion for the Member States, 
national law should only be scrutinized in the light of the harmonizing 
secondary law to the exclusion of primary law. The primary law provision, 
specifically Article 110 TFEU, could have only been applied if the legality 
of the directive had also been at issue. The latter was not at issue, as the 
Commission had not claimed the incompatibility of the directive’s provision 
with Article 110 TFEU. As to the background, it is important to note that the 
Commission could not challenge directly the authorising provision of the 
directive as the time limit for bringing an action for annulment under Article 
263 TFEU had expired. In this context, the suspicion that the Commission 
had actually tried to circumvent the procedural constraints in the remedial 
system of the TFEU and attempted to misuse the infringement procedure 
for challenging, in reality, the legality of the directive was not unfounded. 
In reaction to this concern, the Commission firmly denied that it intended 
to call into question the legality of the directive.668 

On the one hand, the absence of a challenge to the legality of the directive 
normally means that the Court does not examine ex officio such legality, 
including the compatibility of the directive with primary law. On the other 
hand, even if the Commission had challenged the legality of the directive the 
Court could not have declared it invalid in an infringement procedure.669 As 
we recall, the presumption of validity of Union acts lays down that Union 
measures remain valid “...until such time as they are withdrawn, annulled 
in an action for annulment or declared invalid following a reference for a 

666. See Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 320 et seq and the authors referred 
to by them: Dürrschmidt, Nachbetrachtung zu EuGH, EuZW 2004, 729 – Kommission/
Griechenland (Ouzo), 16 Europäische Zeitschrift für Wirtschaftsrecht (2005), pp. 229-230; 
Weinzierl, Die Ouzo-Entscheidung des EuGH (Rs. C-475/01) – Eine ungenutzte Möglichkeit 
zur Bereinigung der Gemeinschaftsrechtsordnung von Widersprüchen, 39 Europarecht 
(2005), pp. 759-769; Lüdicke and Hummel, Zum Primat des primären Gemeinschaftsrechts, 
15 Internationales Steuerrecht (2006), p. 694, 697; Tsiros, The ‘Ouzo’ Case: Towards a 
New Assessment of Member State Obligations under the Treaty and the Commission’s 
Discretion in the Exercise of Public Enforcement, 12 Columbia Journal of European Law 
(2006), pp. 809-826, see supra note 603, FN 49.
667. Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 321.
668. Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano, Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece, 
para. 44.
669. Similarly, Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 321.
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preliminary ruling or a plea of illegality”.670 The list of actions whereby a 
Union measure can be invalidated does not include the infringement proce-
dure. This is reasonable, as otherwise the procedural safeguards built in the 
action for annulment, primarily the time-limit, could easily be avoided by 
the Commission – which is anyways a privileged applicant in an action for 
annulment – by bringing infringement procedures against Member States 
that exercised authorizations on the basis of Union measures which the 
Commission considers illegal. In addition, it would be awkward to condemn 
a Member State for infringing Union law when it merely exercises a right 
granted to it. In this respect, Ouzo can be seen in parallel with Doc Morris.671 
Doc Morris laid down that a Member State merely complying with an obli-
gation under secondary law cannot infringe primary law.672 Ouzo clarifies 
that it is also true in an inverse situation; that is, a Member State exercising a 
right – granted in the form of an authorization – under secondary law cannot 
violate primary law either.

In Ouzo the Court did not expressly state that the infringement procedure is 
not a type of procedure in the framework of which Union acts can be decla-
red invalid. Instead it observed that “... the Commission’s action, which 
seeks directly to challenge the rate of excise duty that the Hellenic Republic 
was authorised to apply to ouzo on the basis of Article 23(2) of Directive 
92/83, indirectly but necessarily amounts to a challenge to the lawfulness of 
that provision”.673 Thereafter, it referred to the principle of presumption of 
legality of Union acts. Such presumption with regard to the directive had not 
been rebutted previously in any of the eligible procedures, thus, the directive 
was considered to produce legal effects which were presumed to be lawful. 
Therefore, Greece was entitled to rely on its provisions.

Having regard to the above, the outcome of the Ouzo case can be explained 
by two considerations. First, it is the result of the strict application of the 
rule according to which national law should be measured only against 
secondary law, to the exclusion of primary law, in cases where no discre-
tion in implementation is left for the Member States by secondary law. 
Second, secondary law remains valid and produces legal effects unless it is 
annulled or declared invalid in proceedings appropriate for such annulment 
or invalidation. Secondary law cannot be declared invalid in an infringement 
procedure brought against a Member State. In our view, the latter factor was 

670. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece, para. 18. 
671. Case C-322/01 Doc Morris, see also Case C-246/98 Berendse-Koenen; Case 
C-387/99 Commission v Germany; Case C-123/00 Bellamy. 
672. Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 318.
673. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece, para. 17.
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decisive in Ouzo, as in another procedure the legality of the directive could 
have been tested against Article 110 TFEU even if national law could not 
have been directly reviewed in the light of the latter. Had the directive’s pro-
vision been invalidated, national law implementing the invalidated directive 
could not have been applied as well (see Section 6.2). Therefore, in another 
procedure, the outcome would have been different. This is demonstrated by 
the Ramel case674 where a situation very similar to that of Ouzo led to the 
invalidation of a Union measure.675 France introduced a charge of equivalent 
effect to custom duties on Italian wines on the basis of an authorization 
granted under a Union regulation. The relevant provision of the Union regu-
lation was declared invalid, which was possible in the given procedure, that 
is, a preliminary ruling procedure in which the legality of the regulation was 
directly challenged in the light of the provisions of primary law. 

In consequence, we consider that the bottom line of the Ouzo case is that 
the Commission is precluded from challenging the validity of a Union act 
in an infringement procedure whether by claiming, directly, the invalidity 
of the Union act, or indirectly, the incompatibility with primary law of the 
national measure implementing the Union act. In view of the rule accor-
ding to which in cases where secondary law leaves no discretion for the 
Member States in implementation national law is to be tested only against 
the harmonizing secondary law but not against primary law, the outcome, 
at least from a doctrinal perspective, seems to be the correct one.676 It is true 
that the strict application of such a rule enables a provision of secondary 
law, which is clearly in breach of primary law, to remain in effect until an 
individual brings the matter in front of a national court that is willing to 
question the validity of such provision in a preliminary ruling procedure. 
The Court resorted to a less rigid solution than this in an earlier case; namely 
the Grapefruit case.677       

The Grapefruit case concerned a rule introduced by Italy according to 
which, grapefruit could only be imported to the country through certain 
designated coastal ports while imports through inland border posts were 
prohibited. The measure was intended to protect the health of the Italian cit-
rus crop and it was based on a directive harmonizing health checks of plant 

674. ECJ, 20 April 1978, Case 80 and 81/77 Société Les Commissionnaires Réunis 
SARL v Receveur des douanes and SARL Les fils de Henri Ramel v Receveur des douanes.
675. Dourado draws a parallel between Ouzo and Ramel, as in both cases the problem 
was with the secondary Union law and not with national law, see Dourado, supra note 641, 
p. 186.
676. Differently, Kofler and Tenore, supra note 603, p. 320 et seq.
677. Case C-128/89 Commission v Italy.
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products, which expressly permitted Member States to impose an import 
ban on certain plants. Specifically, in the case of Italy, the directive autho-
rised a ban on all citrus fruit plants, to which grapefruit also belonged. The 
Commission initiated an infringement procedure against Italy claiming that 
the measure was in breach of both the directive and the Treaty provisions 
prohibiting measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions 
(Articles 34-36 TFEU). Italy relied on the argument of ‘a maiore ad minus’ 
maintaining that if it is authorised to introduce a total ban on citrus fruits it is 
also entitled to adopt a less restrictive measure in the form of allowing entry 
of grapefruit only through certain designated coastal ports. In other words, 
Italy’s defence was that it merely exercised the authorization granted to it 
by the directive in a less restrictive manner than it could have. The Court did 
not accept this argument and followed an approach different from that taken 
in Ouzo. Most importantly, unlike in Ouzo, it did not limit the examination 
of national law to the issue of compatibility with secondary law. Instead it 
emphasised that the aim of the directive at issue was in harmony with the 
aim of the Treaty’s free movement provisions. Particularly, the directive – a 
harmonization instrument based on Article 114 TFEU – was designed to 
promote the free movement of goods by reducing the obstacles constituted 
by divergent Member State’s measures aimed at the protection of the health 
of plants adopted pursuant to the exception set forth in Article 36 TFEU. 
This led the Court to conclude that:

 “...the Member States’ power to adopt health protection measures under the 
harmonizing directive may not under any circumstances exceed the limits laid 
down by Article 36 of the EEC Treaty [now Article 36 TFEU]”.678

This is clearly in conflict with Ouzo where the Court dismissed the 
Commission’s claim that Member States must comply with primary law 
when they exercise a clear-cut authorization granted to them under secon-
dary legislation. In Grapefruit, the Court put emphasis on the overall aim 
of the directive and the fact that such aim corresponded to the objective of 
the Treaty freedoms, while it disregarded the directive’s actual wording and 
called for an analysis which would normally be conducted under Article 
34 and 36 TFEU. That analysis included the examination of the proportio-
nality of the Italian measure, i.e. whether it was appropriate and necessary 
to achieve the protection of the health of plant products at which it was 
aimed. It concluded that less restrictive measures than the prohibition of 
importation of grapefruit through inland border posts were available for that 
purpose. Therefore, it established that the Italian legislation infringed both 
the directive and Article 34 TFEU.

678. Ibid. para. 17.
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In the course of the analysis the Court stated that: 

“[...] the power granted to Member States in the present case by Article 4(2)(a) 
of Directive 77/93 to ban the introduction into their territory of plants, plant 
products [....] cannot be construed as authorizing the Member States to adopt 
measures restrictive of trade which go beyond what is necessary in order to 
protect the health of citrus fruit.”679

From this wording it does not turn out unequivocally whether the Court 
measured the Italian provision at issue directly against the freedoms or it 
did so only indirectly by interpreting secondary law consistently with the 
freedoms. The paragraph mentions the interpretation of the “power gran-
ted to the Member States by Article 4(2)(a) of the Directive” and not the 
interpretation of Article 4(2)(a) of the directive itself. Even if the Court had 
meant to interpret the directive’s provisions in the light of primary law and 
it did not directly test national law against Article 34-36, the outcome of 
the case seems to contradict not only the Ouzo case but also what we have 
seen above in the Tedeschi- line case law (see Section 7.2.4.). According 
to that case law, Member States cannot have recourse to Article 36 TFEU 
in order to justify restrictions on the free movement of goods introduced 
with the aim of protecting the interests listed in that provision where har-
monization measures had been adopted to take care of those interests. Thus, 
the Tedeschi-line case law suggests that in this situation, national provi-
sions must be tested only against the harmonizing measure. In contrast, 
the Grapefruit case tells us that a national measure which is based on an 
authorization granted under a harmonizing directive is still to be examined 
in the light of the principle of proportionality which forms part of the test 
used under the primary law freedoms, specifically, the exceptions set out in 
Article 36 TFEU or the ‘mandatory requirements’ – case law. 

There is, however, a difference between the Grapefruit case and a Tedeschi-
like situation; namely, in Grapefruit, the national law was in line with (the 
wording of) secondary law whereas in Tedeschi it was not, as it introduced 
more restrictive measures than those permitted by secondary law. Therefore, 
there are two possible interpretations of this case law. One interpretation is 
that a double standard applies to the Member States, meaning that they are 
precluded from having recourse to primary law when it would broaden their 
ability to introduce restrictions on the freedoms whereas they are required 
to have such recourse when it limits their capacity to set up such restric-
tions. The other interpretation is that when a Member State measure does 
not comply with secondary law the Member State cannot excuse its fault 

679. Ibid. para. 19.
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by invoking primary law; on the other hand, when a Member State measure 
is in line with secondary law, it does not discharge the Member State from 
the obligation to comply with primary law too. This latter interpretation 
reconciles Grapefruit and Tedeschi, however, it does not absolve the con-
tradiction between Grapefruit and Ouzo. In Ouzo, the Court examined the 
Greek law only in the light of secondary law despite the fact that the infrin-
gement of primary law could have been eliminated by having Article 110 
TFEU brought into the scope of scrutiny. From this angle, the approach in 
Grapefruit is more pragmatic, as it avoids the awkward situation that a pro-
vision of secondary law, which is clearly in breach of primary law, remains 
valid and effective due to the form of procedure in which it was brought 
before the Court. The technique of reconciliatory interpretation of secon-
dary law with primary law is able to neutralize infringements of primary 
law resulting from the provisions of secondary law without the need for a 
formal invalidation of the latter.

7.2.9.  Interim conclusions

In this Section, we have seen various aspects of the relationship of national 
law – secondary law – primary law. The main question in this regard is 
whether the primary law freedoms can be applied in a domain where har-
monizing secondary EU law exists. In this regard, first, we have seen that 
the harmonization of national measures that had been adopted on the basis 
of the public interest exceptions to the freedoms laid down in the Treaty 
excludes the recourse by the Member States to those exceptions (Tedeschi 
rule). Second, in a field which has been exhaustively harmonized, a national 
measure must be assessed in the light of the provisions of the harmonising 
measure and not of those of the primary law freedoms. The premise that 
the primary law freedoms are excluded from an exhaustively harmonized 
field holds true only when the legality of the harmonizing measure is not 
challenged in the light of the freedoms. Further, in non-exhaustively harmo-
nized areas, primary law, including the freedoms, and secondary law apply 
simultaneously for testing the compatibility of national law with EU law. 
However, a national rule whereby a Member State discharges its obligations 
under secondary law cannot infringe primary law. Similarly, a national rule 
whereby a Member State exercises a clear-cut authorization granted to it 
by secondary law cannot infringe primary law either. This latter conclusion 
is drawn from the Ouzo case (C-475/01), which however, deviates from 
earlier case law where the Court found a national provision exercising an 
authorization granted by secondary law in breach of primary law. The Court 
in the latter case used the technique of consistent interpretation of secondary 
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law with primary law so that it could condemn the national provision as 
not being in line with EU law while leaving the validity of secondary law 
intact (Case C-128/89 Grapefruit case). If secondary law – in particular a 
directive – leaves discretion for the Member States in exercising an option 
or, otherwise leaves room for manoeuvre when implementing the provisions 
of the directive into national law, the implementation by the Member States 
must comply not only with the directive but also with primary law.  

In the course of the analysis of the relationship of national law – secondary 
law – primary law we observed the techniques and approaches that the 
Court applies in order to avoid facing a conflict between the fundamental 
freedoms and secondary law which may necessitate the setting aside of 
secondary law. Due to these techniques in a preliminary ruling procedure 
the extent to which secondary law can be reviewed in the light of the fun-
damental freedoms is rather limited, although not completely excluded. In 
a preliminary ruling procedure, differently from a direct action for annul-
ment, the first question that the Court normally faces is a choice of the norm 
against which national law should be tested. By establishing the rule that 
in exhaustively harmonized areas national law is to be tested only against 
secondary EU law, the Court has managed to downsize the chances of con-
flict between secondary Union acts and the primary law freedoms. To be 
more precise, the limited scope of review of secondary law results from the 
combined effect of (i) the principle that in the case of exhaustive harmo-
nization, national law should only be tested against secondary Union law; 
(ii) the presumption of legality of secondary Union law, meaning that the 
compatibility of secondary law with the fundamental freedoms is examined 
only upon a challenge to that effect; and the other side of the coin, i.e. (iii) 
the lack of ex officio examination by the Court of the validity of secondary 
law, including its compatibility with the fundamental freedoms. 

Taking into account all these elements in the Court’s case law, De la Feria 
is undoubtedly correct in pointing out that the Court is more than cautious 
to engage in a constitutional-type review of legality of secondary law in the 
light of the fundamental freedoms with regard to areas subject to compre-
hensive harmonization, such as VAT.680 This, however, does not mean that 
the Court has established a new ranking of the sources of EU law by laying 
down the principle of ‘primacy of secondary law’.   

In the light of the above, it is also apparent why we consider Von Bogdandy’s 
conclusion cited above on the relationship of national law – secondary law 

680. De la Feria, supra note 212, p. 307.
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– primary law, that is, “the Court applies the basic freedoms only if there 
is no secondary instrument” (see Section 7.2.3.), overly general. From this 
conclusion he infers that the Union legislature by adopting secondary legis-
lation may “correct” the interpretation that the Court had previously given 
to the provisions of primary law, specifically the fundamental freedoms.681 
This claim disregards the fact that secondary legislation is and remains 
subject to the requirement of respecting the primary law freedoms, which 
includes the interpretation given to the latter by the Court. Thus, the fun-
damental freedoms are not ousted with a definitive effect as soon as a har-
monization measure is adopted in their sphere of application. Any piece of 
secondary law, whether adopted before or after a certain interpretation had 
been accorded by the Court to the fundamental freedoms, can be reviewed, 
and if necessary invalidated, for its (in)compatibility with the latter. This 
legality review of secondary law is a crucial element in the interplay of 
national law-secondary law-primary law682 and an important constitutional 
guarantee under Union law. Disregarding the possibility of such a review 
could indeed lead to the misconception that the hierarchy of norms has been 
inverted in the Union’s legal order, in which case the latter could hardly 
be considered a constitutional order. Von Bogdadny’s statement about the 
corrective effect of subsequently adopted secondary law on the prior inter-
pretation of primary law – apart from the fact that its acceptance would 
undermine the constitutional nature of the Union’s legal order – is not sup-
ported, for the most part, by the Court’s case law, as will be shown in the 
forthcoming Section. 

7.3.  Interpretation of secondary law in the light of the 
fundamental freedoms

7.3.1.  Introduction 

The second technique the Court employs in order to reduce the chance of 
occurrence of situations where it would have to invalidate or annul an act 
of the Union legislature on account of its infringement of the fundamental 
freedoms is the interpretation of secondary law in the light of primary law, 
specifically, the fundamental freedoms. 

It is settled case law that “[a] directive must, like all secondary legisla-
tion, be interpreted in the light of the Treaty rules on the free movement of 

681. Von Bogdandy, supra note 203, p. 1327.
682. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 145.
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goods”.683 In general terms, this rule of reconciliatory or consistent interpre-
tation requires that secondary EU law must be interpreted as far as possible 
in a way that is consistent with the requirements of higher ranking rules of 
primary law, amongst those the fundamental freedoms. 

This rule of interpretation has been applied by the Court to many cases in 
various fields of law and in various contexts. These cases can be divided into 
different categories according to the function that primary law fulfils in the 
interpretation process of secondary law. 

7.3.2.  Consistent interpretation of an undefined concept of 
secondary law

At one end of the spectrum, there are cases where primary law helps in 
the interpretation of an undefined term or an imprecise norm included in 
secondary law.684 As has been mentioned above, under ‘primary law’ we 
mean not only the legal provisions laid down in the TFEU but also the 
interpretation that the CJ has given to those provisions in its case law. In 
particular, in this category are cases where the Court interprets directives 
that harmonize packaging, labelling and advertising requirements for cer-
tain products.685 Most of these directives are based on Article 114 or 115 
TFEU (or rather their predecessors in the E(E)C Treaty) and thus, aim at 
facilitating the functioning of the internal market, nonetheless, they pursue 
other objectives as well, such as consumer and health protection. Having 
regard to the fact that the latter concepts had already been interpreted in the 
context of primary law – either under Article 36 TFEU or the ‘mandatory 
requirements’ – case law when ruling on the justifications for measures 
having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions – the Court draws on this 
case law when interpreting corresponding concepts or concrete provisions 
under secondary law.686 

683. ECJ, 2 February 1994, Case C-315/92 Verband Sozialer Wettbewerb eV v. Clinique 
Laboratoires SNC et Estée Lauder Cosmetics GmbH, para. 12.
684. Mortelmans, supra note 434, pp. 1329-1331.
685. Case C-315/92 Clinique; ECJ, 13 January 2000, Case C-220/98 Estée Lauder 
Cosmetics GmbH & Co. OHG v. Lancaster Group GmbH; ECJ, 16 July 1998, Case 
C-210/96 Gut Springenheide GmbH and Rudolf Tusky v. Oberkreisdirektor des Kreises 
Steinfurt; ECJ, 28 January 1999, Case C-77/97 Österreichische Unilever GmbH v. Smithkline 
Beecham Markenartikel GmbH; ECJ, 13 September 2001, Case C-169/99 Hans Schwarzkopf 
GmbH & Co. KG v. Zentrale zur Bekämpfung unlauteren Wettbewerbs eV. For a detailed 
discussion of these cases, see Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1329.
686. Similarly, under the Trade Mark Directive (Directive 89/104), the Court interpreted 
the principle of exhaustion in conformity with the case law on Articles 34 and 36 TFEU: 
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An example of this is the Schwarzkopf case,687 where the Court interpreted 
a directive on packaging and labelling requirements for cosmetic products 
in the light of the free movement provisions of the TFEU. In particular, the 
directive required compulsory warnings to be placed on the packaging of 
such products and allowed the Member States to require that those warn-
ings appear on the packaging in their own language. Schwarzkopf wanted 
to market its products in nine different Member States without having to 
repackage its products for each of those markets. The full warnings in all 
the nine languages could not be placed on the products. Therefore, it marke-
ted its cosmetic products with only abbreviated warnings on the packaging 
while it included full information on the use of the products in enclosed leaf-
lets. When it was sued in Germany for failing to comply with the German 
rules implementing the directive, Schwarzkopf relied on the ´impossibility 
clause´, a provision under the directive allowing the omission of full warn-
ings where it was “impossible for practical reasons”. The Court held that 
the linguistic requirements provided by the directive constituted measures 
having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions, for they were liable to 
cause extra packaging costs, but they were justified by the public interest 
objective of protecting public health. Schwarzkopf could not escape from 
the obligations prescribed by the directive by invoking practical impossi-
bility. In essence, the Court interpreted what impossibility should mean in 
the scheme of the directive having regard to the interpretation which had 
been previously given to the provisions on free movement of goods under 
Article 34 and 36 TFEU. That interpretation involved the balancing of two 
competing interests, that is, free trade in cosmetic products in the internal 
market and public health protection. The Court specifically pointed to the 
fact that the objective of the directive was to reconcile these two interests.688 
On the one hand, it can be argued that such a balancing act should be con-
ducted in the same way in the context of secondary law as it is done in the 
context of primary law. As obstacles to the free movement of goods of the 
type constituted by the directive’s requirements had been accepted under 
the freedoms in the interest of public health they should also be permitted 
by secondary law and thus, the ‘impossibility clause’ should be interpreted 
narrowly. On the other hand, it could also be claimed that the function 
of harmonizing secondary law is precisely to eliminate those barriers to 
free movement which the Member States have maintained on the basis of 

ECJ, 11 July 1996, Joined Cases C-427/93, C-429/93 and C-436/93 Bristol-Myers Squibb 
and Others; ECJ, 11 November 1997, Case C-251/95 SABEL BV v Puma AG Rudolf Dassler 
Sport; ECJ, 23 April 2002, Case C-443/99 Merck, Sharp & Dohme GmbH v Paranova 
Pharmazeutika Handels GmbH, see Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1330.
687. Case C-169/99 Schwarzkopf. 
688. Case C-169/99 Schwarzkopf, para. 27.
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Article 36 or the ‘mandatory requirements’ – case law in protecting various 
public interests. On the basis of this argument, harmonizing secondary law 
substitutes for national laws as a guarantor of those interests; hence it must 
be accepted, even if the level of protection it ensures is different from that 
provided by national laws. Therefore, the Union legislature is entitled to 
conduct the balancing between the conflicting interests of free movement 
and public health in a different manner than the national legislatures. In 
our opinion, this latter reasoning is what the Court generally follows. This 
can lead to a lower level of protection by the harmonizing act than that 
entailed by national law as long as the public interest remains sufficiently 
safeguarded. If the lower level of protection under the harmonizing act is 
sufficient, it means that the national law had not been necessary to protect 
the public interest at issue and as such it was disproportional. Consequently, 
the Union legislature’s intention to minimise the hindrance to free move-
ment to the degree necessary is justified. A further question is whether or 
not the balancing act of the Union lawmaker could also lead to a higher level 
of protection and thus, to greater obstacle to free movement than that which 
would be allowed to the national legislatures. This seems to be confirmed 
by the case law, which will be discussed in Sections 7.4.4.2. (iii) and (iv). 

As far as the situation in Schwarzkopf is concerned, the specific interest at 
issue, that is, protection of the health of users of cosmetic products could not 
be protected, according to the Court, by any less restrictive means than by 
giving information on the safe use of those products in the language which is 
understood by the user. This could only be ensured by laying down linguis-
tic requirements regarding warnings on the outer packaging thus, by causing 
extra costs to the producer due to the need of repackaging. The Court refer-
red to a case where it examined similar linguistic requirements with regard 
to food products, which were prescribed by national law.689 There the Court 
seemed to accept that the linguistic requirements were necessary, thus pro-
portional.690 Given that the necessity of the measures had already been ack-
nowledged by the Court, the level of protection could not be lowered by the 
harmonizing measure by easing the linguistic requirements. Consequently, 
a narrow interpretation had to be given to “impossibility” in the context of 
the directive in conformity with the provisions on the free movement of 
goods as construed by the Court. Therefore, the extra packaging costs and 
the ensuing hindrance to intra-EU trade were considered not to make the 
compliance with the linguistic requirements impossible. 

689. Case C-169/99 Schwarzkopf, para. 40 referring to ECJ, 3 June 1999, Case C-33/97 
Colim NV v Bigg’s Continent Noord NV.
690. Case C-33/97 Colim, paras. 41-43.
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In this case the question at issue concerned the interpretation of a provision 
of a directive. This question was answered without analysing in detail the 
national implementing measures. This seems to be the correct approach, as 
the directive at issue, although it included an authorization for the Member 
States to require warnings in the national language, did not leave room 
for manoeuvre for the Member States in exercising that authorization. As 
the Member States could not exercise discretion in implementing such a 
requirement, it sufficed to examine and interpret the directive’s provisions. 
It was a genuine interpretation question of secondary EU law, which could 
be answered by interpreting secondary law in conformity with primary law. 

On the other hand, the Court also refers to the principle of consistent 
interpretation in cases where the issue of the interpretation of secondary 
law is interlocked with the question of the relationship of national law – 
secondary law – primary law. This was the case in Clinique.691 In this case, 
the same directive was at issue as in Schwarzkopf. The directive required 
the Member States to take  “all measures necessary to ensure that in the 
labelling, presentation for sale and advertising of cosmetic products, the 
wording, use of names, trade marks, images or other signs, figurative or 
otherwise, suggesting a characteristic which the products in question do 
not possess, shall be prohibited”. Obviously, this provision left much more 
scope for the Member States’ discretion than the other provision we have 
seen in Schwarzkopf, which was an authorization to require labelling in 
the national language. In Clinique, the provision at issue referred to “all 
measures necessary”, which is vague enough to permit the Member States 
to introduce national measures which may be overly restrictive on intra-EU 
trade. One way of delimiting the Member States’ discretion in such a case 
is to have the directive interpreted in the light of the Treaty rules on the 
free movement of goods, which the Court did in this case.692 As a result of 
such interpretation, the expression “all measures necessary” are confined 
to those national measures which comply with conditions laid down under 
primary law for justifiable restrictions on the free movement of goods. The 
other alternative for keeping the Member States’ discretion within limits is 
to test the national implementing measure – which, in this case, prohibited 
the marketing of cosmetic products in Germany under the name ‘Clinique’ 
on the ground that it can lead the consumers into believing that the products 
have medicinal effects – not only against the directive but also in the light 
of the primary law provisions on free movement goods as interpreted by the 
Court. This solution better reflects the real nature of the problem at issue in 

691. Case C-315/92 Clinique.
692. Ibid. para. 12.
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this case, which is essentially the relationship of national law – secondary 
law – fundamental freedoms. The directive in question, far from introducing 
exhaustive harmonization, left a broad scope for the Member States to act at 
their own discretion. Consequently, on the basis of the conclusion drawn in 
Section 7.2.6., secondary and primary law are to be applied simultaneously. 
The Court also pointed in this direction when it stated that “[t]he German 
legislation which transposed Article 6(2) of Directive 76/768 must in its ap-
plication be consistent with Articles 30 and 36 of the Treaty [now Articles 
34 and 36 TFEU], as interpreted in the Court’s case-law”.693 Nevertheless, 
the reference to the principle of consistent interpretation of secondary law 
shows that the latter doctrine is applied by the Court also in situations where 
the issue is not so much the interpretation of secondary EU law but rather 
the compatibility of national law with primary EU law.

7.3.3.  In dubio pro communitate 

In the second group of cases, the Court uses the technique of reconciliatory 
interpretation to choose one single correct interpretation of secondary law 
out of various alternatives. The correct interpretation is the one according to 
which the provisions of secondary legislation do not amount to an obstacle 
to or derogation from the free movement provisions.694 In the formulation 
of the Court:

“[w]hen the wording of secondary Community law is open to more than one 
interpretation, preference should be given to the interpretation which renders 
the provision consistent with the Treaty rather than the interpretation which 
leads to its being incompatible with the Treaty”.695 

Mortelmans calls this rule of interpretation ‘in dubio pro communitate’.696 

An example is the Rum case,697 where the Commission claimed that a pro-
vision of a regulation fixing a common Community tariff quota for rum 

693. Ibid. para. 17.
694. ECJ, 28 March 1979, Case 179/78 Procureur de la République v Michelangelo 
Rivoira and others, para. 10.
695. ECJ, 13 December 1983, Case 218/82 Commission v Council (Rum case), para. 
15; ECJ, 4 December 1986, Case 205/84 Commission v Germany, para. 62; ECJ, 10 
July 1991, Joined Cases C-90/90 and C-91/90 Jean Neu and others v. Secrétaire d’Etat 
à l’Agriculture et à la Viticulture, para. 12; ECJ, 24 June 1993, Case C-90/92 Dr Tretter 
GmbH & Co. v. Hauptzollamt Stuttgart-Ost, para. 11; ECJ, 29 June 1995, Case C-135/93 
Spain v Commission, para. 37.
696. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1325.
697. Case 218/82 Commission v Council (Rum case).
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imported from the African-Caribbean-Pacific States and allocating that 
quota between the Member States was void. The contested provision laid 
down that the United Kingdom had to take measures to ensure that the 
quantities of rum imported by it pursuant to the rules of the Regulation 
were restricted to those meeting its domestic consumption requirements. 
According to the Commission, the purpose of that provision was to prevent 
the United Kingdom from exporting to the other Member States rum that 
formed part of its quota, thus, it constituted a restriction on the free move-
ment of goods in breach of Article 35 TFEU. On the contrary, the Council 
argued that the contested provision had the sole purpose of requiring the 
United Kingdom to import no greater quantity of rum than may be reaso-
nably regarded to correspond to its domestic demands. Thus, the Council 
maintained that the provision did not restrict exports by the United Kingdom 
to other Member States, thus, it could not be considered to infringe Article 
35 TFEU. The Court agreed with the Council’s position. It held that the pro-
vision should be accorded a meaning which does not lead to its infringing 
the free movement provisions of primary law. Hence comes the principle 
of ‘in dubio pro communitate’. This case is a perfect illustration of how 
the Court avoids the annulment of secondary legislation by resorting to 
the principle of consistent interpretation. Evidently, the consequence of the 
provision at issue is that the United Kingdom is excluded from trading the 
rum that it imports under its quota in intra-Union trade, as it has to limit its 
import to the amount that is consumed domestically even when the quota 
calculated according to the Regulation would allow a greater amount to be 
imported. The Court confined itself to looking at the language of the pro-
vision of secondary law, which – on the surface – could be reconciled with 
primary law, while it ignored the actual effect of the rule. Thus, it escaped 
the need to invalidate an act of secondary law.   

A corollary of the principle that secondary legislation must be interpreted in 
a way that its provisions do not amount to a restriction on the free movement 
provisions is the rule that if secondary law does impose a restriction on the 
latter, it must be interpreted in a way which causes the least possible hin-
drance to the freedoms. This ‘minimum restriction’ approach was followed 
in the ARD case where the Court stated that: 

“[... ] when a provision of Directive 89/552 imposes a restriction on broad-
casting and on the distribution of television broadcasting services, and the 
Community legislature has not drafted that provision in clear and unequivocal 
terms, it must be given a restrictive interpretation.”698 

698. Case C-6/98 ARD, para. 30.
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7.3.4.  Consistent interpretation as a means to avoid 
invalidation   

7.3.4.1.  Interpretation instead of invalidation

The Rum case brings us to the third group of cases where the technique 
of consistent interpretation of secondary law serves as an escape route in 
order to avoid a decision on the validity of the latter. By way of interpreting 
secondary law in conformity with primary law, the Court stays away from 
a direct constitutional confrontation between the two, as well as from a 
situation where it may have to declare acts of the Union legislature invalid 
on account of them being incompatible with the freedoms. Borrowing again 
from Mortelmans, the Court by this technique ‘diffuses the validity bomb’.699 

The difference compared to the previous category of cases is that in this 
third group, the wording of secondary law is clear; thus, recourse to recon-
ciliatory interpretation is not explained by the need to choose between 
various, equally plausible interpretations. The technique of reconciliatory 
interpretation is used here to align secondary law with the requirements 
of primary law under circumstances where the wording of secondary law 
does not seem to allow such alignment. This means that the boundaries of 
reconciliatory interpretation extend further in the case of secondary Union 
law than in the case of national law. It is well-known that the principle 
of consistent interpretation also applies to the interpretation of national 
law. It prescribes that national courts must interpret domestic law in a way 
which accords with the requirements of Union law.700 However, the case law 
expressly lays down in that respect that the duty of consistent interpretation 
does not require national courts to interpret national law contra legem.701 In 
contrast, the technique of consistent interpretation, as applied by the CJ to 
Union acts, may lead to contra legem interpretation. 

Another aspect of the duty of consistent interpretation is that when applied 
to national courts and national authorities, it entails not only the obligation 

699. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1325.
700. ECJ, 5 October 1994, C-165/91 Simon J.M. Van Munster v Rijkdienst voor Pensioenen, 
para. 34. With a narrower scope in relation to the implementation of directives the principle 
has already been laid down in ECJ, 10 April 1984, Case 14/83 Sabine Von Colson and 
Elisabeth Kamann v Land Nordhein-Westfalen, para. 26.
701. ECJ, 13 November 1990, Case C-106/89 Marleasing SA v La Comercial Internacional 
de Alimentacion SA, para. 8; ECJ, 14 July 1994, Case C-91/92 Paola Faccini Dori v Recreb 
Srl., para. 26; ECJ, 23 April 2009, Joined Cases C-378/07 and C-380/07 Angelidaki and 
Others v Nomarkhiaki Aftodiikisi Rethimnis and Another, para. 199.
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to interpret their harmonized national law in a manner consistent with EU 
law, but also to make sure that they do not rely on an interpretation of 
secondary Union law which would be in conflict with primary law.702 This 
has been spelled out with regard to fundamental rights and the general 
principles of EU law (see Section 5.1.2.3.);703 however, it must be equally 
applicable to the Treaties, including the free movement provisions. In this 
respect, the question can be raised whether this duty may be stretched so 
far that national legislatures would be required to refrain from exercising 
an authorization explicitly granted by a provision of secondary law when 
it is clear that the authorising secondary law infringes primary law. This 
seems to have been the Commission’s claim in Ouzo,704 where it maintained 
that secondary Union legislation must be interpreted and transposed into 
the legal orders of the Member States in a way which is compatible with 
the Treaties. In the Commission’s view, that implied that the existence of a 
provision of secondary legislation authorising the Member States to impose 
a reduced rate of excise duty on a national product did not discharge them 
from their obligation to comply with the principle of non-discriminatory 
internal taxation set out in Article 110 TFEU. This can be understood either 
as an obligation on the Member State not to exercise the authorization at all 
or to apply the reduced rate in a broader scope than it was allowed under the 
directive; that is, to apply the reduced rate not only to the domestic product 
(ouzo) but to all alcoholic beverages. The latter alternative would, however, 
result in an infringement of secondary law. Therefore, the Commission’s 
suggestion appears to be that the only compliant action by a Member State 
in this situation is non-action. As we have seen above, this view was not 
endorsed by the Court in its Ouzo judgment.     

Reconciliatory interpretation may lead, for example, to the narrowing of 
the scope of a provision of secondary law to the extent that its restrictive 
effects on the fundamental freedoms are minimised or cancelled out. As 
long as authorization measures are concerned, one of the ways to render 
ineffective – without invalidation – a provision of secondary law which 
authorises Member States to introduce rules restrictive on the primary law 
freedoms is to test the exercise of such authorization against the principle 
of proportionality. This is what we saw in the Grapefruit case,705 where the 
Court used the technique of subjecting a Member State measure adopted on 

702. Englisch, supra note 201, p. 233.
703. ECJ, 6 November 2003, Case C-101/01 Criminal proceedings against Bodil 
Lindqvist, para. 87; ECJ, 26 June 2007, Case C-305/05 Ordre des barreaux francophones 
et germanophones and Others v Conseil des ministres, para. 28.
704. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece (Ouzo).
705. Case C-128/89 Commission v Italy.
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the basis of a directive’s authorization to a proportionality analysis based 
on the reasoning that secondary law must be interpreted consistently with 
the Treaty freedoms. As a result, the conditions which must be met in order 
for a barrier to the free movement of goods to be justified, i.e. suitability 
and necessity, have to be complied with also within the framework of a 
harmonizing directive. The Court highlighted that:

 “...the Member States’ power to adopt health protection measures under the 
harmonizing directive may not under any circumstances exceed the limits laid 
down by Article 36 of the EEC Treaty [now Article 36 TFEU]”.706 

The Court could just as well have said that the Union legislature’s power 
to grant authorizations under a harmonizing directive may not exceed the 
limits laid down by Article 36 TFEU. This would have turned the focus on 
the obligations that are imposed on the Union legislature by the primary law 
freedoms. It would have implied that the Union legislature cannot autho-
rise the Member States to do something that they cannot do on their own 
initiative under the fundamental freedoms. This would have entailed that 
the Union legislature did not have a greater scope of entitlement or dis-
cretion than the Member States to either introduce or authorise measures 
under secondary law which are restrictive on the fundamental freedoms. It 
is important to note that such conclusion has not been drawn by the Court, 
which, in this case, can also be explained by the fact that it was an infrin-
gement procedure against a Member State. Thus, the Court confined itself 
to clarifying the obligations of the Member State concerned and not those 
of the Union. 

The Grapefruit and the Ouzo cases are interesting as they display a situation 
where the Court, even if it wanted to, could not have invalidated the secon-
dary legislation at issue due to the form of the procedure, i.e. infringement 
procedure, in which the questions arose. From the comparison of Grapefruit 
and Ouzo, it appears that in such cases the Court has two options: (i) it does 
not examine either the national provision or the authorising secondary law 
in the light of primary law and confirms that the Member State acted in 
accordance with secondary law when it had exercised the authorization in 
question, thus, no infringement of EU law occurred; or (ii) it gives effect 
to the requirements of primary law through the consistent interpretation 
of secondary law and thus, it finds that the Member State infringed both 
primary and secondary EU law while leaving the validity of the authorising 
secondary law formally intact. As we have seen above, the latter option, that 
is, consistent interpretation of secondary law with primary law, is capable of 

706. Ibid. para. 17.
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neutralizing restrictions on the freedom of movement that would otherwise 
result from secondary law and would be left intact under the first approach. 
However, the second option also has its downside as it risks jeopardizing 
legal certainty, as Member States cannot safely rely on authorization provi-
sions included in Union measures. In addition, the stretching of consistent 
interpretation to the extent that it becomes contra legem interpretation of 
secondary law results in loss of the transparency of Union legislation.707  All 
this may lead to inconsistency and unpredictability, as will be demonstrated 
by the case law discussed in the following Sections.

7.3.4.2.  Samples from the case law

(i)  Union citizenship: Treaty provisions and secondary law concerning 
economically inactive Union citizens 

An area of EU law which presents ample examples of the Court’s using of 
the technique of reconciling interpretation of secondary law with primary 
law is Union citizenship and, in particular, issues related to the free move-
ment and residence rights of economically non-active EU citizens, such as 
students and jobseekers, as well as their right to equal treatment in the host 
Member State. 

Article 21(1) of the TFEU provides, amongst the provisions on Union citi-
zenship, that 

“every citizen of the Union shall have the right to move and reside freely within 
the territory of the Member States, subject to the limitations and conditions laid 
down in this Treaty and by the measures adopted to give it effect”.

Before the introduction of the Union citizenship provisions to the EC Treaty, 
secondary EU law had already regulated the rights to free movement for 
students, retired persons and other Union citizens. The relevant directives, 
which were adopted in the beginning of the 1990’s were Directive 93/96 
(‘Students Directive’),708 Directive 90/365709 and Directive 90/364710 (the 
three together ‘the old directives’). The old directives granted residence 
rights to economically non-active persons subject to the condition that they 
are disposed of sufficient means of subsistence and are covered by sickness 

707. Vandamme, supra note 516, p. 32.
708. Council Directive 93/96/EEC of 29 October 1993 on the right of residence for 
students.
709. Council Directive 90/365/EEC of 28 June 1990 on the right of residence for 
employees and self-employed persons who have ceased their occupational activity.
710. Council Directive 90/364/EEC of 28 June 1990 on the right of residence.
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insurance. These directives were all based on the idea that persons who do 
not contribute actively to the economies and the tax revenues of the host 
Member State enjoy the right of residence in that State only to the extent that 
they do not become a burden on the social assistance system of that State. 
This conditional right of residence was intended to secure the financial inte-
rests of the Member States and aimed at precluding “benefits tourism”.711 In 
addition, the Students Directive also limited the right to equal treatment of 
students from other Member States with respect to social benefits in the host 
Member State. These limitations under the old directives were, in principle, 
unaffected by the subsequently introduced Union citizenship provisions 
under what was then the EC Treaty. The provisions on Union citizenship 
set forth that the rights envisaged there are “subject to such limitations and 
conditions as are laid down in the Treaty and by measures adopted to give 
it effect”. The condition of sufficient means of subsistence prescribed by 
the old directives fell within the scope of such “limitations and conditions”. 
Thus, the combined effect of the old directives and the primary law provisi-
ons on Union citizenship seemed to be that Member States were allowed to 
deny the right of residence of economically non-active migrants who were 
not disposed of sufficient financial means. The Member States could also 
refuse to grant various social benefits to this category of Union citizens in 
line with the provisions of the old directives. Such refusal did not appear to 
be excluded by the general non-discrimination provision under Article 18 
TFEU. The latter prohibits nationality-based discrimination only “within 
the scope of application of this Treaty, and without prejudice to any special 
provisions contained therein”. Article 21 can be regarded as a “special pro-
vision” in relation to Article 18; thus, the limitations under the old directives 
which were authorised by Article 21(1) appeared to be carved out from the 
general non-discrimination requirement.712     

If we analyze the Court’s case law in this field, it turns out that the Court’s 
understanding of the implications of the Union citizenship provisions was 
different. The Court has not acquiesced to all the restrictive rules that the 
Member States introduced regarding the residence and equal treatment 
rights of students or jobseekers on the basis of the provisions of secondary 

711. K. Hailbronner, Union Citizenship and Access to Social Benefits, 42 CMLRev 
5 (2005), pp. 1245-1267, at 1246; C. Barnard, Case C-209/03, R (on the application of 
Danny Bidar) v. London Borough of Ealing, Secretary of State for Education and Skills, 
judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) 15 March 2005, 42 CMLRev 5 (2005), pp. 1465-
1489, at p. 1489 referring to the Opinion of Advocate General Geelhoed, 19 February 
2004, Case C-456/02 Trojani v. CPAS, paras. 13, 18.  
712. M. Dougan, Fees, Grants, Loans and Dole Cheques: Who Covers the Costs of 
Migrant Education within the EU?, 42 CMLRev 4 (2005), pp. 943-986, at p. 963.
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law. Instead, the Court found a way to neutralize to a large extent those 
limitations. It did so without formally declaring invalid the secondary law 
provisions which authorised those limitations.

(ii) Case law on students

As one of the first steps, the Court confirmed that economically inactive ci-
tizens may derive rights directly from Article 21(1) of the TFEU. In fact, the 
wording of Article 21(1) suggests that it lacks direct effect. The reference 
to other rules of EU law which “give it effect” indicates that the provision 
is not complete in itself; therefore, it may not fulfil the conditions of being 
sufficiently clear, precise and unconditional. In spite of this, the Court in 
Baumbast713 did not hesitate in holding that Article 21(1) had direct effect. 
In the eyes of the Court, the reference to “limitations and conditions” in 
other EU rules did not exclude the direct effect of the provision, as those 
limitations are subject to judicial review; thus, they “do not prevent the 
provisions of Article 18(1) of the EC [now Article 21(1) TFEU] from con-
ferring on individuals rights which are enforceable by them and which the 
national courts must protect”.  

Second, the Court has used also in this field the principle of proportionality 
for the purpose of cancelling out the effect of restrictions that the Member 
State introduced on the basis of the provisions of secondary EU law. It has 
held on several occasions that:

“[...] limitations and conditions [referred to by Article 21 TFEU and laid down 
by Directive 90/364] must be applied in compliance with the limits imposed by 
Community law and in accordance with the general principles of that law, in 
particular the principle of proportionality. That means that national measures 
adopted on that subject must be necessary and appropriate to attain the objec-
tive pursued […]”714

Some commentators argue that the application of the proportionality prin-
ciple in this way is erroneous. Hailbronner emphasises that ‘limitations and 
conditions’ are not synonyms in this respect. In his view, the proportionality 
test is only apt for testing restrictions but not conditions.715 When the old 
directives provided that economically non-active citizens must have suffi-
cient financial resources in order to be entitled to residence in the host State, 

713. ECJ, 17 September 2002, Case C-413/99 Baumbast, R v Secretary of State for the 
Home Department.
714. Case C-413/99 Baumbast, para. 91; ECJ, 7 September 2004, Case C-456/02 Trojani 
v CPAS, para. 34.
715. Hailbronner, supra note 711, p. 1254.
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they did not restrict the residence rights of these persons already conferred 
on them by Article 21 TFEU but they established conditions under which 
those residence rights existed at all. According to Hailbronner, the propor-
tionality principle can strike down restrictions but it cannot create rights 
which do not exist. Similar to Hailbronner, Dougan claims that the Court 
has used the proportionality principle to “curtail the effective regulatory 
competence of the Community legislature”.716  

Yet another technique employed by the Court is the narrowing of the scope 
of restrictive provisions set out under secondary legislation to an extent that 
their remaining scope of application is almost negligible. An illustration of 
this is given by the Grzelczyk717 case where the Court had to decide whether 
or not a French student who had been studying in Belgium for 3 years sup-
porting himself on his own and in the last year of his university education 
applied for a Belgian social assistance benefit (minimex), may claim that 
benefit on the same terms as students who had the Belgian nationality. The 
Court found that Article 21 of the TFEU, read in conjunction with Article 
18 of the TFEU, entitles a migrant student to receive non-contributory social 
benefits, such as the minimex, in the host Member State in a non-discrimi-
natory manner so long as he does not become an unreasonable burden on the 
host State’s social assistance system. To arrive at this conclusion, the Court 
had to overcome several hurdles in interpreting both primary and secondary 
EU law, the wording of which could have hardly supported the Court’s con-
clusion. Having established that Grzelczyk was entitled to rely on Article 18 
TFEU,718 the question that the Court had to answer was whether Belgium 
had to grant him the same treatment as to Belgian nationals in awarding the 

716. Dougan, supra note 712, p. 974.
717. ECJ, 20 September 2001, Case C-184/99 Rudy Grzelczyk v Centre public d’aide 
sociale d’Ottignies-Louvain-la-Neuve Grzelczyk.
718. For this first it had to be established that the situation of Grzelczyk came within the 
material scope of EU law. Grzelczyk as an EU citizen exercised his free movement and 
residence rights under Article 21(1) TFEU when he went to study to Belgium. It was the 
exercise of this right which brought him within the scope of the Treaty ratione materiae. 
The Court did not attribute relevance to the fact that Grzelczyk at the time of application 
for the minimex did not fulfil the conditions of residence under the Students Directive, 
which is clear from the fact that he applied for a minimum subsistence benefit. For the 
Court, it was sufficient that at the time when Grzelczyk had started his studies in Belgium 
he fulfilled all the conditions for residence there and, at the time of the application for the 
minimex, he was still lawfully resident in Belgian under domestic law. However, the Court 
made a remark that a Member State can take the view that a student who has recourse to 
social assistance no longer fulfils the conditions of the right of residence and thus, it can 
take measures to withdraw his residence permit or not to renew it. But it also added that 
”in no case may such measures become the automatic consequence of a student who is 
a national of another Member State having recourse to the host Member State’s social 
assistance system”, see paras. 42, 43.
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minimex despite the express exclusion made in that regard by the Students 
Directive. Article 3 of the Student Directive made clear that the directive did 
not establish any right to payment of maintenance grants by the host State 
for students who benefitted from the right of residence under the Directive. 
First, the Court distinguished the minimex from maintenance grants by 
labelling it as ‘social security benefit’,719 the entitlement to which was not 
affected by the Directive. Regarding the question whether migrant students 
may claim equal treatment with regard to social benefits that are different 
from maintenance grants, the Court argued that the Students Directive 
envisaged a “certain degree of financial solidarity” between the nationals of 
the host State and the students from other Member States. In fact, it inferred 
this from the preamble to the Directive, which stated that the “beneficia-
ries of the right of residence must not become an unreasonable burden on 
the public finances of the host Member State”. Apparently, in the Court’s 
interpretation this meant that those beneficiaries could become a reasonable 
burden on the host State; therefore, the host State had to provide a social 
benefit to someone like Mr Grzelczyk within reasonable limits (especially 
having regard to the temporary and unforeseeable nature of his financial 
difficulties). As a result, the scope of the restriction contained in Article 3 of 
the Student Directive was severely curtailed and a rather artificial distinction 
was drawn between student maintenance grants, which remained outside the 
scope of the non-discrimination provision of the Treaty, and social bene-
fits available to everyone, including students, which had to be granted to 
migrant students without unjustifiably discriminating them.720  

A further downsizing of the Students Directive’s restrictive provision on the 
right of migrant students to maintenance grants followed in Bidar.721 The 
question in this case was whether and to what extent the right to equal tre-
atment must be extended to real maintenance grants which were left outside 
the scope of Article 18 TFEU by Grzelczyk. In the case a French national 
living in the United Kingdom with his grandmother, having completed his 

719. Case C-184/99 Grzelczyk, para. 39.
720. Barnard, supra note 711, p. 1468. For criticism, see Hailbronner, supra note 711, 
p. 1255: “the distinction between living expenses by way of maintenance aid for students 
and social assistance or other kinds of social welfare payments seems highly artificial”. 
Similarly Dougan, supra note 712, p. 965: “Grzelczyk might well be accused of creating 
highly artificial distinctions within and between Member States”, as the obligation to 
extend equal treatment to migrant students depends on a purely formal factor, i.e. whether 
a Member State chooses to provide financial support to students in the form of general 
welfare benefits or specific maintenance grants aimed at alleviating the maintenance costs 
of students only.
721. ECJ, 15 March 2005, Case C-209/03 The Queen (on the application of Dany 
Bidar) v. London Borough of Ealing, Secretary of State for Education and Skills.
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secondary education in the United Kingdom, claimed maintenance assist-
ance in the form of a student loan for the purpose of his university education 
in the United Kingdom. First, the Court confirmed that Mr Bidar fell within 
the scope of the Treaty, specifically Article 18 thereof, ratione materiae. 
In this regard, the Court followed the line of reasoning as in Grzelczyk.722 
As regards the exclusion of maintenance aid by the Students Directive, 
the Court held that Article 3 applied only to “students who go to another 
Member State to start or pursue higher education there”,723 while it did not 
affect the right to equal treatment in respect of maintenance aid of those stu-
dents who had already been lawfully resident by virtue of Article 21 TFEU 
and the relevant Directive in the territory of the host Member State and 
applied for such aid during their residence. Thus, there was no obstacle for 
Bidar to rely on the principle of non-discrimination under Article 18 TFEU. 
Next, the Court tested whether or not the eligibility criteria for subsidized 
student loans under UK law introduced discrimination against students from 
other Member States contrary to Article 18 of the TFEU. 

UK law provided that a student had to be settled in the United Kingdom 
and had to have resided in the United Kingdom for 3 years prior to the start 
of the education in order to receive a student loan. The Court held that both 
conditions affected students who were nationals of other Member States 
more heavily than UK students; thus, they constituted covert discrimina-
tion. Such discrimination can be justified if it pursues a legitimate aim and 
is appropriate and proportionate to that aim. The Court accepted that the 
United Kingdom is entitled to ensure that the grant of maintenance aid 
to migrant students does not become an unreasonable burden on the UK 
finances which could affect the overall level of assistance. To this effect 
“it is legitimate for a Member State to grant [maintenance] assistance only 
to students who have demonstrated a certain degree of integration into the 
society of that State”.724 The 3-year prior residence requirement was found 
appropriate to guarantee a sufficient degree of integration in the host State; 
however, the condition of being settled in the United Kingdom, which appa-
rently could have never been satisfied by a national of another Member State 
while being a student, was found to be unjustified.

722. Bidar exercised his right of free movement based on Article 21 TFEU when he 
entered the United Kingdom and he was lawfully resident there, not only under Article 
21 of the TFEU but also according to the provisions of Directive 90/364, as it had never 
been questioned that he had sufficient resources for subsistence.
723. Case C-209/03 Bidar, para. 45.
724. Ibid. para. 57.
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In Grzelczyk and Bidar there was no apparent conflict between primary law 
and secondary law, as the primary law provisions at issue, Article 21(1) 
TFEU (as well as Article 18), expressly allowed “limitations and condi-
tions” to be maintained on the freedom of movement and residence of 
Union citizens. The directives that we have seen above merely gave effect 
to these authorised limitations and conditions. A conflict, nevertheless, exi-
sted between the view of the Court and that of the Union legislature as to 
the ambit of rights that may be derived from the Union citizenship provi-
sions. Therefore, provisions under secondary law which were perceived 
by the Court as unacceptable restrictions on the free movement, residence 
and equal treatment rights of Union citizens were rendered ineffective by 
various interpretation techniques. This line of case law, however, led to an 
additional conflict between primary and secondary law at the time when a 
new directive on the residence rights of Union citizens was adopted. This 
was Directive 2004/38,725 the objective of which was to “codify and review 
the existing Community instruments dealing separately with workers, 
self-employed persons, as well as students and other inactive persons in 
order to simplify and strengthen the right of free movement and residence 
of all Union citizens”.726 An important part of the existing “Community 
instruments” referred to in the Preamble was the Court’s case law governing 
the residence and equal treatment rights of economically inactive Union 
citizens. Thus, the new Directive was supposed to accommodate and conso-
lidate that case law. However, by introducing certain new limitations on the 
residence and equal treatment rights of those citizens it “distanced itself”727 
from the existing case law and resulted in new “disparities”728  between 
primary law – as interpreted in prior case law – and later secondary law.       

As regards the conditions for residence, Directive 2004/38 provides that 
for a period of up to 3 months, all Union citizens are entitled to reside 
in a Member State other than that of their nationality without any special 
conditions (Article 6). After this initial period, the Directive, like the old 
directives, subjects the residence right of economically non-active persons 

725. Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 
2004 on the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside 
freely within the territory of the Member States amending Regulation (EEC) No. 1612/68 
and repealing Directives 64/221/EEC, 68/360/EEC, 72/194/EEC, 73/148/EEC, 75/34/
EEC, 75/35/EEC, 90/364/EEC, 90/365/EEC and 93/96/EEC.
726. Third indent of the Preamble to Directive 2004/38.
727. Opinion of Advocate General Colomer, 12 March 2009, Joined Cases C-22/08 
and C-23/08 Vatsouras, para. 2.
728. O. Golynker, Case C-158/07; Jacqueline Förster v. Hoofddirectie van de Informatie 
Beheer Groep, Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 18 November 2008, 46 CMLRev 
6 (2009), pp. 2021-2039, at p. 2021.
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to the condition of having sufficient resources not to become a burden on 
the social assistance system of the host Member State and of being cove-
red by comprehensive sickness insurance (Article 7(1)(b)). Students, in 
addition, must be enrolled in an institution for the principal purpose of 
following a course of study (Article 7(1)(c)). The Directive introduces the 
notion of permanent residence. Union citizens who have resided legally for 
a continuous period of 5 years in the host Member State have the right of 
permanent residence there without having to meet any conditions (Article 
16(1)). Thus, economically inactive citizens after having acquired a perma-
nent right of residence in the host State do not have to provide proof of suf-
ficient resources in order to continue to reside there. As to the entitlement to 
social benefits, Article 24 of the directive provides for the scope of the right 
to equal treatment in a general manner. As a main rule, the beneficiaries of 
the right of residence are entitled to equal treatment with the nationals of 
the host Member State within the scope of the Treaty. Article 24, paragraph 
2 introduces a derogation from this rule when provides that:

“the host Member State shall not be obliged to confer entitlement to social 
assistance during the first 3 months of residence or, where appropriate, the 
longer period provided for in Article 14(4)(b), nor shall it be obliged, prior to 
acquisition of the right of permanent residence, to grant maintenance aid for 
studies, including vocational training, consisting in student grants or student 
loans to persons other than workers, self-employed persons, persons who retain 
such status and members of their families”. 

It appears that the derogation covers three groups of persons who do not 
qualify as workers or persons assimilated to them and thus are not protec-
ted by Article 45 TFEU and the applicable secondary legislation: persons 
exercising the right to free movement during the first 3 months of residence; 
jobseekers; and students.729 As regards the first group, Union citizens in the 
first 3 months of their residence are not entitled to social assistance. This 
rule applies to jobseekers as well. In addition, although jobseekers may 
retain their residence in the host State for a period longer than 3 months if 
they provide evidence that they are continuing to seek employment and they 
have a genuine prospect of being engaged, they are not entitled to social 
assistance during the extended period of residence either. Finally, as far as 
students are concerned, they may not rely on the principle of equal treatment 
to claim maintenance aid, meaning student loans and student grants, before 
they have acquired the right to permanent residence, i.e. before having been 
lawfully residing in the host State for 5 years.  

729. Opinion of Advocate General Colomer, Joined Cases C-22/08 and C-23/08 Vatsouras, 
para. 34.
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As regards the restriction on maintenance aid in Article 24(2) of Directive 
2004/38, it is fairly obvious that the rule differs from the Court’s findings 
in Bidar. In Bidar, the Court held that maintenance assistance (whether in 
the form of grant or loan) must be awarded to migrant students under cer-
tain circumstances, namely when the student can show a “certain degree of 
integration into the society of the host State”. In contrast, Directive 2004/38 
allows the Member States to refuse maintenance aid during the first 5 years 
of residence, in general, without having regard to the claimant’s degree of 
integration in the host State. It was the Förster730 case where the Court had 
to deal with this contradiction. 

It is to be noted that Directive 2004/38, which entered into force on 30 April 
2004 and had to be implemented by the Member States by 30 April 2006, 
did not actually apply to the facts of the Förster case, which occurred in 
the period of 2000-2004. However, the Netherlands legislation that was at 
issue in the case corresponded to the new rules under Directive 2004/38. 
Therefore, the case, which was about the compatibility of the Netherlands 
legislation with Article 18 TFEU, indirectly addressed the issue of the com-
patibility of the new rules provided by Directive 2004/38 with the prohibi-
tion of discrimination under primary EU law. 

In 2000, Ms Förster, a German national, settled in the Netherlands where 
she enrolled for training to become a primary school teacher and, later on, 
for a course in educational theory leading to a bachelor’s degree. During 
her studies she had various jobs. She was in employment during the entire 
period of her studies, which she finished in 2004, except for the period from 
July 2003 until December 2003. For the entire period of her studies, she 
received a maintenance grant from the relevant Netherlands authority on 
the basis that she was a “worker” within the meaning of Article 45 TFEU, 
and, therefore, she was entitled to the grant on equal terms with students of 
Netherlands nationality. When the authority reviewed her title to the main-
tenance grant, it turned out that in the aforementioned period, she had not 
been employed. As a consequence, she was requested to repay the grant 
with respect to the period of non-employment. The question was whether 
or not she was entitled to the maintenance grant on the ground that she was 
a migrant student who was sufficiently integrated in the Netherlands society 
by the relevant time so that she had the right to the student grant on equal 
terms with Dutch students. The Netherlands legislation in force at the time 

730. ECJ, 18 November 2008, Case C-158/07 Jacqueline Förster v. Hoofddirectie van 
de Informatie Beheer Groep.
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of the case required a period of 5 years’ lawful residence in the Netherlands 
for students who were nationals of other Member States to be entitled to 
maintenance assistance. 

In its judgment, the Court extensively referred to Bidar and followed the 
lines of reasoning thereof: first, to confirm that Ms Förster could rely 
on Article 18 TFEU and second, to determine the compatibility of the 
Netherlands legislation with the latter provision. Regarding the first issue, 
there was an element that distinguished the case of Förster from Bidar. 
Förster moved to the Netherlands for the specific purpose of studying there 
while Bidar went to the United Kingdom for reasons other than pursuing 
higher education there. As we recall, in Bidar, the Court’s reasoning by 
which it rendered Article 3 of the Students Directive inapplicable was that 
the exclusion of the right to maintenance grants contained in that provision 
only applies to students who go to the host Member State to start higher 
education there. That was precisely the situation of Förster. Nevertheless, 
the Court laconically stated that the fact that she went to the Netherlands 
principally in order to study there was irrelevant.731 Thus, with this final 
shot, the Court has deprived Article 3 of the Student Directive of its last pos-
sible meaning. As a consequence, all migrant students who were lawfully 
resident, by virtue of Article 21 TFEU and one of the old directives that 
implement it, in the host Member State could rely on Article 18 TFEU in 
order to claim equal treatment with regard to social benefits, including stu-
dent maintenance grants and loans, in the latter State despite the exclusion 
in Article 3 of the Student Directive. 

As regards the second step, the Court applied again the proportionality 
principle to determine whether the restriction that the national provisions 
imposed on the right of migrant students to maintenance grants constituted 
discrimination prohibited by Article 18 TFEU. It found that the Netherlands 
rule was both appropriate and proportionate to its aim, namely ensuring 
that only those non-nationals receive financial aid for study purposes who 
demonstrate a sufficient degree of integration in the host society. At this 
point, the Court invoked Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38. While obser-
ving that the Directive was not applicable to the facts of the case, the Court 
apparently referred to the provisions of the Directive in order to substan-
tiate its finding that the 5-year residence requirement was not excessive.732 
Therefore, what we see here is a sort of reverse application of the technique 

731. Ibid. para. 44.
732. Ibid. paras. 54-55.
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of reconciliatory interpretation.733 The primary law non-discrimination pro-
vision is interpreted in the light of Directive 2004/38 to the effect that a 
discriminatory restriction on the right of migrant students to maintenance 
assistance under national law is legitimised as a proportionate restriction 
on the sole ground that secondary legislation contains the same restriction. 
This approach succeeds, on the surface, in reconciling primary law (i.e. 
the previous case law on Union citizenship and the prohibition of discri-
mination) with subsequently adopted secondary legislation. However, this 
reconciliation, in effect, means that the Court has abandoned its own con-
cept of ‘certain degree of integration’ or ‘real link’.734 What Förster tells us 
is that a 5-year residence condition is automatically proportional, meaning 
that migrant students who do not meet this condition may be denied mainte-
nance assistance irrespective of their actual degree of integration in the State 
of study. If Member States can simply require the same residence condition 
for being eligible for maintenance aid as the one for acquiring permanent 
residence, without having to consider any factors other than the duration 
of residence for establishing the student’s ‘real link’ to the host State, then 
the ‘real link’ concept merely “act[s] as an unnecessary duplication of the 
concept of unconditional residence”.735  

(iii) Case law on jobseekers

Different from the saga on the residence and equal treatment rights of mi-
grant students is the case law concerning the other category of economically 
non-active persons, i.e. jobseekers. This case law demonstrates how the 
Court resolved a similar conflict between its previous case law on Union 
citizenship and subsequently adopted secondary legislation by the techni-
que of interpreting posterior secondary law in the light of ex ante case law. 
Here the method of reconciliatory interpretation is applied in its original 
form, that is, the interpretation attributed to secondary law makes the latter 
compatible with the prerogatives of primary law.

With regard to jobseekers, the old directives did not contain any specific 
provisions as to their rights to equal treatment in respect of social benefits 

733. Another example where primary law had been interpreted in the light of secon-
dary law is ECJ, 22 June 1994, Case C-9/93 Ideal Standard, paras. 56 et seq., see Von 
Bogdandy, supra note 203, p. 1327 FN 100. Mortelmans mentions ECJ, 3 December 
1998, Case C-67/97 Criminal proceedings against Ditlev Bluhme and ECJ, 13 March 
2001, Case C-379/98 PreussenElektra AG v Schhleswag AG as examples of cases where 
primary law was interpreted, indirectly, with the help of secondary law, see Mortelmans, 
supra note 434, p. 1326.
734. Golynker, supra note 728, p. 2024.
735. Ibid.
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similar to Article 3 of the Students Directive. However, the Court had 
already interpreted the citizenship provisions (in combination with the 
non-discrimination principle in Arts. 18 and 45(2) TFEU) in the context of 
jobseekers’ rights before the adoption of Directive 2004/38.  As we have 
seen, the latter did provide for job-seekers through a separate provision; 
Article 24(2) excluded the jobseekers’ right to social assistance in a gene-
ral way for the entire duration of their lawful residence in the host State 
(meaning until they engage in employment or are forced to leave the host 
State because they cannot prove they have genuine prospects of finding a 
job). These provisions conflicted with the Court’s previous case law on the 
rights of jobseekers to social benefits, specifically with the Collins case.736

In this case, Mr Collins, who was born in the United States and had both 
the US and Irish nationalities, claimed a jobseekers’ allowance in the 
United Kingdom where he sought work in the social services sector. He 
had studied in the United Kingdom for 1 year during college after which, 
however, he had lived in South Africa and the United States for 17 years. 
He applied for a jobseekers’ allowance a few days after his return to the 
United Kingdom. His application was refused on the ground that under UK 
legislation, non-nationals were entitled to the allowance only if they were 
habitually resident in the United Kingdom. The Court held that the principle 
of equal treatment set out in Articles 18 and 45(2) of the TFEU did apply 
to a social benefit intended to facilitate access to employment in a Member 
State, as due to the introduction of EU citizenship, those benefits fall within 
the scope of the Treaty. The habitual residence requirement under UK law 
constituted indirect discrimination, which, however, could be justified based 
on objective considerations and subject to scrutiny under the proportionality 
test. The residence requirement was found to be appropriate to ensure that 
the jobseekers’ allowance was granted only in cases where a genuine link 
existed between the person seeking work and the employment market of 
the host State. For it to be proportional, the requirement of residence could 
not exceed the period necessary for the national authorities to verify that 
the person concerned was genuinely seeking work in the given employment 
market.

The Collins rule, i.e. jobseekers who are searching for work in a Member 
State other than that of their nationality are entitled to social benefits if they 
can show a genuine link with the labour market of the host State, does differ 
from the provisions of Directive 2004/38. The latter unequivocally exclude 

736. ECJ, 23 March 2004, Case C-138/02 Brian Francis Collins v Secretary of State 
for Work and Penisons.
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social assistance to jobseekers without providing for an exception for cases 
where there is a “genuine link”. It was not unexpected that the Court had to 
address this conflict in a subsequent case. The case was Vatsouras.737 In these 
joined cases, Greek nationals who were searching for work in Germany, 
after having completed a short initial period of employment, applied for 
social benefits for jobseekers. The benefit was refused to them for the rea-
son that they were foreign nationals. Vatsouras is the only case amongst all 
the cases discussed here in which Directive 2004/38 actually applied to the 
facts at issue. It is also the only case where the question of the validity of 
Directive 2004/38 was explicitly raised by the referring court. Although the 
case concerned a conflict between Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38 and 
the Court’s prior interpretation of primary law in relation to jobseekers, i.e. 
an issue very similar to the one in the student cases, in Vatsouras the Court 
chose an approach opposite to that in Förster. In particular, it confirmed that 
the case law, specifically the Collins approach, should continue to apply to 
the cases at issue; meaning that jobseekers who have established real links 
with the labour market of the host State may rely on Article 45(2) in order 
to receive a benefit of a financial nature intended to facilitate access to that 
labour market. This conclusion was reached without having to invalidate 
the conflicting provision of Directive 2004/38. Instead of invalidation, the 
Court gave an interpretation to Article 24(2) of the Directive which renders 
its restrictive rule largely ineffective. With a very similar technique to the 
one that we saw in Grzelczyk, the Court narrowed the scope of Article 24(2) 
in relation to jobseekers to the minimum. In particular, the Court held that 
“benefits of a financial nature which, ... , are intended to facilitate access 
to the labour market cannot be regarded as constituting ‘social assistance’ 
within the meaning of Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38”.738 Thus, just as 
general social benefits granted to students have been distinguished from 
‘maintenance grants’, now financial benefits intended to facilitate access 
to employment are carved out from ‘social assistance’ granted to jobsee-
kers. In principle, this could mean that Article 24(2) still applies to social 
assistance other than those which intend to facilitate access to the labour 
market, but one may wonder whether there are any such forms of jobsee-
kers’ benefits at all.739 The Court trimmed down the scope of the limitation 
on jobseekers’ social assistance under the aegis of interpreting secondary 
law in accordance with primary law. As it held, “...the derogation provided 
for in Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38 must be interpreted in accordance 

737. ECJ, 4 June 2009, Joined Cases C-22/08 and 23/08 Athanasios Vatsouras and 
Josif Koupatantze v. Arbeitgemeinschaft (ARGE) Nürnberg 900.
738. Ibid. para. 45.
739. Golynker, supra note 728, p. 2028.
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with Article 39(2) EC [now Article 45(2) TFEU]”.740 The Court’s answer to 
the question of validity was that “the examination of the first question has 
not disclosed any factor capable of affecting the validity of Article 24(2) of 
Directive 2004/38”.741 

Advocate General Colomer took a different approach from the Court, alt-
hough as to the outcome of the case he also suggested that the criteria 
derived from Collins should continue to apply to test the compatibility of 
national laws on jobseekers’ rights to social benefits with Article 18 and 45 
TFEU. According to the Advocate General, one of the possible interpretati-
ons of Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38 put forward by the national court 
– the one according to which it permits a restriction on social assistance to 
jobseekers for an unlimited period of time – cannot be correct, as it contra-
dicts the ruling in Collins.742 Apparently, the Advocate General attempted 
to follow the interpretation principle that we have seen under the previous 
Section according to which, secondary law must be interpreted in a way 
that its provisions do not amount to a breach of primary law. However, this 
principle is apt to give guidance on the meaning of secondary law where the 
wording of the latter is dubious with the result that various interpretations 
are plausible. Conversely, the wording of Article 24(2) of Directive 2004/38 
is clear so that it hardly allows any other interpretation than that according 
to which it permits an indefinite denial of social assistance to jobseekers by 
the host Member State. Hence, the only means by which the application of 
such a restrictive provision can be avoided is the narrowing of its scope by 
excluding the majority of jobseekers’ benefits from its ambit. This is the 
approach that the Court in fact has chosen. The Advocate General propo-
sed another solution. According to him, the contested provision, although 
silent on the question, implies that social assistance has to be granted when 
a real link with the labour market of the host state is proven adding that the 
Directive “does not provide a rigid criterion for determining the existence 
of the link required by Collins” and “leaves each national legislature free to 
find the appropriate balance”.743 Indeed, with this interpretation, it is pos-
sible to set aside the Directive’s restrictive provision and give way to the 
application of the Collins doctrine, however, it lacks any basis whatsoever 
in the wording of the directive. This rather arbitrary reading of the directive, 

740. Joined Cases C-22/08 and 23/08 Vatsouras, para. 44.
741. Ibid. para. 46.
742. Opinion of Advocate General Colomer, Joined Cases C-22/08 and C-23/08 Vatsouras, 
para. 54.
743. Ibid. para. 55.
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which sees a condition of ‘real link’ implied in it, seems to overrule the 
legislature’s intention in an even more obvious manner than the approach 
followed by the Court. 

The analysis above proves that Von Bogdandy’s aforementioned claim 
according to which the Court’s interpretation of primary law can any time 
be corrected by later adopted secondary law is not backed up by the case law 
on economically non-active Union citizens. Von Bogdandy states that “no 
decision of the Court that a national obstacle is illegal because it violates a 
basic freedom is written in stone, because it can be ”overturned” through a 
later regulation or directive”.744 The cases we have analysed above clearly 
show that secondary law adopted later does not automatically prevail over 
the Court’s interpretation of primary law. In fact, the Court’s acceptance of 
the ‘overturning’ effect of secondary law adopted later appears to be the 
exception and not the rule. It only happened in Förster. Even in that excep-
tional case the Court did it under the cover of reconciliation of the prior case 
law with secondary law instead of plainly acknowledging the prevalence of 
secondary law. In fact, the Court made a pronouncement on this issue in 
Bristol-Myers contrary to Von Bogdandy’s view:

“There is nothing to suggest that Article 7 of [Directive 89/04] is intended to 
restrict the scope of [the] case-law on [Article 34 TFEU]. Nor would such an 
effect be permissible, since a directive cannot justify obstacles to intra-Com-
munity trade save within the bounds set by the Treaty rules...” 745    (emphasis 
added)    

(iv) Assessment 

The Treaty’s provisions on Union citizenship had been drafted in such a way 
that they permitted the maintenance of considerable restrictions on the resi-
dence and free movement rights of economically non-active Union citizens. 
Similarly, no rights to equal treatment with respect to social assistance in the 
host Member State had originally been envisaged for this category of Union 
citizens by the Treaty rules, as in their case the condition under Article 18 
TFEU of being “within the scope of application of the Treaty” in most 
cases was not expected to be met. Secondary legislation which was adopted 
to give effect to the citizenship provisions sustained these limitations and 
restrictions. However, due to the Court’s creative interpretation of Union 
citizenship and of the secondary legislation enacted in this field, many of 
the limitations on the rights of economically non-active Union citizens have 

744. Von Bogdandy, supra note 203, 1327.
745. Joined Cases C-427/93, C-428/93 and C-436/93 Bristol-Myers Squibb and Others, 
para. 36.
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been lifted. Craig distinguishes four judicial techniques by which the Court 
expanded the reach of Article 21 and 18 TFEU.746 First, it applied the Union 
citizenship provisions to situations where the citizens were lawfully resi-
dent in a Member State under domestic law but not necessarily under the 
relevant Union directives.747 Second, it interpreted narrowly the limitati-
ons and conditions laid down in the Treaty and Union legislation to which 
Union citizens’ right of free movement and right of residence are subject.748 
Third, it loosened the requirement that movement between Member States 
was necessary.749 Fourth, it used the introduction of Union citizenship as a 
reason to expand the scope of other Treaty articles and Union legislation.750  

In the analysis of the case law above, we focused on the second technique. 
On the one hand, the Court limited the Member States ability to introduce 
limitations and conditions authorised by secondary law by testing the latter 
against the principle of proportionality. On the other hand, it interpreted the 
limitations and conditions set out under secondary law in such a restrictive 
way that their effect was mostly cancelled out. In most cases this was done, 
either implicitly or explicitly, under the aegis of interpreting secondary law 
in the light of primary law.   

Undoubtedly, the Court’s approach helped the completion of the rights 
conferred by Union citizenship which would otherwise have been blocked 
by restrictive secondary EU law. In this light, the various interpretation 
methods can be considered a tool in the hands of the Court to further in-
tegration in areas where the legislature fails to make progress. The Court 
has also been subject to criticism for this very reason.751 The wording of 
the TFEU’s provisions on Union citizenship leaves it to the Union legis-
lature to decide to what extent economically non-active citizens should be 
entitled to effective free movement- and equal treatment-rights. When the 
Court cancels out, in effect, the conditions and restrictions on these rights 
established by secondary law, it substitutes its own view on the meaning 
and implications of Union citizenship for that of the Union legislature. 

746. Craig, supra note 221, pp. 413-414.
747. ECJ, 12 May 1998, Case C-85/96  María Martínez Sala v Freistaat Bayern and 
Case C-456/02 Trojani.
748. Case C- 184/99 Grzelczyk and Case C-209/03 Bidar. 
749. ECJ, 19 October 2004, Case C-200/02 Kunqian Catherine Zhu and Man Lavette 
Chen v Secretary of State for the Home Department; CJ, 2 March 2010, Case C-135/08 
Janko Rottmann v Freistaat Bayern; CJ, 8 March 2011, Case C-34/09 Gerardo Ruiz 
Zambrano v Office national de l’emploi (ONEm).
750. Case C-138/02 Collins and Case C- 209/03 Bidar. 
751. For both a positive and cautious reading of the case law, see Craig, supra note 221, 
pp. 414-416. 
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Commentators fear that this may compromise the distribution of powers 
within the Union institutions and may endanger the rule of law.752 In addi-
tion, this jurisprudence has also been criticized, from a legal-dogmatic point 
of view, for being inconsistent and unpredictable. The fact that conforming 
interpretation of secondary EU law is sometimes stretched to contra legem 
interpretation jeopardizes legal certainty. However, it has to be noted that, 
assuming that the Court insists on its own expansive view on the scope and 
implications of the primary law provisions concerning Union citizenship, 
the only alternative to the reconciling interpretation of secondary law with 
primary law would be the formal invalidation of secondary law. This might 
serve legal certainty better, but the Court would be seen as intruding on the 
competences of the Union legislature even more than now.

7.3.5.  Interim conclusions

In this Section we have examined cases, divided into three groups, which 
represent the Court’s technique of consistent (or reconciliatory) interpreta-
tion of secondary law with primary law. The degree of influence of primary 
law on the construction of secondary law differs in the various groups. 

The influence of primary law is the weakest in cases where it serves to help 
the interpretation of an undefined term or an imprecise norm included in 
secondary law. In this context, the main issue is whether or not harmonizing 
secondary law which, besides the facilitation of the internal market, pur-
sues objectives related to consumer and health protection must be reviewed 
according to the same standards under the fundamental freedoms as national 
measures. In other words, if an obstacle set up by a national measure on 
free movement has been accepted as a legitimate restriction under Article 
36 TFEU or the ‘mandatory requirements’ – case law can the same obstacle 
to free movement be established by a harmonizing Union act? Schwarzkopf 
(Case C-169/99) seems to affirm this. This may be correct with regard to 
linguistic requirements which were at issue in the case. Nevertheless, the 
function of harmonizing secondary law should be the elimination of obsta-
cles constituted by diverging national laws maintained on the basis of the 
derogations to the freedoms. Therefore, in general, secondary law should 
strive to minimize those obstacles stemming from national measures instead 
of adopting them in the same form and with the same effect.

752. Hailbronner, supra note 711, p. 1264.
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In the second group of cases, the technique of reconciliatory interpreta-
tion is used to select the one correct interpretation of secondary law from 
various alternatives. In these cases, the wording of secondary law is open to 
various interpretations. The correct interpretation is the one which renders 
the provisions of secondary law consistent with the Treaty, rather than the 
interpretation which leads to its being incompatible with the Treaty. 

The impact of primary law is the strongest in the third group where consis-
tent interpretation is used to avoid the invalidation of secondary legislation 
which, on the basis of its wording, is incompatible with primary law. In 
these cases consistent interpretation turns into contra legem interpretation 
of secondary law. This differentiates the principle of consistent interpreta-
tion as applied to secondary Union law from a similar principle applied in 
relation to national law. Consistent interpretation of national law with EU 
law cannot be stretched so far as to make the national authorities interpret 
national law contra legem.

From the cases that we have seen on Union citizenship, Grzelczyk (Case 
C-184/99) and Bidar (Case C-209/03) demonstrated how the Court, through 
narrowing the scope of a restrictive provision of the Student Directive, ena-
bled migrant students to claim social benefits in the host Member State 
by bringing them within the scope of the Treaty’s provisions on Union 
citizenship and non-discrimination and recognizing to them rights to social 
benefits equal to those of national students with limited possibility for the 
Member States to restrict those rights. In Vatsouras (Joined Cases C-22/08 
and 23/08), differently from Grzelczyk and Bidar, the Court expressly stated 
that Directive 2004/38 had to be interpreted consistently with the primary 
law provisions on the free movement of workers. It did so in order to cancel 
out the restrictive effect that would have followed from the literal interpreta-
tion of the Directive. This case is an illustration of how the Court maintains 
the effect of its earlier case law developed in the context of the freedom 
of movement of workers in the face of subsequently adopted conflicting 
secondary law. However, we have also seen an opposite example of ‘reverse 
reconciliatory interpretation’ in Förster (Case C-158/07), where the Court 
interpreted the general non-discrimination provision of primary law in a 
way which aligned it with Directive 2004/38. In this case, the later adopted 
secondary law overruled, in substance, the Court’s prior case law on Articles 
18 and 21 TFEU.

The case law interpreting the Treaty rules on Union citizenship and the 
directives giving effect to those Treaty provisions can rightly be criticized 
for its unpredictability and inconsistency. It demonstrates the risks of using 
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the technique of consistent interpretation without apparent limits. On the 
other hand, it also proves that the technique of consistent interpretation can 
become a powerful tool in the hands of the Court to promote integration in 
areas where the reluctance of the Member States to give full effects to the 
rights laid down in primary law would otherwise block the development of 
EU law.  

It has to be pointed out that the technique of consistent interpretation became 
a mighty tool in the hands of the Court in the area of Union citizenship. All 
the cases in the third group analysed in this Section concerned Union citi-
zenship rights. This is related to the fact that the freedom of movement and 
residence of Union citizens, although we have mostly dealt with it along 
the other free movement provisions as the ‘fifth freedom’, is different from 
the other freedoms, as it is non-economic in nature. We have already seen in 
Section 5.1 relating to fundamental rights that the Court seems to be more 
willing to enforce non-economic fundamental rights vis-á-vis the Union’s 
legislative branch than the economic ones considering, presumably, that the 
legislature’s discretion in economic matters is broader and less susceptible 
to judicial review. This attitude seems to characterize the case law on the 
freedoms as well; the Court hardly interferes with the Union legislature’s 
choice to limit the freedoms which are of an economic nature, while it is 
much more of an activist in giving effect to Union citizenship rights vis-
á-vis restrictive Union legislation. For this reason, the area of Union citi-
zenship became a fertile ground for nurturing the technique of consistent 
interpretation of secondary law with primary law.753 

In the Union citizenship case law, the Court chose interpretation instead of 
invalidation of secondary law due to its general unwillingness to formally 
set aside Union legislation for substantive reasons in a constitutional con-
flict between primary and secondary law. However, consistent interpretation 
may also be used to render restrictive provisions of secondary law ineffec-
tive where invalidation of secondary law is not a viable option because of 
the constraints of the procedure in which the legality of secondary law is 

753. Differently Spaventa who observes a phenomenon which affects equally Union 
citizenship rights and the other economic freedoms, that is, the Court’s expansion of the 
boundaries of the Treaty provisions on the free movement of persons in general, i.e. not 
only that of economically inactive Union citizens but also self-employed persons and 
service providers (eg. Gebhard, Gourmet and Carpenter, see Section 7.4.3.3.) with the 
aim of  protecting individual economic and non-economic rights from a disproportion-
ate interference by national regulations, see E. Spaventa, From Gebhard to Carpenter: 
Towards a (Non-)Economic European Constitution, 41 CMLRev 3 (2004), p. 743-773, at 
pp. 768-773. However, this trend characterizes the Court’s approach to primary EU law 
and national law and not that to primary EU law and secondary EU law.
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questioned. The Court used consistent interpretation in this manner in the 
Grapefruit case (Case C-128/89). Thereby it avoided the Ouzo (C-475/01) 
outcome, that is, a situation in which neither the Union legislation nor the 
implementing national law can be set aside despite a clear breach of primary 
law.  

7.4.  Review of legality of secondary law in the light of the 
fundamental freedoms

7.4.1.  Introduction

In this part, we will examine cases where the Court squarely addressed the 
question of validity of secondary legislation. This happens most frequently 
either in an action for annulment brought against a piece of secondary legis-
lation or, in the case of actions brought by private parties, in a preliminary 
ruling procedure. In a preliminary ruling procedure, the question that nor-
mally arises is the compatibility of national laws with primary and/or secon-
dary EU law. As we have seen in Section 7.2.5., if secondary EU law exists 
in the area concerned and it brings about exhaustive harmonization, national 
laws should be tested only against such secondary EU law. However, the 
primary law freedoms may still be applied in such a case if the act of secon-
dary law itself is claimed to be in breach of the freedoms. Even in this case 
the Court may choose the route of reconciliatory interpretation of secondary 
law with primary law instead of deciding on the validity of secondary law. 
This is what we discussed in Section 7.3. In this Section, we will discuss 
the case law where the Court specifically dealt with the issue of validity of 
secondary EU law in the light of the fundamental freedoms. 

The crucial question which is normally raised when the legality of secon-
dary Union law is tested in the light of the fundamental freedoms is whether 
the same standard is to be applied to Union measures as the one applied to 
national measures. The conspicuously low number of cases where secon-
dary Union law was found to be in breach of the fundamental freedoms 
suggests that secondary Union law is, in fact, judged by a less strict stan-
dard than national law. The examination of the case law carried out in this 
Section will prove this assumption correct.  

Different standards as regards national measures, on the one hand, and 
Union acts, on the other, can result from the fact that different norms are 
applied to secondary Union law than to national law. Alternatively, even 
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if the same norm is applied to Union acts and national measures, it can be 
applied differently which, in practice, leads to the same result, that is, to 
differing standards. Accordingly, we will first analyze the question of what 
it is that actually binds the Union legislature; namely, the principle of free 
movement, the free movement provisions of the Treaty or perhaps a diffe-
rent principle or concept. In doing so, we have to revisit some of the issues 
discussed in Section 5.3.3., however, this time we will discuss them from 
a different angle. As we anticipated in that Section, the conclusion of this 
analysis is that – according to the Court’s case law – it is the Treaty’s free 
movement provisions that bind the Union legislature. Next, we will turn to 
the question whether the standard that the Court applies to Union acts under 
the free movement provisions when testing the legality of such Union acts is 
different, and if so in what respects, from the standard applied to acts of the 
Member States. Apart from the analysis of the case law, we will also look 
at academic propositions as to the standard that should be applied to Union 
acts when they are measured for their compatibility with the fundamental 
freedoms. 

7.4.2.  What binds the Union legislature? 

7.4.2.1.  Views in academia

As regards academic opinions, Mortelmans mentions three schools of 
thought concerning the question of what implications the free movement 
provisions have for the Union legislature; these being:  i) the Union legis-
lature is bound by the free movement rules in the same way as the Member 
States; ii) the Union legislature is not bound by those rules; iii) the Union 
legislature is bound, but not to the same extent.754 

As regards the position under ii), we have previously concluded that the 
view that the Union legislature is not bound at all by the fundamental free-
doms is not tenable (see Section 5.3.3.). The Union legislature is bound 
to respect the fundamental freedoms, as the freedoms are the basic pillars 
of the internal market, while the internal market itself is one of the fun-
damental policies and, at the same time, aims of the Union which can be 
compromised neither by the Member States nor by the Union institutions. 
Academics who maintain that the Union legislature is not bound by the 
rules of free movement usually propose another standard which, according 
to their views, does or should apply to Union legislation in order to ensure 

754. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1312, see supra note 503.
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that the latter does not contradict the basic tenets of the internal market. 
This standard can be the principle of free movement instead of the Treaty 
rules on free movement. Further, the notion of the ‘unity of the market’ has 
also been suggested to be the standard against which the acts of the Union 
legislature are to be tested. 

Accordingly, the question of what binds the Union legislature can be ans-
wered in various ways:

7.4.2.2.  Principle of free movement  

The principle of free movement – which is different from the TFEU’s rules 
on free movement – would entail a standard for secondary Union law that 
is different from the standard applied to Member States’ measures. The 
principle of free movement, as a more general and abstract norm, would 
supposedly impose less stringent requirements with regard to Union acts 
than those implied by the Treaty provisions in respect of national measures. 
The Court’s early case law in this area, in fact, demonstrates such thinking. 
For example, in Rewe Zentral,755 the Court found the Union legislature to 
be bound by the ‘principle of freedom of trade’ instead of the provisions of 
the Treaty on the free movement of goods.756 At issue was a Union directive 
that harmonized the inspections of plants and plant products at the border 
of the Member States aimed at preventing the introduction of harmful orga-
nisms to plants into the territory of the Member States. The essence of the 
harmonized system was that inspections had to be carried out primarily by 
the exporting Member State, which certified that the given consignment was 
free of harmful organisms. On the other side of the coin, the Member State 
of destination had to recognize the inspections of the exporting State and 
refrain from further inspections upon importation. The directive, however 
– acknowledging that the trust between the Member States regarding the 
effectiveness of their inspections can only be built up gradually – authorised 
occasional inspections also by the importing Member State. Specifically, 
up to one-third of a consignment could still be examined by the latter state. 
Rewe Zentral AG imported fruits and potato to Germany from other Member 
States. It claimed that the inspections carried out by the German authorities 
on one-third of its consignment constituted an obstacle to intra-EU trade as 
a measure having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions. Therefore, 

755. Case 37/83 Rewe Zentral.
756. Another case in this line is Case 240/83 ADBHU where the Court based its decision 
on the “principles of free movement of goods and freedom of competition, as well as the 
freedom of trade as a fundamental right”. 
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the question arose whether the directive, which authorised those inspecti-
ons in the importing Member State, was compatible with the prohibition of 
quantitative restrictions and measures of equivalent effect set out in Articles 
34-36 TFEU. The CJ did not base its judgment on the latter Treaty provisi-
ons but on the principle of freedom of trade. It came to the conclusion that 
the directive did not infringe that principle. In its reasoning, it attributed 
relevance to the fact that the directive did not intend to hinder intra-EU 
trade but, to the contrary, it sought to gradually abolish the inspections and 
other measures that Member States had adopted unilaterally on the basis 
of the derogation set out in Article 36 TFEU. The Court also relied on the 
aim of the directive, i.e. to strengthen the protection of agricultural products 
against harmful organisms, which is a general interest of the Union. Finally, 
the Court emphasised that the Union legislature has discretion to proceed 
with harmonization only in stages and to require only a gradual abolition 
of unilateral restrictions introduced by the Member States. In view of this, 
the Court found that the Union legislature had not exceeded the limits of its 
discretionary powers when it maintained the right of the importing Member 
States to perform inspections on up to one-third of consignments.        

Undoubtedly, by authorising occasional border checks in the importing 
Member States, the Union directive imposed restrictions on the intra-EU 
flow of goods. It is apparent that the reasons on which the Court relied on in 
order to uphold the validity of the restrictive directive could not have saved a 
national measure imposing the same restriction from being declared incom-
patible with Article 34 and 36 TFEU. In the case of national measures, the 
intention of the legislature is immaterial; therefore, not having an intention 
to hinder trade could not have justified a restriction on the free movement 
of goods. When a national measure is attempted to be justified on a general 
interest ground the Court analyses whether such ground is, indeed, acknow-
ledged under Article 36 TFEU or the ‘mandatory requirements’ – case law. 
Therefore, a mere statement similar to the one that the protection of plants 
is a general interest of the Union would not have been sufficient in the case 
of a national measure (although this ground is actually included in Article 
36 TFEU which was, however, not invoked by the Court). Finally, it is likely 
that Member States would not be granted the discretion to introduce lesser 
restrictions for the eventual purpose of gradually eliminating greater restric-
tion on intra-EU trade. Having regard to this reasoning, it is apparent that 
the Court applied a different test to the Union directive under ‘the principle 
of freedom of trade’ than the one applied to national measures under the 
TFEU’s rules on the free movement of goods.
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As we discussed above, in the academic circles, Matthies and Mortelmans 
advocate that the Union legislature should only respect the principle of free 
movement when enacting secondary law (see Section 5.3.3.). According 
to these authors, this would be desirable in order to allow a broader scope 
of discretion to the Union legislature in the balancing of the interests of 
the internal market represented by the fundamental freedoms, on the one 
hand, and other public interests acknowledged by the founding Treaties 
and intended to be protected by secondary law, on the other. Matthies emp-
hasises the need for the Union legislature to be able to derogate from the 
principle of free movement in a more liberal manner than Article 36 or the 
mandatory requirements would enable it to do so from the Treaty rules on 
the free movement of goods.757 The Union institutions must be allowed to 
choose the most appropriate legislative means that strike the right balance 
between free movement and other general interests. If in their view, that 
balance is created by a system of inspections in the exporting Member State 
complemented by occasional inspections in the importing State, they should 
be allowed to set up such system, even if it does not realise free movement 
of goods to the maximum extent possible. Even though the Court in practice 
recognizes broader discretion for the Union than for the Member States in 
balancing differing interests, according to Mortelmans, such broader dis-
cretion should be formalised by clarifying in the Treaty that it is “only” the 
principle of free movement that binds the Union institutions. 

7.4.2.3.  Unity of the market

According to Roth, those scholars who do not agree with the tenet that 
Union legislation is to be judged by the same standard as Member States’ 
legislation take either of the following positions: i) the Union is only bound 
by the notion of the ‘unity of the Common Market’ or, ii) the Union may 
not endanger the unity of the internal market, moreover, it may legislate to 
pursue the “general good”, but is bound by the principle of proportionality.758 

The main advocate of the concept of the ‘unity of the market’ is Barents. 
He believes that the prohibitions set out in the free movement provisions of 
the Treaty are the expressions of the “unity of the market”. The unity of the 
market means a transnational market which is one and indivisible.759 The 
necessary precondition of the unity of the common market is a single policy 

757. The description of Matthies’ views is based on the account given by Currall and 
Mortelmans, see supra note 514.
758. Roth, supra note 432, p. 477 FN 19.
759. Barents, supra note 474, p. 14.
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to regulate that market, which can only be devised by the Union and not by 
the Member States. This implies that the consequences of the ‘unity of the 
market’ are different for the Member States and the Union. For the Member 
States, market unity means that they are prohibited from “any action which 
affects inter-State trade”.760 This may encompass not only discriminatory 
but also non-discriminatory measures that Member States apply equally to 
domestic products and production factors and those moving across the bor-
ders. This is due to the fact that even non-discriminatory national measures 
are liable to partition the common market into different territorial regimes, 
as they apply, by definition, only to the territory of one Member State. 
Disparities between national legislations may cause double burdens and 
thereby hinder the intra-EU flow of goods, persons, services and capital. 
Thus, the ‘unity of the market’ can only be safeguarded with respect to 
the Member States if the prohibitions of the freedoms are interpreted as 
covering both discriminatory and non-discriminatory national measures that 
are capable of interfering with intra-EU trade or distorting competition. In 
contrast, with respect to the Union, the notion of the ‘unity of the market’ 
entails only a prohibition of discrimination. Barents claims that indistinctly 
applicable Union measures that interfere with intra-EU trade or competi-
tion cannot be prohibited. First, it would paralyse the Union in carrying out 
its different activities and policies. Second, the reason why such measures 
are banned for the Member States is not present in the case of the Union. 
Disparities cannot normally result from Union legislation, which applies to 
the Union as a whole.761 Thus, Barents’s conclusion is that “the criteria to 
appreciate the legality of national and Community measures with respect to 
their effects on the Common Market cannot be the same”.762 Accordingly, 
the Union legislature is only bound by the general equality principle, which 
limits the power of the Union legislature in a marginal sense only. Even 
different treatment of equal situations is allowed when such treatment is 
justified, that is, the measure satisfies the requirements of proportionality 
and it does not amount to a geographical partitioning of the common mar-
ket.763 Thus, ultimately, the only limit that the concept of the ‘unity of the 
market’ imposes on the Union legislature is that not even the latter may act 
to the effect of partitioning the internal market. 

The core concept of the Barents-theory, the ‘unity of the Common Market’, 
has also been relied on by the Court although only scarcely in the early 

760. Barents, supra note 474, p. 15.
761. Ibid. p. 21-22.
762. Ibid. p. 22.
763. Ibid. p. 30.
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phase of its case law. The concept appears in Ramel,764 the first of the very 
few cases where the Court actually found a Union measure incompatible 
with one of the four freedoms. The case related to a levy that France had 
introduced and applied for nearly a year on imports of Italian wine. France 
did so upon an authorization of a Union regulation that established the 
common organizationof the market in wine. The regulation enabled produ-
cer Member States to take measures, until the completion of the common 
organization, limiting the imports of wine from other Member States in 
order to avoid disturbances on their own markets. The Court pointed out 
that the abolition between the Member States of customs duties and charges 
having equivalent effect constitutes a fundamental principle of the common 
market applicable to all products and goods. No exception to that principle 
was provided for by the provisions of the Treaty on the common agricultural 
policy. The Court emphasised that 

“[...] the extensive powers, in particular of a sectorial and regional nature, 
granted to the Community institutions in the conduct of the common agricultu-
ral policy must [...] be exercised from the perspective of the unity of the market 
to the exclusion of any measure compromising the abolition between Member 
States of customs duties and quantitative restrictions or charges or measures 
having equivalent effect. (emphasis added)

 Any prejudice to what the Community has achieved in relation to the unity of 
the market moreover risks opening the way to mechanisms which would lead 
to disintegration contrary to the objectives of progressive approximation of 
the economic policies of the Member States set out in Article 2 of the Treaty”.765

Consequently, the authorising provision of the Union regulation, which allo-
wed the introduction of charges having equivalent effect to customs duties, 
was held incompatible with Article 30 TFEU and thus, invalid. What the 
Court relied on was the Treaty provisions on the prohibition of customs 
duties and charges of equivalent effect. The Court’s approach indicates that 
the Union legislature is bound by those provisions in the same way as the 
Member States’ legislatures. It is reasonable in view of the fact that customs 
duties and other levies that are assimilated to them have the same effect on 
the internal market whether they are introduced by the Member States on 
their own initiative or on the authorization of the Union legislature. They 
apply when goods cross the Member States’ borders; thus, by definition, 
they operate to the effect of splitting up the internal market to national 
markets surrounded by fiscal barriers, that is, they do partition the internal 
market. In addition, at issue in Ramel was an authorization provision set 

764. Case 80 and 81/77 Ramel.
765. Ibid. paras. 35, 36.
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out in a Union act, which was made use of by only one Member State 
specifically against the products of another Member State. This was not a 
common system that applied uniformly throughout the Union but a discri-
mination against imports from one Member State, which the Union regula-
tion enabled to persist. Such discrimination is evidently prohibited, whether 
it originates from national law or secondary Union law. Due to this feature, 
Ramel is not the right case to verify Barents’ theory according to which the 
Union legislature is bound by a different standard from national legislators. 
The case only proves that not even the Union legislature can authorise a 
discriminatory charge on products of another Member State.  

Another case, which according to Barents, supports his theory is ADBHU,766 
where the Court referred to the other central concept of his theory, i.e. 
partitioning the market.767 Barents maintains that the obligation that the 
four freedoms impose on the Union institutions, i.e. non-discrimination, 
boils down to the duty not to geographically partition the internal market. 
Partitioning means subjecting intra-EU trade to different territorial regimes.768 
In ADBHU, the challenge concerned a system for the disposal of waste oil 
set up by France in accordance with a Union directive. The system involved 
granting exclusive rights to waste oil collectors and disposal undertakings 
who were solely authorised to collect and dispose of such oil in the zones 
assigned to them. The Court was asked whether the directive, by providing 
for such a system, was compatible with the principles of freedom of trade, 
free movement of goods and free competition. As regards, the principle of 
free movement of goods, the Court observed that the directive had to be 
interpreted in the light of its preamble, which stated that that the treatment 
of waste oil must not create barriers to intra-EU trade. The Court found that 
the exclusive rights and the zoning scheme set up by the directive did not 
constitute an obstacle to intra-EU trade, as it did not mean an automatic 
authorization for the Member States to establish barriers to exports.769 The 
Court added that the partitioning of the market which would result from 
such export barriers would be contrary to the objective of the directive. 
This presumably means that had the directive authorised such partitioning 
it would have been in breach of the principle of free movement of goods. 

766. Case 240/83 ADBHU.   
767. Barents, supra note 474, p. 29.
768. Ibid. p. 26.
769. The French legislation, in fact, contained such an export barrier which, however, 
could not be regarded as being based on the directive. This aspect of the French law was 
found incompatible with the directive and the Treaty’s provisions on the free movement of 
goods in the case, 10 March 1983, Case 172/82 Syndicat national des fabricants raffineurs 
d’huile de graissage and others v Groupement d’intérêt économique “Inter-Huiles” and 
others (Interhuiles). 
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Although Ramel and ADBHU confirm that the partitioning of the internal 
market is prohibited even for the Union legislature, the Court has not consis-
tently adhered to this stance in later cases. For example, in Rewe Zentral, the 
Court upheld a directive which allowed importing Member States to carry 
out inspections of up to one third of plant consignments. Such inspections 
are applied at border crossing; they create an obstacle to the physical move-
ment of goods traded across the borders thus, evidently they partition the 
internal market. Still, the Court did not find the directive in breach of the 
principles of the internal market. Barents considers that this case confirms 
his views.770 He maintains that the directive set up a single system of inspec-
tions, which applied to all plant products crossing the borders wherever in 
the Union. Hence, although affected intra-EU trade, such system did not 
partition the internal market into different territorial regimes. In contrast, in 
our view, even a uniform regime that applies equally to all inter-State trade 
within the internal market can partition that market by way of physical 
obstacles at the borders. Uniformity, which is an inherent feature of all acts 
adopted at the level of the Union – except of those containing authorizations 
addressed to or made use of by certain Member States only – cannot in itself 
exclude the possibility for a Union act to partition the internal market. If 
partitioning of the market is indeed the criterion along which the validity 
of Union acts is to be measured then the directive at Rewe Zentral should 
have been found invalid.  

The same is true for Bauhuis.771 In this case, the Court found that fees 
charged by a Member State on exportation of live animals to other Member 
States for veterinary and public health inspections did not constitute char-
ges having equivalent effect to customs duties where the inspections were 
provided for by a Union directive provided that the charges did not exceed 
the actual cost of inspections. Although the directive prescribed the inspec-
tions, it was silent on the question whether the Member State carrying out 
the inspections may collect fees for them. In fact, the case concerned the 
question whether or not the fees introduced by one Member State in its 
own discretion infringed Article 30 TFEU rather than whether the directive 
itself did so. However, in the reasoning, the Court relied as a key element 
on the fact that the inspections for which the fees were charged were made 
obligatory and uniform by a Union measure. As regards the directive, it is 
true that it set up a uniform regime of inspections by the exporting Member 
State which applied on all exports of cattle within the Union. Nevertheless, 
it still created barriers to trade in the form of the inspections that applied 

770. Barents, supra note 474, p. 29.
771. Case, 25 January 1977, Case 46/76 W.J.G. Bauhuis v The Netherlands State.
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upon crossing a frontier; therefore, it had a partitioning effect. Moreover, 
the real issue in the case was the charges that one Member State decided 
to collect for such inspections. Thus, even if we accept that the uniformity 
of a Union regime is sufficient to preclude the regime from creating an 
obstacle to intra-EU trade, this was not the case in Bauhuis. The system 
of inspections was uniform but the charging of the fee for the inspection 
resulted from the unilateral decision of a Member State. If other Member 
States did not charge such fee then the burden on intra-EU trade depended 
on which Member State was the exporting State. Despite all these possible 
objections, the Court upheld the measure at issue. 

As this case law cannot be fully explained by the concept of the ‘unity of the 
market’, some commentators refined Barents’ theory. In both Rewe Zentral 
and Bauhuis the Court put emphasis on the fact that the measures did not 
infringe the freedom of movement of goods, as they served the general 
interest of the Union. In line with this, the third school of thought referred 
to above maintains that the Union may not endanger the unity of the internal 
market; however, it may legislate to pursue the ‘general good’, but is bound 
by the principle of proportionality.772 In fact, this comes very close to the test 
applied by the Court to Member States’ measures, which includes a possi-
bility to justify national measures restrictive on the fundamental freedoms 
on public interest grounds provided that these measures comply with the 
requirements of proportionality.  

Besides Rewe Zentral and Bauhuis, there are further cases where the Court 
upheld Union measures which partitioned the market, such as the Monetary 
Compensatory Amounts case773 and Kind774. Barents considers these cases 
as exceptions admitted by the Court to the ‘unity of the market’ mainly on 
the ground of the exceptional nature of the regimes which were dealt with.775 

We are of the opinion, that Barents’s theory regarding the ‘unity of the mar-
ket’ is a normative proposition rather than a description of the Court’s actual 
approach underpinned by its case law. Having regard to the analysis of the 
case law above, it is apparent that the Court has not adopted the ‘unity of 

772. Roth, supra note 432, p. 477, FN 19 who mentions Mestmäcker as the advocate of 
this view referring to Mestmäcker, Zur Wirtschaftsvefassung in der Europäischen Union, 
in: Festgabe für Willgerodt (1994).
773. ECJ, 24 October 1973, Case 10/73 Rewe Zentral AG v Hauptzollamt Kehl.
774. ECJ, 15 September 1982, Case 106/81 Julius Kind KG v European Economic 
Community.
775. Barents, supra note 474, pp. 31-35. In Case 10/73 the Court specifically mentions 
that the compensatory amounts do constitute a partitioning of the market, see para. 20. 
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the market’ as a general standard or criterion against which Union measures 
are tested. Only in a few cases did the Court expressly refer to this notion. 
On the other hand, we have seen cases where Union measures undoub-
tedly impairing the unity of the market have been upheld by the Court. 
Nevertheless, Barents’s observation that Union measures have a different 
impact on the ‘unity of the market’ than Member State measures due to the 
fact that, as a rule, they cannot partition the internal market into different 
territorial regimes is a relevant factor, which should be taken into account 
when the legality of Union measures is reviewed in the light of the funda-
mental freedoms. The same point is made by Snell, who cites the uniformity 
of Union acts as a reason for which they tend not to impede free movement.776 
Similarly, Advocate General Jacobs observes that the criticism according 
to which the Court is more ready to strike down Member State measures 
than Union measures when reviewing them in the light of primary Union 
law tends to overlook the difference between the two types of measures. 
Member State measures, differing from State to State, are liable to cause 
obstacles to the internal market while Union measures are normally aimed 
at eliminating such obstacles; therefore, they should be assessed differently.777 
The Court’s occasional reference to the non-unilateral nature of a charge 
authorised or prescribed by a Union measure (see Section 7.4.4.1.) may be 
considered an acknowledgment of this fact. However, the Court made this 
reference in the wrong cases. They involved duties and charges levied on 
border-crossing goods where the uniform nature of the Union measure did 
not change the fact that these charges did partition the internal market. Apart 
from the case law on charges having equivalent effect to customs duties, the 
Court implicitly tends to have regard to the fact that uniform Union measu-
res do not endanger the unity of the market in the same way as national 
measures do. Specifically, the Court does so when it examines the possibi-
lity of justification for and proportionality of Union measures prima facie 
infringing the fundamental freedoms (see Sections 7.4.4.2. (iii) and (iv)).

7.4.2.4.  Treaty’s free movement provisions

If it is not the principle of free movement nor the notion of the ‘unity of the 
market’ that binds the Union legislature, what remain are the free movement 
provisions of the TFEU. In fact, this is the Court’s established position. 
Despite the early cases of Rewe Zentral and ADBHU, it is now settled case 
law that the Treaty provisions on free movement are binding not only on the 
Member States but also on the Union institutions:

776. Snell, supra note 428, p. 164.
777. Jacobs, supra note 11, p. 312. 
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 “[...] the prohibition of quantitative restrictions and measures having equival-
ent effect laid down by Article 28 EC [now Article 34 TFEU] applies not only 
to national measures but also to measures adopted by the Community institu-
tions”.778

Although this statement is limited to the free movement of goods, it is 
equally valid in the case of the other freedoms.779 

The fact that the Court applies the same provisions to the acts of the Union 
legislature and those of the national legislatures does not mean that it applies 
those rules in the same way vis-à-vis the two types of acts. Thus, the ques-
tion whether or not Union acts are judged by the same standard as Member 
State measures when they are tested for their compatibility with the funda-
mental freedoms still awaits an answer. 

7.4.3.  The test applied to national measures under the 
fundamental freedoms 

7.4.3.1.  Different tests under the various freedoms

In order to determine whether the test applied to Union measures under the 
fundamental freedoms is different from the one applied to national measu-
res, first we have to know what standard is applied to national measures. 
The question what test is to be applied to national measures in order to 
decide whether or not they constitute an obstacle to free movement that is 
prohibited under the freedoms is one of the most complex terrains of EU 
law. The Court’s constantly evolving jurisprudence on this matter developed 
different tests with respect to the various freedoms. 

When examining the test applicable under the various free movement 
provisions first, Article 30 TFEU setting forth the prohibition of customs 
duties and charges having equivalent effect should be addressed. The test 

778. ECJ, 14 December 2004, Case C-434/02 Arnold André GmbH & Co.KG v Landrat 
des Kreises Herford, para. 57; ECJ, 20 May 2003, Case C-108/01 Consorzio del Prosciutto 
di Parma, Salumificio S. Rita SpA v Asda Stores Ltd, Hygrade Foods Ltd, para. 53; Case 
C-169/99 Schwarzkopf, para.37; ECJ, 25 June 1997, Case C-114/96 Criminal proceedings 
against René Kieffer and Romain Thill, para. 27; ECJ, 14 July 1998, Case C-284/95 Safety 
Hi-Tech Srl v S.&T. Srl, para.63; ECJ, 9 August 1994, Case C-51/93 Meyhui NV v Schott 
Zwiesel Glaswerke AG, para. 11; Case, 17 May 1984, Case 15/83 Denkavit Nederland 
BV v Hoofdproduktschap voor Akkerbouwprodukten, para.15.
779. For example with regard to services see Opinion of Advocate General Kokott, 17 
June 2010, Case C-97/09 Ingrid Schmelz, para. 79.
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applicable under Article 30 is that any charge which is imposed on goods 
by reason of their crossing the border falls under the prohibition set out 
therein.780 This test basically establishes a discrimination standard, as it 
captures those charges which apply only to imported (or exported) goods 
to the exclusion of equivalent domestic products. As only discriminatory 
charges are prohibited, the test results in a rather limited scope for Article 
30. Thus, it is reasonable that the provision under Article 30 does not allow 
any exception to the narrowly framed prohibition set out therein.781 It means 
that a national measure that infringes Article 30 cannot be justified.  

The test applied under the other free movement provisions basically com-
prises three steps; namely (i) the question whether the national measure at 
issue constitutes a restriction on the given freedom, if so (ii) whether such 
restriction can be justified by reasons of public interest (Treaty grounds or 
mandatory requirements, which are also called overriding or imperative 
reasons), and if so (iii) whether the restriction is proportionate to the aims 
pursued, i.e. the measure is appropriate and it does not go beyond what is 
necessary to achieve such aim.782   

The first element of this test raises the question what ‘restriction’ actually 
means in the context of the various freedoms. Does it describe national 
measures which treat cross-border movements of products and production 
factors less favourably than comparable domestic movements? Or does it 
comprise all national measures which are capable of preventing, impeding 
or rendering less attractive the exercise of one or other of the freedoms? In 
the former case, the freedom at issue would embody a discrimination-stan-
dard. In the latter case, it would encompass a broader restriction-standard, 
which would capture not only discriminatory national measures but also 
those which, although treating cross-border and domestic transactions 
equally, are still liable to hinder intra-Union trade, movement of persons 
or capital flows. 

At the outset, it can be stated that all the freedoms, except for Articles 30 
and 35, have been expansively interpreted by the Court to the effect that not 
only discriminatory but also certain indistinctly applicable national measu-
res are caught by them. Hence the freedoms comprise the broader restric-
tion-standard that we referred to above. The problem with the restriction 
standard is that unlike the discrimination standard, it does not operate with 

780. ECJ, 5 February 1976, Conceria Daniele Bresciani v Amministrazione Italiana 
della Finanze, para. 9.
781. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 148; Currall, supra note 513, p. 171.
782. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 148.
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an exact test such as the comparison of cross-border and purely domestic 
situations. Restriction is an absolute concept, which does not require a com-
parison and a comparator.783 However, it does require the definition of a test 
– which is more concrete than that of “national measures liable to hinder 
or make less attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms guaranteed by 
the Treaty”784 – in order to provide a useful answer to the question under 
what conditions a national measure qualifies as a prohibited restriction on 
the fundamental freedoms. Without such exact test it is not possible to draw 
the boundaries of the freedoms and it is not possible to anticipate which 
non-discriminatory national measures fall within and which remain outside 
those boundaries. The case law has not developed such an exact test and 
it evolved in a rather random and casuistic manner without providing any 
conceptually well-founded guidance on this intricate issue.785  

7.4.3.2.  Free movement of goods

As regards the free movement of goods, the prohibition of quantitative 
restrictions and measures having equivalent effect on exports set out in 
Article 35 TFEU has long been perceived as embodying a discrimination 
standard, i.e. covering only those national measures which treat exported 
products less favourably than domestically traded products. This interpre-
tation of the scope of Article 35 derives from Groenveld,786 which con-
cerned a Netherlands rule that prohibited sausage makers from possessing 
horsemeat. This was claimed to be a restriction on the export of horsemeat 
sausage. The Court held that: 

“That provision concerns national measures which have as their specific object 
or effect the restriction of patterns of exports and thereby the establishment of 
a difference in treatment between the domestic trade of a Member State and its 
export trade in such a way as to provide a particular advantage for national 
production or for the domestic market of the state in question at the expense 
of the production or of the trade of other Member States. This is not so in the 

783. A. Cordewener, The Prohibitions of Discrimination and Restriction within the 
Framework of the Fully Integrated Internal Market, in: EU Freedoms and Taxation, EATLP 
International Tax Series, Vol. 2. (F. Vanistendael ed., IBFD 2006), pp. 1-45, at p. 26.
784. ECJ, 30 November 1995, Case C-55/94 Reinhard Gebhard v Consiglio dell’Ordine 
degli Avvocati e Procuratori di Milano, para. 37.
785. For an overview of this case law presented from a different perspective, see Douma, 
supra note 387, pp. 206-223. 
786. Case, 8 November 1979, Case 15/79 P.B. Groenveld BV v Produktschap voor Vee 
en Vlees.
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case of a prohibition like that in question which is applied objectively to the 
production of goods of a certain kind without drawing a distinction depending 
on whether such goods are intended for the national market or for export.”787

A recent case, Gysbrechts,788 has caused some commentators to doubt 
whether this traditional interpretation of Article 35 is still valid.789 The nati-
onal rule at issue in that case prohibited the seller in distance sales (e.g. via 
Internet) from asking advance payment from the buyer or the provision of 
the number of his or her payment card. This was an indistinctly applicable 
measure, as it applied equally to domestic and cross-border distance sales; 
nevertheless, the Court considered it to fall within the scope of the prohibi-
tion of Article 35. However, the Court’s reasoning was based on discrimi-
nation logic insofar as it held that the effect of the rule was more deterring 
for sales directed to other Member States than for domestic sales:

“[...] the consequences of such a prohibition are generally more significant in 
cross-border sales made directly to consumers, in particular, in sales made by 
means of the internet, by reason, inter alia, of the obstacles to bringing any 
legal proceedings in another Member State against consumers who default, 
especially when the sales involve relatively small sums.

Consequently, even if a prohibition such as that at issue in the main proceedings 
is applicable to all traders active in the national territory, its actual effect is 
none the less greater on goods leaving the market of the exporting Member 
State than on the marketing of goods in the domestic market of that Member 
State”790.

Thus, the Court found the measure to entail de facto discrimination against 
exports. The discrimination standard does imply that de facto discrimination 
is prohibited. Hence, even if the fundamental freedoms are interpreted in 
terms of the discrimination standard, measures which apply equally by law 
but in fact result in discrimination would still be caught by those freedoms. 
Therefore, in our opinion, Gysbrechts did not change the way as Article 35 
has traditionally been interpreted.791 Consequently, this provision prohibits 

787. Ibid. para. 7.
788. ECJ, 16 December 2008, Case C-205/07 Criminal proceedings against Lodewijk 
Gysbrechts and Santurel Inter BVBA.
789. Chalmers, Davies and Monti, supra note 17, p. 781.
790. Case C-205/07 Gysbrechts, paras. 42-43.
791. Similarly, Snell in J. Snell, The Notion of Market Access: a Concept or a Slogan?, 
47 CMLRev 2 (2010), pp. 437-472, at pp. 456-457. The Court’s narrow interpretation of 
this provision has been subject to rather strong criticism by academic circles, see Oliver 
and Roth, supra note 438, p. 419; Cordewener, supra note 783, p. 43-45.
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only measures which – in law or in fact – discriminate against export trade 
while leaving true non-discriminatory restrictions on exports outside its 
scope.792

The most commonly invoked provision of the free movement of goods is 
the prohibition of quantitative restrictions on imports and measures having 
equivalent effect which is set out under Article 34 TFEU. The key element 
of this provision is the prohibition of measures having equivalent effect to 
quantitative restrictions (‘measures of equivalent effect’), as actual quanti-
tative restrictions are so blatant and obvious infringements of the free move-
ment of goods that they are hardly ever put in place by the Member States. 
The Court has defined the concept of ‘measures of equivalent effect’ as all 
measures “capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potenti-
ally, intra-Community trade”.793 On the basis of this broad Dassonville for-
mula measures prescribing requirements as to the form, size, composition, 
quality, presentation and packaging of products which apply indistinctly 
to domestic and imported products have been brought within the scope of 
Article 34 TFEU. In Cassis de Dijon,794 at issue was a German provision 
that prohibited the marketing and sale in Germany of alcoholic beverages 
with alcohol content lower than a certain limit. Although the rule applied to 
domestic and imported products without distinction, the Court held that it 
infringed Article 34 TFEU. Product requirements, such as the German rule, 
lead to double burdens on imported goods, as they have to satisfy the requi-
rements of the State of destination (host State) after having complied with 
the diverging rules of the State of origin (home State). In Cassis de Dijon, 
the CJ ruled that double burdens are prohibited by the provisions on the 
free movement of goods and it laid down the mutual recognition principle, 
which requires the host State to admit to its market all those products which 
had been lawfully produced and marketed in another Member State unless 
requiring compliance with the differing product rules of the host State can 
be justified on public interest grounds (set out in Article 36 TFEU or by 
mandatory public interest requirements as defined in the case law).

The consequence of the all-encompassing Dassonville formula was that, 
besides the Cassis-type product regulations, all sorts of neutral trading 
rules enacted by the Member States which regulated the conditions of sale 
and distribution with equal effect on domestic and imported products were 

792. Similarly Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 155. 
793. ECJ, 11 July 1974, Case 8/74 Procureur du Roi v Benoît and Gustave Dassonville, 
para. 5.
794. ECJ, 20 February 1979,  Case 120/78 Rewe-Zentral AG v Bundesmonopolverwaltung 
für Branntwein (‘Cassis de Dijon‘).
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caught by Article 34 TFEU. This led the Court to refine its approach to 
non-discriminatory obstacles to the free movement of goods. In the seminal 
Keck judgment,795 it limited the reach of Article 34 by excluding a certain 
group of indistinctly applicable trading rules from its scope. In essence, it 
distinguished product requirements from selling arrangements (e.g. regu-
lation of advertising, shop opening hours, selling techniques and prices). 
Product requirements remained subject to the broad restriction standard 
covering discriminatory and indistinctly applicable measures alike, while 
selling arrangements were subject only to a discrimination standard. The 
discrimination standard entails that Article 34 prohibits those selling arran-
gements which have a greater effect on imports than on domestic products, 
as well as those which effectively prevent imported products from being 
sold in the host State’s market.796 An example of selling arrangements which 
apply de lege equally to domestic and imported products but de facto may 
have a more burdensome effect on imports is a ban on certain methods of 
sale or promotion of a product. In Gourmet,797 a total ban on the advertising 
of alcohol introduced by Sweden was at issue. A similar measure, namely, a 
ban on televised advertising for the distribution sector, had previously been 
considered a selling arrangement which applied equally to domestic and 
imported products, thus, it fell outside the scope of Article 34.798 In contrast, 
in Gourmet, the Court went further and examined whether the seemingly 
indistinctly applicable measure had in fact a different impact on imports. 
It held that the ban on alcohol advertising “is liable to impede access to 
the market by products from other Member States more than it impedes 
access by domestic products”.799 According to the Court, foreign alcoholic 
beverages which are less known by Swedish consumers are affected more 
by the advertising ban than domestic products with which the consumers 
are presumably more familiar. The outcome had to do with the nature of the 
product at issue, i.e. alcoholic drinks, the consumption of which is linked to 
social traditions and local customs; therefore, products from other Member 
States can hardly enter the market without effective advertising campaign.800 
Thus, the formally neutral measure discriminated in fact against products 

795. ECJ, 24 November 1993, Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Criminal proceed-
ings against Bernard Keck and Daniel Mithouard.
796. Chalmers, Davies and Monti, supra note 17, p. 774.
797. ECJ, 8 March 2001, Case C-405/98 Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v Gourmet 
International Products AB (GIP).
798. ECJ, 9 February 1995, Case C-412/93 Société d’Importation Edouard Leclerc-
Siplec v TF1 Publicité SA and M6 Publicité SA.
799. Case C-405/98 Gourmet, para. 21.
800. Chalmers, Davies and Monti, supra note 17, p. 779.
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of other Member States.801 Thus, by means of reasoning based on factual 
discrimination indistinctly applicable selling arrangements may be brought 
back within the reach of Article 34 TFEU. 

Keck teaches us that national measures capable of impeding intra-Union 
trade must first be categorised as product rules or selling arrangements in 
order to determine what test is applicable to them. Just recently, however, 
a new type of national measure has been brought to the Court’s attention 
which could hardly fit either in the category of product regulations or that 
of selling arrangements. Specifically, the national regulations at issue intro-
duced use restrictions on certain products. In Commission v Italy (trailers),802 
the rule prohibited the towing of trailers by motorcycles. It was argued 
that this constituted a restriction, as the outlawing of the use of this type of 
trailer in Italy reduced cross-border trade in such trailers. A similar claim 
was made in Mickelsson and Roos,803 where the Court scrutinized a Swedish 
rule that limited the areas in which jet skis could be used. In Commission 
v Italy, the Court held that “a prohibition on the use of a product in the ter-
ritory of a Member State has a considerable influence on the behaviour of 
consumers, which, in its turn, affects the access of that product to the mar-
ket of that Member State”.804 According to the Court, such rule “prevents a 
demand from existing in the market at issue for [...] trailers and therefore 
hinders their importation”.805 Consequently, the Italian regulation was con-
sidered to constitute a measure of equivalent effect prohibited by Article 34, 
just as the Swedish rule in Mickelsson and Roos. These cases introduced 
a new category of measures which – being neither product rules nor sel-
ling arrangements – are considered under the general Dassonville formula.806 
For these measures it is sufficient to hinder access of products from other 
Member States to the host State’s market in order to fall under the prohibi-
tion of Article 34. It appears that the hindrance on market access does not 
have to be direct, as a reduction in consumer demand for a product, which 

801. Similar conclusions were reached in Case C-322/01 Doc Morris (prohibition on the 
sale by mail order of medicinal products); ECJ, 30 April 2009, Case C-531/07 Fachverband 
der Buch- und Medienwirtschaft v LIBRO Handelsgesellschaft mbH (minimum prices for 
books).
802. ECJ, 10 February 2009, Case C-110/05 Commission v Italy (trailers).
803. ECJ, 4 June 2009, Case C-142/05 Åklagaren v Parcy Mickelsson and Joakim Roos. 
Another case in this line of case law is ECJ, 10 April 2008, Case C-265/06 Commission 
v Portugal which concerned the prohibition of sticking tinted plastic to car windows. 
804. Case C-110/05 Commission v Italy (trailers), para. 56.
805. Ibid. para. 57.
806. Chalmers, Davies and Monti, supra note 17, p. 776.
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only indirectly impedes that product’s entry to the market, was sufficient 
for finding a restriction.807 Furthermore, the judgments seem to attribute 
importance to the magnitude of impediment on market access.808

In summary, the scope of Article 34 currently seems to cover three cate-
gories of national rules (i) discriminatory measures which treat, de jure or 
de facto, imported products less favourably than domestic products; (ii) 
product requirements; and (iii) any other measure which hinders access 
of products originating in other Member States to the market of the host 
Member State.809 Snell criticizes the case law that has led to this result. He 
points out that in terms of this case law, selling arrangements are only prohi-
bited if they prevent access to the market or have an unequal effect on the 
access to the market of foreign products and of domestic products, whereas 
use restrictions are already caught if they (indirectly) hinder market access 
without being necessary to actually prevent such access.810 According to 
Snell, such a distinction between selling arrangements and use restrictions 
can hardly be explained rationally. 

What can be concluded with certainty is that these cases on use restrictions 
made ‘market access’ a key notion in the application of Article 34 TFEU.811

807. Snell, supra note 791, p. 458.
808. In Mickelsson and Roos the Court mentioned the scope of the restriction and 
considered that a restriction arises when the use of jet skis is “greatly” restricted, see 
paras. 26, 28. Snell refers to another case in the field of free movement of services and 
establishment (ECJ, 28 April 2009, Commission v Italy (motor insurance)) from which it 
is apparent that the magnitude of the restriction on market access matters. In that case an 
Italian rule imposed an obligation to contract on all insurance companies offering a certain 
type of motor insurance. In this regard the Court held that the ”substantial interference 
in the freedom to contract” affected market access of insurance companies from other 
Member States, see Snell, supra note 791, p. 457-458.  
809. Case C-110/05 Commission v Italy (trailers), para. 37. 
810. Snell, supra note 791, p. 456. Differently, Davies who points out that the regu-
lations at issue in Commission v Italy (trailers) and Mickelsson and Roos (where, in 
principle, jet skis could be used in designated waterways, however, no such waterways 
have been designated) both entailed an effective ban on the use of a product, therefore, 
they effectively prevented the sale and hence the importation of such product. However, 
referring to Alfa Vita (ECJ, 14 September 2006, Joined Cases C-158/04 and C-159/04 
Alfa Vita Vassilopoulos AE v Elliniko Dimosio and Nomarkhiaki Aftodiikisi Ioanninon 
et al.) he also admits that a regulation can be caught by Article 34 even when it does not 
prevent but only diminishes sales and hence imports, see Chalmers, Davies and Monti, 
supra note 17, p. 751. 
811. The notion of ‘market access’ has not been unknown in the field of the free 
movement of goods. The Court relied on it in the reasoning of Keck when it stated that 
indistinctly applicable selling arrangements are not such as “to prevent [the] access [of 
foreign products] to the market or to impede access any more than [they] impede the 
access of domestic products”, see Joined Cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck, para. 17.
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As regards the evolution of the case law on the free movement of goods, we 
can observe an initial tendency of narrowing the scope of the freedom from 
the sweeping Dassonwille formula until the refinement in Keck. However, 
later trends in the case law reversed this direction. First, the exclusion 
of selling arrangements from the scope of Article 34 has not affected as 
wide-ranging measures as originally thought due to the fact that indistinctly 
applicable selling arrangements, which in fact have an unequal effect on 
imports are still caught by that provision. Second, the definition of ‘measu-
res of equivalent effect’ has been extended to cover indistinctly applicable 
use restrictions, which only indirectly hinder access for imported products 
to the market of the host State. 

7.4.3.3.   The other freedoms

As to the other freedoms, the evolution of the free movement of workers, 
establishment and services is characterised by a gradual expansion of their 
domain.812 The provisions on these freedoms were originally conceived as 
only prohibitions of discrimination. However, starting from the 1990’s, 
we encounter more and more cases where the Court held that indistinctly 
applicable measures infringed these freedoms. The milestones are Säger,813 
Bosman814 and Gebhard.815 In Säger, a German rule that reserved the pro-
vision of patent renewal services to persons possessing the professional 
qualification of patent agents was found to be a prohibited restriction on 
the freedom to provide services. In Bosman, the Court held that trans-
fer fees which were equally charged on the transfer of football players 
whether they moved to a club in another Member States or a club of the 
same Member State restricted the free movement of workers. In Gebhard, 
a German lawyer claimed that an Italian rule which made the use of the 
title ‘avvocato’ conditional on being enrolled in the local bar restricted his 
freedom of establishment. The Court upheld his claim. These cases can be 
explained on the basis of the ‘market access’ test that we have already seen 
in the context of the free movement of goods. In Säger, the qualification 
requirement impeded the access to the German patent services market of 
service providers from other Member States who lawfully provided similar 
services in their home State. In Bosman, the obligation to pay transfer fees 
“directly affect[s] the players’ access to the employment market in other 

812. Oliver and Roth, supra note 438, p. 412.
813. ECJ, 25 July 1991, Case C-76/90 Manfred Säger v Dennemeyer & Co. Ltd.
814. ECJ, 15 December 1995, Case C-415/93 Union royale belge des sociétés de football 
association ASBL v Jean-Marc Bosman, Royal club liégeois SA v Jean-Marc Bosman and 
others and Union des associations européennes de football (UEFA) v Jean-Marc Bosman.
815. Case C-55/94 Gebhard.
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Member States and are thus capable of impeding freedom of movement for 
workers”.816 In Gebhard, the registration requirement as a formal require-
ment for exercising the profession of lawyer impeded the access of foreign 
lawyers to the legal services market of Italy.

Similar developments followed in the sphere of the free movement of cap-
ital. In the ‘golden shares’ cases,817 the Court held that rules which reserve 
certain (approval, veto, voting) rights to the State as regards key business 
decisions of certain companies, even though they concern domestic and 
foreign investors equally, “are […] liable to deter investors from other 
Member States from making such investments and, consequently, affect 
access to the market”.818 

However, later developments in the Court’s case law do not show consistent 
adherence and uniform application of this test. For example, in another 
golden shares case, the Court no longer referred to market access but rea-
soned in a way that the veto right of the government may deter investors 
from making portfolio investments in the company, as it may have the effect 
of depressing the value of the shares of the company and thus, reduce the 
attractiveness of the investment.819 Based on this line of reasoning almost 
all national rules may be subjected to scrutiny under Article 63 TFEU, as 
all State regulations of economic activities interfere with the freedom of 
economic actors and thus, may have the effect of reducing share prices.820 
The lack of a principle-based approach is also indicated by the fact that both 
equally applicable home State measures which impeded the exit from the 
home State’s market and neutral host State measures which generally regu-
lated the conditions for economic activity both for domestic and cross-bor-
der operators in the national territory were found to be a restriction on 
market access. An example of the latter is Gourmet, where the Court found 
that the ban on alcohol advertising was not only a measure of equivalent 
effect to quantitative restrictions on imported alcoholic drinks but it also 
restricted the freedom to provide services. This was due to the fact that the 
ban restricted “the right of press undertakings established in the territory 
of [Sweden] to offer advertising space in their publications to potential 
advertisers established in other Member States”.821 This case law can be 

816. Case C-415/93 Bosman, para. 103.
817. ECJ, 13 May 2003, Case C-463/00 Commission v Spain; ECJ, 13 May 2003, Case 
C-98/01 Commission v United Kingdom.
818. Case C-463/00 Commission v Spain, para. 61.
819. ECJ, 28 September 2006, Joined Cases C-282/04 and C-283/04 Commission v 
Netherlands.
820. Snell, supra note 791, p. 463.
821. Case C-405/98 Gourmet, para. 38.
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questioned on the ground that a total ban on the advertising of alcohol – just 
like the granting of a veto right to the State regarding certain key company 
decisions – is a neutral regulation of the host State which, even though it 
interferes with the economic freedom of market players, it has an equal 
effect on the domestic and cross-border supply of services or on domestic 
and foreign investments. Spaventa argues that by its ruling in Gourmet the 
Court allowed a challenge to the equally applicable rules of the services 
provider’s State of establishment. The effect of the Swedish rules at issue 
was not preventing access to foreign markets but rather preventing the very 
existence of a domestic market. In such a case where no specific obstacles to 
access to the market of the State of establishment of the economic operator 
exists but only a general regulation that unavoidably affect cross-border 
economic activities together with domestic ones no restriction on the fun-
damental freedoms should be considered to exist.822 

Besides host State measures, the market access test has caught equally 
applicable home State measures as well. Apart from Bosman, the most pro-
minent example of the latter is Alpine Investment.823 A Dutch regulation 
prohibited financial service providers from making unsolicited telephone 
calls to promote their products to potential customers (‘cold calling’). The 
rule banned cold calling even with regard to customers established in other 
Member States. The Court stated that the regulation “directly affects access 
to the market in services in the other Member States and is thus capable 
of hindering intra-Community trade in services”.824 Many commentators 
agree with the Court’s assessment that the extra-territorial application of 
the national rule at issue constituted a direct hindrance to market access 
and therefore, was rightly held to be a prohibited restriction. Yet it is worth 
noting that if we applied the mutual recognition principle developed in the 
context of the free movement of goods to the field of services the outcome 
should be the opposite. In that case, the home State would basically be free 
to regulate persons established in its territory provided that the regulations 
are non-discriminatory. On the other hand, the host State could not prevent 
service providers who lawfully provide their services in their State of esta-
blishment from offering the same services in its territory or subject them 
to conditions (qualifications, authorization etc.) which the home State does 
not impose on the provider or impose them differently. Alpine Investment 
shows that in the Court’s case law on services, a general ‘home country’ 
principle does not exist. To the contrary, this case seems to suggest that it is 
for the host State in the territory of which the activity is to be carried out to 

822. Spaventa, supra note 753, p. 755.
823. ECJ, 10 May 1995, Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments BV v Minister van Financiës.
824. Ibid. para. 38.
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regulate the way in which a service is provided.825 Thus, double regulatory 
burden on the cross-border provision of services appears to be avoided in 
the opposite manner than in the case of free movement of goods. However, 
we should not draw far-reaching conclusions from Alpine Investment, for 
we also find examples in the case law to the contrary. There are cases which 
suggest that it is the host State which is required to give up exercising its 
regulatory competence regarding the provision of cross-border services and 
to recognize the corresponding regulations of the home State unless it can 
justify its own regulations by public interest reasons.826

This brief description of the case law demonstrates the inconsistent and 
divergent application of the ‘market access’ test and the uncertainties sur-
rounding its meaning. There have been attempts both by the Court, as well 
as by academic commentators, to define more precisely under which cir-
cumstances market access is hindered by a national regulation. First, it has 
been submitted that market access is only impeded if there is a specific 
impact on the entry to or exit from the national market of products and 
producers from other Member States.827 Second, some judgments suggest 
that the significance or magnitude of the restriction on market access should 
also play a role in deciding whether an indistinctly applicable national rule 
infringes the free movement provisions or not.828 Third, the ‘market access’ 
test has sometimes been used by the Court in conjunction with the “rule of 
remoteness” test.829 The latter excludes national measures from the scope 
of the freedoms if their effect on the latter is too “uncertain and indirect”.830 
Similarly, some judgements stress the ‘direct’ nature of the restriction 
on market access.831 All of these complementary tests, i.e. ‘specificity of 
cross-border situations’, ‘rule of remoteness’, ‘significant’ and ‘direct’ res-
triction, have been promoted in order to qualify the ‘market access’ test 
and promote its uniform interpretation and application. However, due to 
their inconsistent application, they tend to increase rather than reduce the 

825. See Spaventa, supra note 753, p. 752 referring to the position of Bernard and Snell. 
826. See Case C-76/90 Säger and ECJ, 24 March 1994, Case C-275/92 Her Majesty’s 
Customs and Excise v Gerhart Schindler and Jörg Schindler concerning a ban on the 
provision of lottery services in the UK.
827. Spaventa, supra note 753, p. 755.
828. Even before the Court’s references to this concept in Commission v Italy (C-110/05) 
and Mickelsson and Roos (C-142/05) Advocate General Jacobs took such approach in 
Leclerc (C-412/93) advocating the use of the test of “substantial restriction on market 
access”.   
829. Cordewener, supra note 783, pp. 33-34.
830. ECJ, 27 January 2000, Case C-190/98, Volker Graf v Filzmoser Maschinenbau 
GmbH, para. 25; ECJ, 20 June 1996, Joined Cases C-418/93 et al. Semeraro Casa Uno 
Srl v Sindaco del Comune di Erbusco, para. 32.
831. Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments, para. 38; Case C-415/93 Bosman, para. 103.
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uncertainty as regards the question what type of equally applicable national 
measures fall within the scope of the prohibitions set out under the funda-
mental freedoms.    

In the absence of a clear standard, a list of the types of obstacles constitu-
ted by national measures which the Court has found to be a restriction on 
the internal market freedoms can best serve our purposes. These are the 
following:

(i)  frontier obstacles, such as customs duties and charges having equivalent 
effect which operate by reason of the fact that goods of foreign origin 
cross the national border, as well as import/export bans or quantitative 
restrictions on imports/exports; 

(ii)  discriminative measures, which afford protection to the domestic mar-
ket and domestic market participants at the expense of foreign products 
and producers by differentiating between the two either in law or in 
fact, meaning that formally neutral measures which in fact exclusively 
or primarily affect foreign products (or products intended for export) 
and producers also belong to here (Gysbrechts, Gourmet);

(iii)  double burdens resulting from the parallel exercise of regulatory com-
petences by more than one Member State, within this category we can 
distinguish (a) divergent regulatory standards the mere existence of 
which create barriers to free movement (for example product rules in 
the sphere of goods (Cassis de Dijon), licencing, registration and autho-
rization requirements in the sphere of services (Säger), qualification 
requirements in the sphere of establishment (Vlassopoulou832) and (b) 
the co-action of two regulatory systems (for example, double levy of 
social security charges (Vander Elst, Guiot833);

(iv)  regulating the conditions for exercising a business activity or a profes-
sion (Gebhard, Commission v Italy (motor insurance), Gräbner834)

(v)  total ban on distribution or marketing of goods and services (Gourmet, 
Alpine Investment, Schindler)

(vi)  use restrictions of certain products, materials, substances (Commission 
v Italy(trailers), Mickelsson and Roos)

832. ECJ, 7 May 1991, Case C-340/89 Irène Vlassopoulou v Ministerium für Justiz, 
Bundes- und Europaangelegenheiten Baden-Württember.
833. ECJ, 9 August 1994, Case C-43/93 Raymond Vander Elst v Office des Migrations 
Internationales; ECJ, 28 March 1996, Case C-272/94 Criminal Proceedings against Michel 
Guiot.
834. Case C-518/06 Commission v Italy (motor insurance); ECJ, 11 July 2002, Case 
C-294/00 Deutsche Paracelsus Schulen für Naturheilverfahren GmbH v Kurt Gräbner.
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With this list, we can compare whether the same type of obstacles have 
also been considered a restriction on the freedoms when they were raised 
by secondary Union law. Thus, we can answer the question whether the 
standard implied by the fundamental freedoms for Union measures differ 
from that of national measures. 

7.4.4.  The test applied to Union measures under the 
fundamental freedoms

7.4.4.1.  Prohibition of customs duties and charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties

The great majority of the case law which deals with the review of the legality 
of secondary EU law in the light of the fundamental freedoms can be found 
in the area of free movement of goods. In these cases, Union regulations 
or directives were tested under the provisions setting out the prohibition of 
customs duties and charges of equivalent effect (Article 30 TFEU), as well 
as the prohibition of quantitative restrictions and measures of equivalent 
effect (Articles 34 and 35 TFEU). As we have seen above in the context of 
national measures, Article 30 implies a different test compared to the pro-
visions under Articles 34 and 35, as well as those under the other freedoms. 
Namely, all charges that are applied by reason of goods crossing a frontier 
fall within the prohibition set out under Article 30 without the possibility 
of being justified. The question that we examine here is whether or not this 
test is applied in the same way to Union measures.

In Ramel,835 the Court reviewed a Union regulation authorising the levy of 
an import duty on wine in case of disturbances in the market of the impor-
ting Member State in the same way as it would have done with a Member 
State’s measures providing for such duty. It applied the Treaty provisions on 
the prohibition of charges having equivalent effect to customs duties and it 
simply pointed out that the Union institutions must exercise their powers in 
accordance with the unity of the market meaning that they have to comply 
with the said prohibition. Thus, the authorising provision of the regulation 
was declared invalid.

On the other hand, we have already mentioned Bauhuis,836 where a charge 
introduced unilaterally by a Member State for veterinary and health 

835. Case 80 and 81/77 Ramel.
836. Case 46/76 Bauhuis.
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inspections carried out on the export of cattle was upheld by the Court 
merely due to the fact that the inspections were prescribed by a Union 
directive. In particular, the Court emphasised that the inspections for which 
the charges were due (i) had been made obligatory by a Union directive in 
order to make unilateral inspections by the importing Member State unne-
cessary, (ii) were made obligatory and uniform in the case of all products 
irrespective of the Member State of exportation and the Member State of 
importation, (iii) were prescribed by the Union legislature in the general 
interest of the Union, and (iv) cannot be regarded as unilateral measures 
which hinder trade, as the adoption of common rules on inspections actu-
ally promoted the free movement of goods because it rendered ineffective 
the obstacles that Member States created in reliance on the public interest 
grounds set out in Article 36 TFEU.837 Although at first glance these look 
like justification grounds, as we have emphasised above, Article 30 does 
not allow justification of the infringement of the prohibition set out therein, 
as no provision is made to that effect in the Treaty. Therefore, the grounds 
relied on by the Court precluded the charge at issue from being qualified as 
a charge having equivalent effect to customs duties from the outset. If these 
grounds could exclude the charge at hand – in fact, a unilateral Member 
State measure – from the scope of Article 30 we may safely assume that the 
same result would be achieved through similar reasoning if an actual Union 
measure were at stake. 

The relevance of whether a measure is a unilateral Member State act or a 
Union act is well demonstrated by Bauhuis, where the Court was also asked 
to consider the legality of fees charged for veterinary inspections which 
were provided for by national law rather than by a Union directive. The 
Court held these fees to be in breach of Article 30. Hence for the Court it 
was decisive whether the measure to which the fee related originated from 
a Member State unilaterally or from the Union. In the latter case, the fee 
seems to be immune from the prohibition of customs duties and charges 
having equivalent effect.

Another case which demonstrates that Union measures are reviewed under 
a different test in the context of Article 30 than national measures is the 
Monetary Compensatory Amounts case.838 In this case, a compensatory 
amounts system temporarily introduced by the Union within the framework 
of the common agricultural policy was at issue. The increased fluctuation of 

837. A later case that confirmed the findings of Bahuis is ECJ, 27 September 1988, 
Case 18/87 Commission v Germany.
838. Case 10-73 Rewe Zentral AG v Hauptzollamt Kehl (Monetary Compensatory 
Amounts).
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the exchange rates of the currencies of some Member States caused disrup-
tions in the price system established within the common organizationof the 
agricultural markets and led to distortions of trade in agricultural products. 
Thus, the Union decided to introduce a system of compensatory amounts 
which certain Member States were authorised to charge on imports and 
grant on exports in their trade with other Member States and third countries. 
The question in the case was whether the Union regulation that introduced 
that system was reconcilable with the Treaty’s prohibition of customs duties 
and charges having equivalent effect. Since the regulation at issue autho-
rised only certain Member States to introduce import duties and export 
subsidies, it clearly had the effect of partitioning the common market, which 
was acknowledged even by the Court. However, the Court pointed out that 
the compensatory amounts had a corrective influence on the variations in 
fluctuating exchange rates, which were liable to cause disturbances in the 
trade in agricultural products. The diversion in trade caused by the monetary 
situation was considered more damaging to the common interest than the 
disadvantages of the measure in dispute. Furthermore, it was emphasised 
that the measure was necessitated by exceptional circumstances and was 
temporary in nature. Finally, as in Bauhuis, the Court highlighted that the 
measure had not been introduced unilaterally by some Member States but 
it was a Union measure. 

The compensatory charges in this case and the fee for the veterinary inspec-
tions in Bauhuis had the effect of partitioning the market. The emphasis by 
the Court on the aspect that these measures were enacted by the Union (or 
at least related to measures enacted by the Union) seems quite formalistic, 
as being a Union measure does not necessarily entail that it is uniformly 
applied throughout the Union. In Bauhuis, the fact that the charges them-
selves were not prescribed by the directive meant that if only one or a few 
Member State decided to levy such charges then the products crossing the 
border of those Member States were subject to more burdensome treatment 
than products exported from other Member States which did not charge for 
the inspections. The monetary compensatory amounts also applied selecti-
vely only in relation to certain Member States which excluded the regime 
from being uniform. In this sense, these cases are similar to Ramel where 
the selective application of a Union regulation’s authorising provision ena-
bled one Member State (France) to discriminate against the imports from 
a another Member State (Italy). As all three measures partitioned the mar-
ket the question arises what factor can distinguish Bauhuis and Monetary 
Compensatory Amounts from Ramel. One such factor can be the exceptional 
and temporary nature of the measure in Monetary Compensatory Amounts. 
In addition, in the latter case, the measure was considered to prevent a 
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greater damage to the internal market as a whole whereas in Ramel, the 
disturbance that the duty was supposed to remedy occurred only in the 
market of one Member State. In Bauhuis, the veterinary inspections were 
perceived to serve the general interest of the Union and promote the abo-
lition of obstacles to the free movement of goods, as they made unilateral 
inspections by the Member States unnecessary. Even if these factors could 
distinguish Monetary Compensatory Amounts and Bauhuis from Ramel, the 
fact remains that the charge at issue in Ramel also originated from a Union 
act, an aspect that the Court regarded as decisive in the two other cases, and 
all three charges had the effect of partitioning the internal market. 

As it appears, we cannot identify a consistent approach that the Court has 
been following throughout the case law under Article 30 TFEU when revie-
wing Union acts for their compatibility with the latter. A similar conclusion 
is drawn by Sørensen, who divides the cases relating to this issue into three 
categories.839 One category is made up of the cases where the Court applied 
the normal test to Union acts, that is, the one it would use for measuring the 
compatibility of national measures with Article 30. Apart from Ramel in 
this category is Lancry.840 In Lancry, the validity of a Council decision was 
at issue which authorised France to maintain, until a given date, dock dues 
in the French overseas departments levied on all goods irrespective of their 
origin, including those coming from mainland France, upon their entry to 
the territory of the department. The dock dues constituted charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties, as they were imposed by reason of the 
fact that they crossed the frontier of the region. The Court confirmed that 
a charge applied at a regional frontier undermines the unity of the Union 
customs territory just as a charge that is applied at the national frontier of 
a Member State. When qualifying the charge at issue as a charge having 
equivalent effect to customs duties the Court applied the normal test, i.e. all 
charges that are imposed by reason of the fact that goods cross a border are 
charges falling under the prohibition of Article 30. As the Council’s decision 
authorised the maintenance of a charge that was in breach of Article 30, 
the Court declared it invalid apparently not attributing any relevance to the 
Union origin of the authorising decision. The similarity between Ramel and 
Lancry is that in both cases, the Union measure at issue was an authorization 
measure. However, in Lancry, the Council decision was an ex post (and 
temporary) approval of an illegal charge that had already been in existence 
by virtue of national law whereas in Ramel, the illegal charge came into 
existence because the national legislature made use of the authorization 

839. Sørensen, supra note 214, pp. 148-152.
840. ECJ, 9 August 1994, Joined Cases C-363/93, C-407-411/93 René Lancry SA et 
al. v Direction Générale des Souanes.  
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granted under the Union regulation. In both cases, Union law could not 
have resulted in the illegal charge without the interaction of national law. 
Therefore, it would have been difficult for the Court to justify the use of a 
test different from the one applicable to charges prescribed by national law. 

Another category is constituted by those cases, according to Sørensen, where 
the Court relied on the non-unilateral nature of the measure prescribing 
a certain charge when finding no infringement of Article 30.841 Sørensen 
lists under this category the Monetary Compensatory Amounts case and 
two similar cases; namely Racke842 and St. Nikolaus Brennerei.843 In Racke 
another compensatory amount system was scrutinized by the Court set out 
in a Commission regulation which allowed Germany to continue to apply 
import duties on wines while other Member States were required to end 
the application of such duties. The Court did not waste too many words in 
exempting this duty from the prohibition of charges having equivalent effect 
to customs duties. It merely observed that the compensatory amounts “are 
not levies introduced by some Member States unilaterally but Community 
measures” which were intended to deal with the consequences of monetary 
instability to the common agricultural policy.844 Again in this case the Union 
origin of the measure was not a guarantee for uniformity; to the contrary, 
the Commission regulation authorised the selective application of the levy, 
i.e. by Germany alone, as all the other Member States were required to 
discontinue its imposition. This feature was separately challenged under 
the principle of non-discrimination. The Court found that the different tre-
atment of the Member States was justified by the objective differences in 
their situations. In St. Nikolaus Brennerei a countervailing charge fixed by 
a Commission regulation on ethyl alcohol produced in France was held 
not to be comparable to a charge having an effect equivalent to a customs 
duty on the ground that it had been introduced in the general interest and 
its amount was fixed by the Commission and not unilaterally by a Member 
State. In addition to these cases, we consider that Bauhuis also falls into 
this category.

Finally, the third group of cases distinguished by Sørensen deals with so 
called ‘integrated charges’, that is, charges on export which are part of 
a common system and are aimed at setting off an advantage previously 
granted on a product in order to neutralize the conditions of competition 

841. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 149.
842. ECJ, 25 May 1978, Case 136/77 A. Racke v Hauptzollamt Mainz.
843. ECJ, 21 February 1984, Case 337/82 St. Nikolaus Brennerei und Likörfabrik, 
Gustav Kniepf-Melde GmbH v Hauptzollamt Krefeld.
844. Case 136/77 Racke, para. 7.
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and restore equality between producers from different Member States.845 In 
Kind,846 the Court considered that the claw-back of a slaughter premium 
on the exports from the UK of sheep and goat meat imposed by a Union 
regulation did not constitute charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties, as it was an inseparable part of the intervention system set up by the 
regulation regarding the common organizationof the market in sheep and 
goat meat. A similar case is United Kingdom v Commission,847 in which the 
Court seems to consider claw-back levies as a charge of equivalent effect to 
customs duties the imposition of which, however, is justified.848 In this case, 
the Court added that such charges “in so far as they constitute obstacles to 
the free movement of goods to which any common organizationof the mar-
ket must aspire, are necessarily of an exceptional nature and therefore their 
scope must be strictly limited to their specific objective in the context of 
bringing about market conditions which come closest to those of an internal 
market”,849 and the measures imposing them must be narrowly interpreted. 
These cases also draw on a test that is different from the one applicable to 
national measures. In the case of national measures the fact that a charge, 
which is imposed by reason of a product crossing a frontier, is an integrated 
part of a broader (national) system cannot save it from being qualified as a 
charge prohibited by Article 30. 

As the Court’s case law does not follow a uniform pattern, we agree with 
Sørensen that the most recent case should be considered to reflect the law as 
it stands.850 That case is Lancry, where the Court assessed the Union act at 
issue by the same test as the one it applies to Member State acts. From this 
perspective, the case law evolved in the sense that the review of secondary 
Union law has converged to that of national law. This is more than reasona-
ble having regard to the fact that the effect on the internal market of a charge 
which is imposed on goods for the reason of their crossing a border is the 
same whether imposed by a Member State or by the Union. 

7.4.4.2.  The other freedoms 

(i) Types of obstacles to free movement created by Union measures 

845. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 150.
846. ECJ, 15 September 1982, Case 106/81 Julius Kind KG v European Economic 
Community.
847. ECJ, 2 February 1988, Case 61/86 United Kingdom v Commission.
848. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 151.
849. Case 61/86 United Kingdom v Commission, para. 15. 
850. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 152.
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As we have seen in the case of national measures, the prohibition of quan-
titative restrictions and measures having equivalent effect on imports and 
exports (Articles 34, 35), the free movement of workers (Article 45), the 
freedom of establishment (Article 49), the freedom to provide services 
(Article 56) and the free movement of capital (Article 63) posit a three-
prong test in the light of which Member State measures are scrutinized for 
their compatibility with the freedoms. Namely, national measures must not 
(i) restrict the exercise of the freedoms and if they do so, the restriction must 
be (ii) justified by public interest objectives (Treaty grounds or mandatory 
requirements) and they must (iii) pursue those aims in accordance with the 
principle of proportionality. 

As regards the first leg of the test, the main question is what types of obsta-
cles to the internal market restrict free movement within the meaning of 
the Treaty’s free movement provisions. As concluded above, in the case of 
national measures, both discriminatory and non-discriminatory restrictions 
may fall within the scope of the free movement provisions. In this Section, 
we will analyse the Court’s case law in order to see how restriction has been 
interpreted with respect to Union acts. In the case of Union measures, apart 
from discriminatory and non-discriminatory restrictions, we can identify 
further categories of obstacles to the internal market and free movement. As 
regards these obstacles the main question is whether or not they fall within 
the scope of the prohibitions set out in the free movement provisions.  

(a) Discrimination

To start with the categories that are already known from the case law on 
national measures, it is not surprising that discrimination against intra-EU 
movement of products and production factors, in principle, is prohibited 
for the Union legislature no differently from the national lawmakers. In 
the case law we come across a few cases where the Court has scrutinized 
discriminatory Union acts and these were found to be an infringement, at 
least prima facie, of one of the freedoms.

In Kieffer and Thill851 a clearly discriminatory measure was at issue which 
burdened only intra-EU trade. In particular, a Union regulation obliged the 
Member States to collect statistical information from their undertakings 
on all their intra-EU trade. The regulation was claimed to infringe Articles 
34 and 35 TFEU for the requirement of detailed declarations of all their 
intra-EU export and import transactions constituted a measure having an 

851. ECJ, 25 June 1997, Case C-114/96 Criminal proceedings against René Kieffer 
and Romain Thill.
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effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions. The Court first referred to the 
established premise that “the prohibition of quantitative restrictions and 
measures having equivalent effect applies not only to national measures but 
also to measures adopted by the Community institutions”.852 Then it held 
that the obligation of declaration which applied both in the Member States 
of dispatch and the Member State of destination and which entailed extra 
costs and administration expenses for undertakings engaged in intra-EU 
trade had indeed restrictive effects with regard to the free movement of 
goods (although later it found the restriction justified). 

Discriminatory measures were the subject of the Court’s scrutiny in the 
Prosciutto di Parma853 and the Ravil854 cases. The former case concerned 
the validity of a condition for the use of a protected designation of origin 
(PDO), Prosciutto di Parma, which required that all sliced ham that were 
to be marketed under that PDO had to be sliced and packaged in the area 
of production. The condition was originally prescribed by Italian national 
law however, with the registration of the PDO at Union level it became part 
of secondary Union law. Thus, the issue of the case was whether or not the 
Union regulation that registered the PDO Prosciutto di Parma, by endorsing 
the aforementioned condition, introduced a measure having an effect equi-
valent to quantitative restrictions on exports contrary to Article 35 TFEU. 
The Court looked at the effect of the condition and concluded that it had the 
specific effect of restricting patterns of exports of ham eligible for the PDO 
Prosciutto di Parma and established a difference in treatment between the 
domestic trade of a Member State and its export trade. This effect is inhe-
rent in a measure which binds an operation which is part of the distribution 
process (slicing, packaging) to the territory of production. Ham produced 
in the eligible region and fulfilling the other conditions for the use of the 
PDO at hand could not be sliced outside that region without losing the PDO, 
whereas Parma ham transported within the region of production retained its 
right to the PDO if it was sliced and packaged there in accordance with the 
other conditions of the specification. In Ravil, a similar condition for the 
use of the PDO Grana Padano was dealt with. This case demonstrates that 
the Court employs the same test for Union measures and national measures 
in the context of Article 35. Two situations were examined in the case: one 
where the condition that was challenged originated from a bilateral conven-
tion between Italy and France – where the bilateral convention has the same 
status as national law from the point of view of primacy of EU law – and 

852. Ibid. para. 27.
853. Case C-108/01 Prosciutto di Parma.
854. ECJ, 20 May 2003, Case C-469/00 Ravil SARL v Bellon import SARL, Biraghi 
SpA.
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the other where the condition derived from a Union measure after the Union 
regulation on protected designation of origins for foodstuffs had entered 
into force. The Court analysed both situations in the same way as regards 
the question of what measures constitute measures of equivalent effect on 
exports, as well as under what conditions they can be justified (those con-
ditions were found to be satisfied in this case).               

In these cases where discriminatory obstacles to trade were at issue, the 
Court applied the same analysis and the same standard to Union acts as 
to Member State acts. However, we cannot draw far-reaching conclusions 
from these cases as regards the question whether Union acts and Member 
State acts are generally, as a rule, bound by the same standard under the 
fundamental freedoms. It is rather evident that the Union legislature is pre-
cluded from introducing discrimination just as the national legislators are. 

(b) Non-discriminatory restrictions

We find several cases in the Court’s case law where non-discriminatory 
obstacles set up by secondary Union legislation came under scrutiny in the 
context of Article 34 TFEU. Meyhui855 and Schwarzkopf  856 (see Section 
7.3.2.) concerned product requirements prescribed by a harmonizing Union 
measure. As we recall, product requirements are requirements as to the size, 
composition, packaging, presentation and labelling of products which apply 
equally to domestic goods and goods in intra-EU trade. When introduced by 
a Member State unilaterally, these requirements result in a double burden 
on the intra-Union movement of products, as imported products – which 
comply, in the first place, with the requirements of the Member State of 
production – must be altered in order to meet the differing requirements of 
the Member State of import in order to be able to be marketed there. Thus, 
product requirements infringe Article 34 when introduced by a Member 
State. In the case of the Union legislature, in principle, this ought to be 
different. When Union measures introduce certain specifications as regards 
the characteristics of products they will apply, as a rule, uniformly in all the 
Member States. A uniform Union measure is not capable of partitioning the 
internal market into different territorial regimes; therefore, it cannot lead 
to double burdens on intra-Union trade. However, there is a certain type of 
product requirement which can still have a partitioning effect even when 
prescribed by a uniform Union act. In particular, linguistic requirements as 
to the labelling of products are of this nature. When a Union measure lays 
down that each Member State may require certain products marketed in its 

855. ECJ, 9 August 1994, Case C-51/93 Meyhui NV v Schott Zwiesel Glaswerke AG.
856. Case C-169/99 Schwarzkopf.
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territory to be labelled in its own language, it allows the splitting up of the 
internal market into different national markets for the entry of which diffe-
rent labelling must be given to products in intra-Union circulation.       

The directives at issue in Meyhui and Schwarzkopf prescribed language 
requirements as to the labelling of crystal glass and cosmetic products res-
pectively, so that certain information had to be indicated on the label in the 
language of the Member State of final marketing. The Court held that such 
requirement constituted a restriction: 

“[…] the prohibition on affixing to crystal glass products in categories 3 and 
4 of Annex I to Directive 69/493 their description in a language other than the 
language or languages of the Member State in which those goods are marketed 
constitutes a barrier to intra-Community trade in so far as products coming 
from other Member States have to be given different labelling causing additi-
onal packaging costs.”857

Even if the obligation to place labels in the language of the customer 
applied uniformly throughout the Union it necessitated repackaging every 
time when the products were to be marketed in another Member State, thus 
causing a double burden. In view of this, the Court held that these measu-
res were prima facie restrictions on the free movement of goods (although 
justified). In doing so, the Court applied the same standard to Union acts 
prescribing this sort of product requirements as it applies in the context of 
Article 34 TFEU to Member State acts of the same nature.  

In Safety Hi-Tech858, Bettati859, Arnold André860, Swedish Match861 and 
Alliance for Natural Health862 another type of non-discriminatory obstacle 
laid down in Union acts were considered to constitute restrictions on the 
free movement of goods. The Union regulation which was at issue in Safety 
Hi-tech and Bettati prohibited the use and marketing of a substance that was 
considered to be harmful to the ozone layer. The Directive under scrutiny 
in Arnold André and Swedish Match prohibited the marketing of tobacco 
products for oral use. Alliance for Natural Health dealt with a directive that 
harmonized the composition of food supplements and prohibited trade in 
food supplements which did not comply with the directive. These measures 

857. Case C-51/93 Meyhui, para. 13.
858. ECJ, 14 July 1998, Case C-284/95 Safety Hi-Tech Srl v S.&T. Srl.
859. ECJ, 14 July 1998, Case C-341/95 Gianni Bettati v Safety Hi-Tech Srl.
860. Case C-434/02 Arnold André.
861. Case C-210/03 Swedish Match.
862. ECJ, 12 July 2005, Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 The Queen, on the ap-
plication of Alliance for Natural Health and Others v Secretary of State for Health and 
National Assembly for Wales.
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are, in fact, of the same nature as the total ban on the advertising of certain 
products (Gourmet) or the provision of certain services (Schindler) and also 
similar to the measures introducing use restrictions with regard to certain 
goods (Commission v Italy(trailers), Mickelsson and Roos), which we have 
seen in the context of national measures (see Sections 7.4.3.2. and 7.4.3.3.). 
These measures do not partition the internal market; nevertheless, they do 
constitute a barrier to the free movement of goods within the Union, as they 
completely outlaw the sale of certain goods which obviously affects also 
goods which would otherwise be sold in intra- EU trade.  

(c) Incomplete harmonization

In Denkavit Futtermittel,863 a Union directive, which authorised the Member 
States to require all ingredients of animal feedstuffs to be indicated on their 
packaging in descending order of their proportion (‘semi-open declarati-
on’), came to the limelight. An obligation to indicate ingredients on the 
packaging in a certain way is a product requirement, which is, however, 
different from the linguistic requirements we have seen in Schwarzkopf 
and Meyhui. When prescribed by a Union directive uniformly this requi-
rement cannot have a partitioning effect. In fact, the directive at issue was 
aimed precisely at removing barriers stemming from the diverging legal 
requirements of the Member States as to the labelling of animal feedstuff 
by harmonizing the legislation of the Member States on packaging and 
labelling. The problem was that the directive did not succeed in bringing 
about complete harmonization. It contained a compromise solution as long 
as it authorised the Member States, but did not oblige them, to introduce 
such requirements into their laws. This meant that despite the harmoniza-
tion measure a uniform regime regarding the labelling of animal feedstuffs 
did not exist in the Union. The directive enabled disparities between the 
legal systems of the Member States to continue to exist. This led to the 
situation that the claimant in the proceedings was banned in Germany from 
marketing animal feedstuff, which was legally produced and distributed in 
the Netherlands. This was because Germany had made use of the autho-
rization under the directive and required the indication of the ingredients 
on the packaging while the Netherlands had not required so. Under these 
circumstances, the hindrance that may be caused by the directive to the free 
movement of goods is not that it prescribes certain labelling requirements 
but that it does so non-uniformly. Hence, the only ground on which the 
directive may be claimed to infringe Article 34 is that it had not achieved 
complete harmonization. The Court pointed this out in the following words: 

863. ECJ, 20 June 1991, Case C-39/90 Denkavit Futtermittel GmBH v Land Baden-
Württemberg.
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“[…] harmonization in the compound feedingstuffs sector is so far only incom-
plete. Accordingly, it is in no way established that, by permitting the Member 
States, through the provisions of Article 5(4) and (7) of Directive 79/373, 
to maintain or introduce the requirement of the semi-open declaration, the 
Council exceeded the limits of its discretion. It follows that the obstacles to free 
movement thus resulting from the disparities between the laws of the Member 
States must be accepted, since the declaration requirement contributes to the 
protection of health of humans and animals and to consumer protection and 
fair trading.”864

Where secondary Union law contains authorizations and options for the 
Member State of which some Member States make use of and others do not, 
or they make use of them to varying degrees, double burdens may be created. 
However, they stem from the Member States’ laws and not from the Union 
measure. Apparently, this reasoning was followed by the Court in Denkavit 
Futtermittel where it tested the German national law, which prescribed the 
labelling requirement on the basis of the authorization of the directive, in the 
light of Articles 34 and 36 TFEU. The Court pointed out that the recourse 
to the public interest justification grounds under Article 36 in this case was 
not precluded in terms of the Tedeschi case law (see Section 7.2.4.),865 as 
the directive under examination had not resulted in complete harmoniza-
tion. As a result, the German law was considered justified on the ground of 
the protection of the health and life of humans and animals and consumer 
protection. On the basis of the conclusions we have drawn with regard to 
the relationship of national law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms 
in Section 7.2.7., we consider that in this case, the national law should not 
have been scrutinized in the light of the provisions of Articles 34-36 TFEU. 
This is because by permitting the Member States to prescribe a semi-open 
declaration, the directive seems to have granted a clear-cut authorization 
which did not leave discretion for the Member States in transposition. As a 
result, in principle, the directive itself should have been tested in the light 
of Articles 34 and 36. It is true, however, that compared to the other cases 
where such authorization provision was in question – specifically Ramel866 
and Ouzo867 (see Sections 7.4.4.1. and 7.2.8.) – the authorization provision 
in Denkavit Futtermittel was in a certain sense different. In particular, the 
more Member States make use of the authorization of the type in Denkavit 
Futtermittel the more uniform the regime as to labelling becomes and the 
less is the probability for restrictions to the free movement of goods to arise. 

864. Ibid. para. 27.
865. Case 5/77 Tedeschi.
866. Case 80 and 81/77 Ramel.
867. Case C-475/01 Commission v Greece (Ouzo).
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This was not so in Ouzo or Ramel. The fact that more Member States intro-
duce a discriminatory internal tax or a charge equivalent to customs duties 
will not reduce the probability of infringement of primary law. In this sense 
the Court permissive approach vis-à-vis authorizations contained in Union 
measures which represent the first steps of harmonization and which is thus 
necessarily incomplete, is explicable.  

In all events, had the Court analysed the directive instead of national law it 
could have arrived at the same conclusion. Namely, the provision in itself is 
justified by public interest grounds and the fact that it takes the form of an 
authorization for the Member States instead of an obligation on them cannot 
lead to an infringement of free movement. This is for the reason that it is 
within the scope of discretion of the Union legislature to define the space 
and extent of harmonization in a given field, as the Court held:   

“[…]in the exercise of the powers conferred on them with respect to the ap-
proximation of laws, the Community institutions must be recognized as enjoying 
a discretion in relation to the stages in which harmonization is to take place, 
having regard to the particular nature of the field subject to coordination.”868

A very similar issue to the one in Denkavit Futtermittel was dealt with in 
Van der Veldt869 where the Court examined another incomplete harmoni-
zation measure. A directive on the harmonization of the labelling of food-
stuff provided that preservatives used in bakery products must be indicated 
on their packaging by their name or their EEC number, however, it made 
the implementation of this requirement optional for the Member States. 
Therefore, it allowed disparate national laws to continue to exist, which 
impeded the free movement bakery products in the Union. The Court again 
analysed the national legislation at issue in the light of Articles 34 and 36 
and it did not expressly address the validity of the directive. 

Another case where the Court indicated that a deficient and incomplete har-
monization which allows certain restrictions under the Member States’ laws 
to persist cannot lead to a finding that the harmonization measure itself is 
contrary to the freedoms is Skanavi.870 In this case, the Court dealt with the 
harmonization of driving licences. The first directive issued in this domain 
allowed the Member States to require a person who takes up residence in 

868. Case C-39/90 Denkavit Futtermittel, para. 26.
869. ECJ, 14 July 1994, Case C-17/93 Criminal proceedings against J.J.J. Van der 
Veldt.
870. ECJ, 29 February 1996, Case C-193/94 Criminal proceedings against Sofia Skanavi 
and Konstantin Chryssanthakopoulos.
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that State to exchange her driving licence issued by her Member State of 
origin one year after she took up residence there. Although this obligation 
clearly hindered the free movement of persons, the Court stated:     

“[…] in view of the complexity of the matter and the differences between the 
legislation of the Member States, the Council was empowered to achieve the ne-
cessary harmonization progressively. It was therefore quite open to the Council 
to allow Member States temporarily to impose an obligation to exchange li-
cences”.871

The bottom-line of this case law is that the Court does not consider the 
obstacles flowing from the incompleteness of harmonization to fall under 
the prohibitions of the fundamental freedoms. This was particularly clearly 
articulated in Gaz de France,872 a case which we will discuss more in detail 
in the forthcoming part of the thesis. The Court stated there:  

“The Court has consistently held that the Community institutions are free to 
introduce harmonisation gradually or in stages. It is generally difficult to imple-
ment such measures because they require the competent Community institutions 
to draw up, on the basis of diverse and complex national provisions, common 
rules in harmony with the aims laid down by the EC Treaty and approved by 
a qualified majority of the Members of the Council, or even, as is the case in 
fiscal matters, their unanimous agreement [...].”873

(d) Obstacles by coordination measures

The last group of cases where a separate category of obstacles to free mo-
vement has come under scrutiny concerns Regulation No 1408/71.874 The 
Court described the rules set out in that Regulation in the following way: 

“[...] the system put in place by Regulation No 1408/71 is merely a system of 
coordination, concerning inter alia, in Title II of that regulation, the determi-
nation of the legislation applicable to employed and self-employed workers 
who make use, under various circumstances, of their right to freedom of mo-
vement.”875   

871. Ibid. para. 27.
872. ECJ, 1 October 2009, Case C-247/08 Gaz de France – Berliner Investissement 
SA v Bundeszentralamt für Steuern. 
873. Case C-247/08 Gaz de France, para. 52. See to the same effect Case 37/83 Rewe 
Zentral, para.20; Case C-63/89 Les Assurances du Crédit, paras. 10-11. 
874. Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 of the Council of 14 June 1971 on the application 
of social security schemes to employed persons, to self-employed persons and to members 
of their families moving within the Community.
875. ECJ, 19 March 2002, Joined Cases C-393/99 and C-394/99 Institut national d’as-
surances sociales pour travailleurs indépendants (Inasti) v Claude Hervein and Hervillier 
SA and Guy Lorthiois and Comtexbel SA, para. 52. 
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Referring to the legal basis for Regulation No 1408/71 the Court also emp-
hasised that:

“[...] the Treaty did not provide for the harmonisation of the social security 
legislation of the Member States. In particular, as regards employees, Article 
51 provides only for the coordination of the legislation.”876  

Regulation No 1408/71 contains primarily conflict rules, which designate 
the Member State whose social security system covers migrant workers and 
self-employed persons in the Union. The question is whether these types of 
rules may impose a restriction on the rights of free movement.

In Allard,877 the Court held that a provision which made self-employed per-
sons who pursue a professional activity in that capacity in more than one 
Member State subject, in respect of the whole of their income, to a single 
system of social security legislation (that of their Member State of resi-
dence) is not “liable to hamper or to render less attractive the exercise of the 
fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty, but, on the contrary, con-
tributes to facilitating the exercise of those freedoms.”878 The Court’s rather 
slim explanation for this finding is that the general objective of Regulation 
No 1408/71 is to ensure free movement: 

“...in making self-employed persons who pursue a professional activity in that 
capacity in more than one Member State subject, in respect of the whole of their 
income, to a single system of social legislation, Regulation No 1408/71 pursues 
a general objective, which is to ensure free movement of employed and self-em-
ployed persons within the Community, while respecting the special character of 
the various national laws, and seeks to guarantee the equality of treatment of all 
workers occupied in the territory of a Member State as effectively as possible 
and not to penalise workers who exercise their right to freedom of movement.”879

Although the reasoning is succinct, the ruling makes sense, as at issue was 
a genuine coordination rule, which simply designated the applicable legis-
lation in a situation when the laws of two Member States would otherwise 
be applicable. Such rules are not liable to restrict, by their nature, the rights 
of free movement. Laying down common conflict rules, which make only 
one social security legislation apply may indeed facilitate the taking up of 
activities of self-employed persons in another Member State. In this respect, 

876. Ibid. para. 50. See also ECJ, 15 January 1986, Case 41/84 Pietro Pinna v Caisse 
d’allocations familiales de la Savoie, para.20; Case C-221/95 Hervein I, para. 16.
877. ECJ, 26 May 2005, Case C-249/04 José Allard v Institut national d’assurances 
sociales pour travailleurs indépendants (INASTI).
878. Case C-249/04 Allard, para. 32.
879. Ibid. para. 31.
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the Court stated that the purpose of the application of the laws of a single 
Member State is to avoid the complications which may ensue from the 
simultaneous application of a number of national social security systems. It 
can be added that for the calculation of the contribution, it appears reasona-
ble to take into account also the income earned in the other Member State, 
as otherwise self-employed persons who carry out activities in two Member 
States would always be better off than those who just perform such activities 
in one Member State. The fact that the contribution payable according to 
the legislation of the Member State of residence may be higher than the one 
which would be payable in the other Member State is the consequence of 
disparities between the different national social security systems. 

Contrary to Allard, the outcome of Hervein880 is less explicable. In this case, 
the claim was the opposite to the one in Allard; specifically, that a provision 
of Regulation No 1408/71, which, under certain circumstances, allowed the 
simultaneous application of two social security systems restricted the free 
movement of workers and the freedom of establishment. In particular, by 
way of exception to the rule that persons covered by the Regulation should 
be subject to the legislation of only one Member State, the Regulation pro-
vides that persons who are employed simultaneously in the territory of one 
Member State and self-employed in the territory of another Member State 
are subject, in the case of certain Member States, to the social security 
systems of both Member States. These Member States were designated in 
an annex to the Regulation. In the case of other Member States, the main 
rule of being subject to only one Member State’s legislation (that of the 
employment) remained applicable.

The Court seems to have set out from the assumption, claimed by the 
Commission, that the fact that a person is subject to two social security 
systems does not result in a double contribution in respect of one activity 
but rather in the parallel payment of contributions for two different activi-
ties pursued simultaneously. However, this does not exclude the possibility 
that the coordinating provision itself –which subjects a migrant employee/
self-employed person to two social security systems contrary to what its 
function should be, i.e. designating a single legislation – may infringe the 
fundamental freedoms at issue. The Court apparently struggled with brin-
ging up a sound reasoning for not finding such infringement. First, it emp-
hasised that:

880. Joined Cases C-393/99 and C-394/99 Hervein.
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“[...] Article 51 [now Article 48 TFEU] provides only for the coordination of 
the legislation. Substantive and procedural differences between the social se-
curity systems of individual Member States, and hence in the rights of persons 
working there, are therefore unaffected by that provision [...]  

Accordingly, the Treaty offers no guarantee to a worker that extending his 
activities into more than one Member State or transferring them to another 
Member State will be neutral as regards social security. Given the disparities 
in the social security legislation of the Member States, such an extension or 
transfer may be to the worker’s advantage in terms of social security or not, 
according to circumstance. It follows that, in principle, any disadvantage, by 
comparison with the situation of a worker who pursues all his activities in one 
Member State, resulting from the extension or transfer of his activities into or 
to one or more other Member States and from his being subject to additional 
social security legislation is not contrary to Articles 48 and 52 of the Treaty 
[now Articles 45 and 49 TFEU] [...]”881  

The difference in the level of contributions or benefits received between the 
situations where a person carries out two activities in one single Member 
State and where he pursues those activities in two Member States stems 
from disparities. Therefore, the question that needed to be answered is 
whether the rule prescribing the double subjection, on its own, discourages 
the pursuit of occupational activities in more than one Member State. On 
this point, the Court observed that being subject to two legislations seems 
to be more complicated than being subject to one. However, that depends 
on the circumstances, as even if someone carries out employed and self-em-
ployed activities simultaneously in the same Member State he may be requi-
red to join two separate schemes within the national system. Even if it is not 
the case and the double subjection in a cross-border situation does increase 
complexity as compared to a purely domestic situation, the free movement 
provisions – according to the Court – do not guarantee neutrality as regards 
the complexity of the administration of social security cover when a worker 
exercises those freedoms.882 Thus, not only the differences in the level of 
contributions and/or benefits are the result of disparities but also the fact that 
under certain circumstances persons exercising their free movement rights 
must comply with the administrative requirements of two parallel systems 
despite the existence of a coordination measure, which has been adopted 

881. Ibid. paras. 50-51.
882. This can be compared to cases on direct taxation where the Court held that additional 
administrative burdens on taxpayers associated with the application of the credit method 
cannot be regarded as a difference in treatment restricting free movement, see ECJ, 12 
December 2006, C-446/04 Test Claimants in the FII Group Litigation v Commissioners of 
Inland Revenue, para. 53; CJ, 10 February 2011, C-436/08 Haribo and Salinen, para. 91 
et seq.
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with the exact purpose of avoiding that. In view of all these considerations, 
the Court held that the provision of Regulation No 1408/71 which prescribes 
that under certain circumstances a person exercising occupational activities 
in two Member States remain subject to two social security systems was 
not incompatible with the free movement provisions at issue. However, it 
also added that the Member States whose legislation is applicable simul-
taneously must ensure compliance with the requirements of those primary 
law provisions.

Having regard to the fact that the provision of Regulation No 1408/71 at 
issue in Hervein constituted a derogation from the main principle under-
lying the Regulation and that it only applied in relation to certain designated 
Member States the outcome of the case is questionable. This is even more 
apparent in the light of the holdings in Pinna883 and Roviello884. In the latter 
cases, provisions of Regulation No 1408/71 introducing special arrange-
ments with regard to certain Member States were found to be in violation 
of the fundamental freedoms.

In Pinna, the Court was faced with the question whether a derogation intro-
duced for France from the rule determining the Member State under the 
legislation of which migrant workers were entitled to receive family benefits 
may amount to prohibited discrimination. In particular, according to the 
main rule, an employed person was entitled to family benefits according 
to the legislation of the Member State of his employment with respect to 
members of his family who resided in another Member State. If, however, 
the worker resided in France, he was entitled to family benefits with respect 
to his family members who resided in another Member State according to 
the laws of that other Member State. The analysis of the Court suggests that 
this rule is objectionable for two reasons. First, it introduced two different 
systems for migrant workers depending on their State of residence. This 
led to migrant workers residing in France being treated differently than 
such workers residing in any other Member State. In this respect, the Court 
referred to the fact that Article 48 TFEU, on which Regulation No 1408/71 
is based, provides for the coordination, not the harmonization, of the social 
security legislation of the Member States meaning that differences in the 
rights of persons working in different Member States are not eliminated by 
that Regulation. Nevertheless, the objective of facilitating free movement 

883. ECJ, 15 January 1986, Case 41/84 Pietro Pinna v Caisse d’allocations familiales 
de la Savoie.
884. ECJ, 7 June 1988, Case 20/85 Mario Roviello v Landesversicherungsanstalt 
Schwaben.
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of workers in the Union can only be achieved if the conditions of employ-
ment, including social security rules, are as similar as possible in the various 
Member States. The Court held that:

“That objective will,[ …], be imperilled and made more difficult to realize if un-
necessary differences in the social security rules are introduced by Community 
law. It follows that the Community rules on social security introduced pursuant 
to Article 51 of the Treaty [now Article 48 TFEU] must refrain from adding 
to the disparities which already stem from the absence of harmonization of 
national legislation”885     

The second objectionable aspect of the contested rule was that migrant wor-
kers in France were disadvantaged as compared to French workers. In this 
regard the Court held that the rule, although applied the same criterion to 
French workers and to migrant workers in order to determine their entitle-
ment to family benefits, discriminated against migrant workers given that it 
is predominantly their family members who reside in other Member States. 
The Court called this covert discrimination (although it is rather applying 
the same rule to factually different situations) and concluded that: 

“…the criterion is not of such a nature as to secure the equal treatment laid 
down by Article 48 of the Treaty [now Article 45 TFEU] and therefore may not 
be employed within the context of the coordination of national legislation which 
is laid down in Article 51 of the Treaty [now Article 48 TFEU] with a view to 
promoting the free movement of workers within the Community…”886

Roviello concerned a provision under Regulation No 1408/71 which pro-
vided for an individual arrangement specifically for Germany. Under 
German legislation for the purpose of determining the entitlement to pen-
sions in respect of occupational invalidity account had to be taken of the 
occupation previously pursued by the person concerned. The contested pro-
vision laid down that only activities subject to compulsory insurance under 
German law could be taken into account. This meant that occupational 
activities carried out in another Member State and qualifications obtained 
during those occupational activities were ignored when the conditions of the 
pension were determined. This provision was specifically inserted into the 
Regulation to accommodate Germany’s wish to ease the burden stemming 
from long inquiries aimed at establishing the nature of the qualification that 
migrant workers claimed to have obtained in their country of origin. The 

885. Case 41/84 Pietro Pinna, para. 21.
886. Ibid. para. 24.
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Court held that the provision worked to the disadvantage of migrant workers 
and as such constituted covert discrimination in breach of Articles 45 and 
48 TFEU. Thus, it declared the provision invalid. 

The common feature that brings Roviello and Pinna together is that in both 
cases, rules setting forth individual arrangements for certain Member States 
were challenged. However, there is also a notable difference between the 
two; specifically, with regard to the nature of the rule challenged. In Pinna, 
the provision at issue was a genuine coordination rule insofar as it deter-
mined the legislation according to which family benefits were to be granted 
to workers whose family members resided in another Member State. In con-
trast, the rule reviewed in Roviello was of a substantive nature. It regulated 
the conditions according to which German invalidity pension was awarded. 
In this respect, Hervein is closer to Pinna than to Roviello, as it also con-
cerned a genuine coordination rule. Although both Hervein and Pinna dealt 
with a coordination provision which deviated from the main rule with regard 
to certain Member States and thus, resulted in additional disparities between 
the social security systems of the Member States, the Court ruled on them 
differently; in Pinna, finding the secondary law provision in breach of the 
free movement and in Hervein, not finding such a breach. A reason for the 
condemnation in Pinna may be that in that case the deviating rule, apart 
from the fact that it contributed to the disparities between the legislations of 
the Member States, also discriminated against migrant workers residing in 
the Member State to which the special arrangement applied. Such discrimi-
nation was not established in Hervein. This may indicate that the mere fact 
that Union legislation enhances disparities between the laws of the Member 
States instead of mitigating them might not be sufficient for finding them 
in breach of primary law. In our view, however, such conclusion should not 
hold true. In addition, Hervein should not be distinguished on this ground 
because, contrary to the Court, we maintain that the provision at issue there, 
which resulted in persons exercising their free movement rights being sub-
ject to two social security systems, did discriminate against those persons.

Pinna, Hervein and Roviello all concerned special rules applying to a certain 
Member State. The relevance of this fact to deciding on the compatibility 
of a coordination provision with the fundamental freedoms is indicated by 
Lenoir887 where a generally applicable rule of Regulation No 1408/71 was 
upheld by the Court. Specifically, the Court held that the provision which 
defined in a strict way the family benefits that retired persons residing in 

887. Case 313/86 Lenoir.
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a Member State other than their Member State of origin were entitled to 
receive from the latter Member State did not infringe the free movement 
right of workers. The Court stressed that:

“The provision of Article 77 of Regulation No 1408/71 at issue is a rule of 
general scope which applies without distinction to all nationals of the Member 
States and is based on objective criteria concerning the nature of the benefits 
in question and the conditions for granting them [...]”888        

Despite certain inconsistencies, notably between Pinna and Hervein, we 
can draw some lessons from the case law analysed above. First, these cases 
show the special nature of Union rules the function of which is to coor-
dinate the divergent legislation of the Member States. These rules cannot 
normally restrict the fundamental freedoms as long as they do not do more 
than designating the Member State whose legislation applies to a certain 
cross-border situation. However, when coordination measures contain sub-
stantive rules, which not only were designed to take into account some 
special interest of a Member State but also discriminate against those exer-
cising free movement, they will be in breach of the freedoms. Furthermore, 
coordination rules, which introduce special tailored-made arrangements for 
certain Member States and thereby derogate from the general rule used to 
designate the applicable legislation where occupational activities are carried 
out in several Member States, may also be capable of infringing the funda-
mental freedoms. This is because they increase the disparities flowing from 
the differing laws of the Member States and differentiate between persons 
and situations in different Member States. In addition, they may induce 
discrimination against persons exercising their free movement rights in the 
context of the single jurisdiction to which the special arrangement applies. 
However, the latter aspect is not necessary in order for a breach of the fun-
damental freedom to be established. 

For the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning that the validity of a 
further provision of Regulation No 1408/71, which is, however, rather a 
substantive provision than a genuine coordination rule in that it introduces 
a system of prior authorization for medical treatment in another Member 
State, was the subject of a whole series of cases.889 In this case law, the 
Court interpreted the provision in a way that it avoided a conflict between 
the Regulation and the freedom to provide services.  

888. Ibid. para. 16.
889. ECJ, 28 April 1998, Case C-158/96 Raymond Kohll v Union des caisses de maladie; 
ECJ, 28 April 1998, Case C-120/95 Nicolas Decker v Caisse de maladie des employés 
privés; ECJ, 23 October 2003, Case C-56/01 Patricia Inizan v Caisse primaire d’assurance 
maladie des Hauts-de-Seine.
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(ii)  Meaning of ‘restriction’ under the fundamental freedoms with respect 
to Union measures 

Above, we have distinguished four types of obstacles to free movement cre-
ated by Union measures and examined whether these obstacles fall under 
the prohibitions set out in the Treaty’s free movement provisions. First, 
Union measures which introduce discrimination between intra-EU trade 
and domestic trade are considered restrictions falling within the scope of the 
fundamental freedoms. Second, many indistinctly applicable Union measu-
res have also been found to be prima facie restrictions on the freedoms. A 
difference compared to national measures is that product requirements pre-
scribed by uniform Union measures are not capable of creating an obstacle 
to free movement, as they apply uniformly throughout the whole Union. 
Exceptions to this are Union measures laying down linguistic requirements 
as to labelling and packaging of products. As these rules may also lead 
to a territorial partitioning of the internal market, they do restrict the free 
movement of goods although such restriction is normally considered justi-
fied, as we will see below. In addition to product rules other than linguistic 
requirements, another type of measures which cannot create barriers to free 
movement when prescribed by the Union legislature is what we called in 
the case of national measures ‘regulating the conditions for exercising a 
business activity or a profession’ (see Section 7.4.3.3.). When those condi-
tions are regulated uniformly with regard to the entire Union they cannot 
constitute a barrier to cross-border provision of services or establishment.  
We can conclude that most of the measures which the Court considers res-
trictions on the exercise of the freedoms when enacted by a Member State 
are also regarded as such when adopted by the Union legislature. Looking 
at the list of obstacles falling under the scope of the freedoms which we 
drew up on the basis of national measures we can find matching examples 
of most of the categories in the case of Union acts:  

(i)  frontier obstacles, such as customs duties and charges having equivalent 
effect: Ramel, Lancry (although the Court has also approved some 
Union measures creating this type of obstacles using a test different 
from the one applicable to national measures);   

(ii)  discriminatory measures: Kieffer and Thiell, Prosciutto di Parma, Ravil;
(iii)  double burdens: Meyhui, Schwarzkopf;
(iv)  total ban on distribution or marketing of goods and services/use restric-

tions: Safety Hi-Tech, Bettati, Arnold André, Swedish Match, Alliance 
for Natural Health

It appears that the Union legislature is, in principle, bound not only by the 
obligation not to discriminate against intra-EU movement of products and 
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production factors but also by that of not hindering the intra-EU flow of 
goods, persons, services and capital by other, indistinctly applicable means. 
Hence the Union legislature is subject to the same broad restriction standard 
under the Treaty’s free movement provisions as national legislatures. 

Conversely, some academic commentators argue that the Union legislature 
should only be bound by the obligation of non-discrimination. As we dis-
cussed above, Barents claiming that the freedoms are the expression of the 
requirement of the ‘unity of the market’ considers that the latter concept 
entails different standards for Union measures and Member State measures 
(see Section 7.4.2.3.). The effect on the internal market of these two types 
of measures is not the same. National measures imply more dangers for the 
internal market than Union measures, as they are territorial in nature and 
thus, prone to divide the internal market into different national markets. For 
this reason, Member States should be precluded from adopting any measu-
res, even non-discriminatory ones, which could affect intra-EU trade and 
free movement. In contrast, the Union legislature should only be bound by 
the non-discrimination standard.  

Snell’s starting point is that the concept of restriction must have the same 
meaning both for the Union and the Member States.890 He maintains that it 
would not be sensible if secondary Union law could authorise a restriction 
that a Member State itself could not maintain. This applies not only to 
authorization measures but also to secondary law laying down substantive 
rules. If secondary law cannot authorise the Member States to introduce or 
maintain restrictions than it cannot either prescribe those restrictions itself. 
However, he qualifies these statements when he examines the meaning of 
‘restriction’ as interpreted by the Court under the various freedoms. He 
observes that national measures are increasingly reviewed on the basis of 
the market-access approach, specifically within the ambit of free move-
ment of persons and services. In contrast, in his view, in the field of the 
free movement of goods the discrimination approach is dominant.891 As 
regards Union measures, he claims that they should remain to be reviewed 
on the basis of the latter approach. Otherwise, the Court would be able to 
strike down even uniform Union measures if they hinder market access and 
Union rules imposing an equal burden could be challenged if they apply 
to cross-border situations. Thus, the market-access approach would enable 

890. Snell, supra note 428, p. 162.
891. Ibid. p. 166. Recent decisions, however, tend to point to the opposite direction, 
see supra Section 7.4.3.2.
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the Court to replace the Union legislator’s policy choices and cost/benefit 
assessments by its own, thus it would unacceptably curb the discretion of 
the Union legislature.892   

Contrary to the above authors, Mortelmans states that “there is no reason 
for the content of a general treaty prohibition to be interpreted differently 
because the addressee is different. The difference in addressee is, however, 
of importance for the application of exceptions, i.e. for the appreciation of 
the discretionary margin which the Community institutions enjoy”.893 Thus, 
he maintains that the difference between Union and Member State measures 
should be reflected when deciding whether or not there is a justification 
for the restriction imposed on the fundamental freedoms by the respective 
measure and especially when assessing the proportionality of such measure.

Sørensen, instead of making a claim as to the standard that should bind the 
Union legislature under the fundamental freedoms, examines the Court’s 
case law in order to identify the cases where the Court applied a different 
standard or test to Union acts from that applicable to Member State acts.894 
He mentions three categories of cases where the Court found that Union 
measures imposed no restrictions on the freedoms with the result that infrin-
gement of those freedoms was excluded already at this stage of the analysis 
without the need to examine potential justifications. In the first group of 
cases, the Court found no infringement on the applicable freedom in the 
absence of discrimination. However, the case which represents this group, 
Denkavit Nederland,895 was decided under Article 35 TFEU. This provision 
– whether applied to national measures or Union measures – prohibits only 
discriminatory impediments to exports. Therefore, the fact that a non-dis-
criminatory Union measures was held not to violate this provision does 
not prove the existence of a different test for Union measures.896  Sørensen 
distinguishes the second category of cases on the basis of the fact that in 
these cases, the Court has had regard to the overall aim of the secondary 
legislation in question. This indicates a different test for Union measures 
than for national measures, as in the case of the latter the aim or objective of 
the legislation is irrelevant if the effect of the measure is to restrict the exer-
cise of free movement rights. Belonging to this category is Rewe – Zentral,897 

892. Snell, supra note 428, p. 167.      
893. Mortelmans, supra note 434, p. 1322.
894. Sørensen, supra note 214, pp. 155-158.
895. ECJ, 17 May 1984, Case 15/83 Denkavit Nederland BV v Hoofdproduktschap 
voor Akkerbouwprodukten.
896. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 155.
897. Case 37/83 Rewe-Zentral. 
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(see Section 7.4.2.2.) which addressed a directive that harmonized phyto-
sanitary inspections of imported plant products and allowed the Member 
State of importation to carry out inspections on up to one-third of each 
consignment after the Member State of exportation had already inspected 
those consignments. As we discussed above, in this case the Court relied 
on the ‘principle of freedom of trade’ instead of the Treaty’s free movement 
provisions. The application of a different test may be related to this fact as 
well. The other case mentioned by Sørensen in this category is Allard.898 As 
we analysed above, in our view, the main reason for which the Court did not 
find any violation of the freedoms in Allard is that the rule challenged in that 
case was a genuine coordination rule, which cannot, by definition, restrict 
the exercise of free movement rights. Finally, Sørensen mentions Gaz de 
France as the last case where the Court applied a different test to Union acts 
than to national measures. From this case he concludes in a general manner 
that “the fact that a situation is not covered by secondary legislation will 
not constitute a restriction on freedom of movement, given that the situation 
nevertheless benefits from protection under the rights of free movement”.899 
In our view, this is rather the consequence of the rules governing the relati-
onship of national law – secondary law – fundamental freedoms, which we 
described in Section 7.2., than a reason for which the Court would exclude 
the infringement of the fundamental freedoms by secondary law. We submit 
that Gaz de France does indeed represent a category of Union measures 
where the test applied for reviewing the measure’s compatibility with the 
freedoms is different from the discrimination or restriction standard applied 
in the context of national measures. The test applied in this case boiled down 
to the examination whether or not the obstacle to free movement resulted 
from the incompleteness or imperfectness of harmonization. If that is the 
case, a violation of the fundamental freedoms cannot be established.

In summary, in our opinion, there are two situations where the Court applies 
to secondary Union legislation a standard different from the discrimination/
restriction standard applicable to national legislation: i) where an impedi-
ment to free movement is caused by the incompleteness or imperfectness 
of harmonization governing the field concerned, ii) where the application 
of genuine coordination rules results in a particular disadvantage in a 
cross-border situation. In the first case, the Court considers that the deci-
sion whether to pursue harmonization gradually or in stages is at the discre-
tion of the Union legislature. In the second case, if a genuine coordination 
rule causes the legislation of the Member State to apply which is more 

898. Case C-249/04 Allard.
899. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 157.
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burdensome the ensuing disadvantage flows from the disparities between 
the different legal systems of the Member States and not from a restriction 
on the freedoms imposed by Union legislation. These two groups of Union 
measures cannot, in fact, be compared to national measures, as in national 
legal systems – assuming they are unitary – there is no need for rules the 
function of which is harmonization or coordination. 

(iii) Justification grounds

With respect to the justification leg of the test applicable under (most of) the 
free movement provisions, the main question is whether a Union measure 
that restricts free movement can be justified on the same grounds as a res-
trictive national measures or for Union measures justification grounds are 
available in a broader range than for national measures. 

We can infer from the cases analysed above that the Court follows essenti-
ally the same analysis with regard to the justification of Union instruments 
as that of national measures. First, it examines whether there is a legitimate 
reason of public interest that the Union measure pursues and then it verifies 
whether it does so in accordance with the requirements of proportionality. 
With regard to the public interest grounds, these can be either the ones set 
out in Articles 36, 45(3), 52, 65 TFEU or in the case law concerning man-
datory requirements. Article 36 was relied on in Prosciutto di Parma and 
Ravil where the Court accepted that the Union measures at issue were jus-
tified on the ground of protecting industrial and commercial property. The 
same provision was applied in Arnold André, Swedish Match, Alliance for 
Natural Health and Schwarzkopf where the measures under scrutiny were 
acknowledged to pursue the aim of protecting the health and life of humans. 
Mandatory requirements in the public interest have also been successfully 
invoked as justification grounds; such as consumer protection in Meyhui and 
environmental protection in Safety Hi-tech and Bettati.

In addition to these traditional justification grounds, the Court has also 
relied on some novel justification grounds in the case of secondary Union 
law. In Keiffer and Thill it stated that:

“[...] the aim pursued by the Regulation, namely to promote completion of 
the internal market by establishing statistics on the trading of goods between 
Member States, appears justified”900 

900. Case C-114/96 Kieffer and Thill, para. 31.
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Along the same line, the Court referred in Rewe-Zentral901 and Bauhuis902 
to the fact that the Union measures at issue sought to achieve the gradual 
abolition of obstacles introduced unilaterally by the Member States in reli-
ance on the derogations under Article 36, and as such aimed at promoting 
the free movement of goods. These statements were formally not part of the 
Court’s justification analysis, as in Rewe Zentral the Court applied the ‘prin-
ciple of freedom of trade’ without having recourse to the three-prong test 
applicable under the Treaty’s free movement provisions while in Bauhuis, 
it applied Article 30 which, in principle, does not allow any justification. 
Nevertheless, in substance, this reasoning served the function of justification 
grounds as long as on the basis thereof the measures were exempted from 
the relevant prohibition. A similar ‘justification ground’ has been used in 
the context of Article 30; namely, the prevention of a greater damage to the 
internal market than the one caused by the charge at issue (eg. Monetary 
Compensatory Amounts case).903 Thus, it appears that the ‘promotion of 
the internal market/promotion of free movement’ is a unique justification 
ground reserved for Union measures. 

A case which indirectly proves that the Union legislature may justify its 
legal acts which have the effect of restricting the fundamental freedoms on 
grounds which are inaccessible for the Member States is the Deposit gua-
rantee scheme case.904 At issue in the case was a directive, which obliged 
the Member States to introduce deposit guarantee schemes and harmoni-
zed the deposit guarantee schemes already existing in the Member States 
with the aim of facilitating the cross-border operation of credit institutions 
throughout the Union. The directive, however, laid down a controversial 
provision which prescribed that credit institutions of other Member States 
may not offer to the customers of their branches in the host Member State a 
coverage that would be higher than the corresponding guarantee scheme of 
the host Member State. The directive introduced this ‘export prohibition’ in 
order to prevent disturbances in the market of the host Member State, which 
could result from the customers withdrawing in bulk their deposits from the 
domestic credit institutions of the host State due to the higher cover offered 
by the branches of foreign institutions. Although the German government, 
which challenged the validity of the export prohibition, asserted that such 

901. Case 37/83 Rewe Zentral, para. 19.
902. Case 46/76 Bauhuis, para. 30.
903. Case 10-73 Rewe Zentral AG v Hauptzollamt Kehl (Monetary Compensatory 
Amounts).
904. Case C-233/94 Germany v European Parliament and Council (Deposit guarantee 
scheme).
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provision is in breach of the freedom of establishment905 the Court did not 
address the compatibility of the provision with the freedom of establish-
ment. It is true that Germany’s argument on this point suggested that the 
German government itself was of the opinion that the Union legislature had 
had competence to introduce restrictions on the freedom of establishment 
as long as such restrictions were necessary to prevent market disturbances.906 
Germany, in fact, disputed the necessity of the measure. Due to this, the 
Court’s discussion focused on proportionality, that is, whether it was in ac-
cordance with the principle of proportionality to pursue the objective of pre-
vention of market disturbance via the means of the export prohibition. This 
implies that the Court is of the view that the Union legislature is indeed en-
titled to impose restrictions on the fundamental freedoms on the ground of 
preventing the risk of market disturbance. In our view, the correct analysis 
would have been to examine the legality of the export prohibition in the light 
of the freedom of establishment. Such prohibition undoubtedly restricts the 
freedom of establishment of credit institutions of other Member States by 
excluding them from an essential tool of competition in the host State, i.e. 
the level and scope of the cover of the deposit guarantee that they provide. 
As a next step, the potential justification for the restriction should have been 
addressed asking first, whether the prevention of market disturbance is a 
legitimate objective in line with the Treaty and second, if it is so, whether 
the export prohibition is a proportionate means to that objective. This ana-
lysis would have not allowed sidestepping the real issue of the case, that is, 
whether or not the Union institutions may impede the exercise of one of the 
fundamental freedoms on purely economic grounds, i.e. preventing market 
disturbance, which is clearly prohibited for the Member States to do so.907 
The judgment in the Deposit guarantee scheme case suggests that for the 
Union legislature, such justification is available (and the export prohibition 
is a proportionate means to that end). The case has been heavily criticized 
in academic circles. Roth points out that the Union, just as the Member 
States, should be prohibited from adopting protectionist measures, such as 
the export prohibition, as “the Community can neither empower nor oblige 
the Member States to pursue objectives that the Member States for them-
selves are forbidden to pursue”.908 In this respect, it is worth remembering 
that in Ramel, the Court outlawed a provision of a Union regulation, which 
authorised the Member States to introduce charges having equivalent effect 
to customs duties on wines in order to prevent disturbances on their wine 
markets by imports. Indeed, if the Union cannot authorise restrictions to the 

905. Case C-233/94 Deposit guarantee scheme, para. 51.
906. Roth, supra note 432, p. 459.
907. Ibid. p. 469. 
908. Ibid. p. 478.
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free movement on such grounds it is hard to explain why it can require the 
imposition of such restriction on exactly the same ground. For our subject, 
the most important inference from the Deposit guarantee scheme case is that 
Union measures and Member State measures are judged differently from the 
point of view of the possibility of justification for the restrictions that they 
may impose on the free movement rights. 

At first sight, the Commission v Netherlands case909 seems to confirm this 
conclusion. The case dealt with the compatibility with the freedom of esta-
blishment of Netherlands legislation which required EU or EEA nationality 
from the shareholders and directors of companies owning sea-going ships 
that they wished to have entered in the Netherlands ship register. The Court 
held that this requirement constituted an obstacle to the freedom of esta-
blishment. The Netherlands government attempted to justify the restriction 
by pointing to the fact that several acts of secondary Union legislation con-
tained similar nationality conditions for example, in the inland waterways 
and air transport sector. The Court answered to this with a laconic statement: 

“[...] while conditions of Community or EEA nationality might be accepted in 
the context of a harmonized Community scheme, they cannot be established 
unilaterally by Member States in their national rules”910 

In contrast, Advocate General Léger considered that it would be hardly 
tenable to hold the contested Netherlands legislation not capable of being 
justified while comparable provisions are laid down in Union regulations 
unless the legality of those Union regulations are also doubtful.911 As the 
Commission had not offered any explanation as to why the Netherlands 
legislation should be considered different from the Union regulations, the 
Advocate General concluded that it had not been proved to the requisite 
standard that the Netherlands rules are not justified. The Court, just like 
the Commission, had not put forward an explanation for its finding to the 
contrary. However, from the Court’s formulation it can be inferred that, 
according to the Court, the difference between the situations where the 
nationality condition is prescribed by national law and when it is laid down 
in secondary Union law is actually not with regard to the possibility of justi-
fication but rather the question of the existence of a restriction. In particular, 
the Court stated that:

909. ECJ, 14 October 2004, Case C-299/02 Commission v Netherlands. 
910. Case C-299/02 Commission v Netherlands, para. 24.
911. Opinion of Advocate General Léger, 27 May 2004, Case C-299/02 Commission 
v Netherlands, para. 71.
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“[...] In the absence of a harmonizing rule valid for the entire Community, a 
condition of Community or EEA nationality, like a condition of nationality of a 
specific Member State, may constitute an obstacle to freedom of establishment”912

Thus, the Court appears to say that as long as the nationality condition is 
laid down uniformly in a Union act with effect to the whole of the Union, 
it does not create a restriction to the freedom at hand. Thus, the different 
consideration of Union measures and Member State measures is based on 
the differing effects of the two types of acts on the unity of the market. 
In principle, this makes sense, as national measures tend to partition the 
internal market due to their territorial nature. However, in the case of a rule 
laying down nationality condition for the registration of ships we do not 
see this reasoning to hold true. In terms of Article 54 TFEU, companies are 
to be assimilated to nationals of the Member States when they are formed 
in accordance with the laws of a Member State and have their registered 
office, central administration or principal place of business in the Union. 
Hence any additional condition to which companies are subject to in order 
to be able to exercise an economic activity, such as nationality of sharehol-
ders/directors, restricts their freedom of establishment. This is so whether 
the additional condition applies in one Member State only or in the whole 
territory of the Union. 

In conclusion, the Commission v Netherlands case turned probably much 
more on the issue of the existence of a restriction than on the possibility 
of justification.913 In any case, its outcome, i.e. a nationality condition for 
shareholders/directors is incompatible with the freedom of establishment 
when prescribed by national measures while it is legitimate when set forth 
in Union measures, can hardly be seen as reasonable. 

Finally, Sørensen mentions the ‘discretion for pursuing harmonization in 
stages’ as a justification which is available to the EU but not to the Member 
States.914 He considers that the Court has normally applied this reasoning at 
the justification stage of the compatibility analysis of Union measures with 
the exception of Gaz de France where the Court excluded the infringement 
of the freedoms on the basis of this reasoning due to the lack of a restriction. 
This is indeed apparent from the Court’s conclusion:

912. Case C-299/02 Commission v Netherlands, para. 20.
913. Differently, Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 159. 
914. Ibid.
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“[...] a restriction of the scope of Directive 90/435 which excludes from the 
outset other companies which may be created under national law, as is the case 
with Article 2(a) of Directive 90/435 and point (f) of the annex thereto, is not 
apt to create a restriction on the freedom of establishment”915  

Contrary to Sørensen, we consider that the Court followed the same route in 
other cases as well where the possibility of pursuing harmonization in stages 
was relied on. In Rewe-Zentral, the examination of the existence of a res-
triction and that of a justification was not distinguished as the measure was 
tested in the light of the ‘principle of freedom of trade’. Thus, the statement 
about the Union institutions’ discretion to engage in gradual harmonization 
cannot clearly be linked to any of those steps.916 In Denkavit Futtermittel, 
the statement regarding gradual harmonization was followed by the con-
clusion that the obstacles to freedom of trade resulting from the disparities 
between the laws of the Member States must be accepted.917 The use of the 
term ‘disparities’ rather than ‘restrictions’ indicates that the measure was 
considered not to cause any obstacles that would fall under the scope of the 
freedoms. In Skanavi and Van der Veldt, the Court did not analyse directly 
the compatibility of the Union directive with the freedoms but rather the 
Member States’ implementation measure while only referring to the fact 
that the directives governing the matter represented only the initial stage of 
harmonization thereby implying that they could not impose any restrictions 
on the freedoms themselves.918 Therefore, our conclusion is that the discre-
tion of the Union legislature to pursue gradual harmonization is a ground 
on the basis of which the Court excludes the existence of a restriction to 
the freedoms. As we have indicated in the previous Section, these cases 
represent a distinct group where the Court examined Union measures in the 
light of the freedoms by using a test different from the one applicable to 
national measures; in particular, asking whether the obstacle to the freedom 
of movement resulted from the incompleteness of harmonization. 

In summary, on the basis of the case law we can identify only two unortho-
dox justification grounds that are only available for Union measures, these 
being the ‘promotion of the internal market’ and ‘prevention of disturbance 
in the market’, the latter of which, however, has only appeared in one isola-
ted case which was subject to heavy criticism by expert observers.   

915. Case C-247/08 Gaz de France, para. 61.
916. Case 37/83 Rewe-Zentral, para. 20.
917. Case C-39/90 Denkavit Futtermittel, paras. 26-27.
918. Case C-193/94 Skanavi, para. 27; Case C-17/93 Van der Veldt, para. 26
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(iv) Proportionality 

As regards the third leg of the test applicable under (most of the) free mo-
vement provisions, i.e. proportionality, the Court has frequently emphasised 
the broad margin of discretion that the Union legislature enjoys in adopting 
measures that on the one hand, may impede the fundamental freedoms, whi-
le on the other hand, promote other general interests recognized by Union 
law. This reference to the discretionary powers of the Union lawmaker nor-
mally follows the standard definition of the proportionality test which does 
not differ from the definition used in the case of national measures. For 
example, in Keiffer and Thill:

“According to the Court’s case law, in order to establish whether a Community 
measure complies with the principle of proportionality, it must be ascertained 
whether the means which it employs are suitable for the purpose of achieving 
the desired objective and whether they do not go beyond what is necessary to 
achieve it [...]

[...]  

In view of the above, it does not appear that the obligation to make declara-
tions imposed by the Regulation goes beyond what is necessary to achieve 
the objective pursued, especially since, as the Court has frequently stated, the 
Community legislature enjoys a discretion in the framework of its powers of 
harmonization [...]”919

Substantially the same formulation was used in Meyhui.920 In Safety Hi-Tech, 
the Court gave the same definition of proportionality without referring to 
the discretionary powers of the Union institutions.921 Similarly, in Prosciutto 
di Parma and Ravil the reference to discretionary powers was omitted and 
the proportionality analysis concentrated mainly on the necessity of the 
measure.922 In Arnold André and Swedish Match, the Court was asked to 
test the prohibition of the marketing of tobacco for oral use prescribed by 
the directive at issue both in the light of the prohibition of measures having 
equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions (Articles 34, 35) and the prin-
ciple of proportionality as an autonomous standard. Under the analysis of 
the principle of proportionality the Court had recourse to the ‘manifestly 
inappropriate’ test (see Section 5.1.3.2.): 

919. Case C-114/96 Kieffer and Thill, paras. 33, 37.
920. Case C-51/93 Meyhui, paras. 19-21.
921. Case C-284/95 Safety Hi-Tech, para. 57.
922. Case C-108/01 Prosciutto di Parma, para. 79; Case C-469/00 Ravil, para. 64.
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“[...] the principle of proportionality, which is one of the general principles 
of Community law, requires that measures implemented through Community 
provisions are appropriate for attaining the objective pursued and must not go 
beyond what is necessary to achieve it [...].

With regard to judicial review of the conditions referred to in the previous para-
graph, the Community legislature must be allowed a broad discretion in an area 
such as that concerned in the present case, which involves political, economic 
and social choices on its part, and in which it is called on to undertake complex 
assessments. Only if a measure adopted in this field is manifestly inappropriate 
in relation to the objective which the competent institutions are seeking to pur-
sue can the lawfulness of such a measure be affected [...].”923  

When the Court tested the measures in the light of Articles 34 and 35 and it 
found that the prohibition is capable of being justified by the protection of 
public health, it simply referred back to the proportionality analysis under 
the principle of proportionality in order to reaffirm that the prohibition is 
proportionate to the aim pursued. The situation was almost the same in 
Alliance for Natural Health, where the prohibition of trade in food sup-
plements containing minerals and vitamins not included in the positive 
list of the directive was examined in the light of the same two standards. 
However, in this case the Court first conducted a very substantial propor-
tionality analysis when it examined whether the restriction on Article 34 
could be justified by public health reasons and then it simply referred back 
to this analysis when it came to test the measure under the principle of pro-
portionality.924 Evidently, it applied the ‘manifestly inappropriate’ test. The 
manifestly inappropriate test appears also in the Deposit guarantee scheme 
case where the Court – instead of testing the export prohibition in the light 
of the freedom of establishment – resorted to the principle of proportionality 
as an autonomous standard of review for the measure:

“In assessing the need for the measure in question, it should be emphasized that 
the Community legislature was seeking to regulate an economically complex 
situation. Before the adoption of the Directive, deposit-guarantee schemes did 
not exist in all the Member States; moreover, most of them did not cover depo-
sitors with branches set up by credit institutions authorized in other Member 
States. The Community legislature therefore needed to assess the future, un-
certain effects of its action. In so doing, it could choose between the general 
prevention of a risk and the establishment of a system of specific protection.

923. Case C-210/03 Swedish Match, paras. 47-48.
924. Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 Alliance for Natural Health, paras. 52 et 
seq., 111. 
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In such a situation the Court cannot substitute its own assessment for that 
of the Community legislature. It could, at most, find fault with its legislative 
choice only if it appeared manifestly incorrect or if the resultant disadvan-
tages for certain economic operators were wholly disproportionate to the 
advantages otherwise offered.”925

These latter cases highlight that the intensity of review of proportionality of 
a Union measure under the free movement provision, on the one hand, and 
the principle of proportionality, on the other, is basically the same. This then 
answers the question that we left open in Section 5.1.3.2.; namely, whether 
the function that the principle of proportionality plays in the review of a 
certain Union act influences the intensity of such review. We distinguished 
the public law function of the principle of proportionality whereby it serves 
to protect the individual from undue interferences by the public authorities 
and the integration function thereof whereby it ensures that any restriction 
exerted on the freedom of movement for reasons of public interest would 
be pursued by means that are proportionate to the set aims. We saw that 
when Union measures are tested in the light of the autonomous standard 
of proportionality, that is, where the principle plays its public law function, 
the Court assumes only a marginal review of the discretion exercised by the 
Union legislature by using the ‘manifestly inappropriate’ test. This means 
that the Court does not overrule the Union legislature’s judgment on the sui-
tability and necessity of the measure unless the latter committed a manifest 
error of assessment in evaluating the situation. The question that was left 
unanswered is what the intensity of review is when the principle of propor-
tionality plays the integration function. Is the intensity of review as low as 
in the cases where the principle acts in the public law function? Or does the 
degree of review rather approach that applicable to national measures when 
the latter are tested in the light of the fundamental freedoms? Having regard 
to the cases analysed above, we can conclude that the same low standard of 
review, i.e. the manifestly inappropriate test, applies to the proportionality 
analysis of Union measures irrespective whether the principle of proportio-
nality fulfils a public law function or an integration function in the course of 
the review. Sørensen maintains that the convergence of the standards under 
the two types of review makes sense given that the plaintiff otherwise would 
have to claim both an infringement of the rights of free movement and of 
the principle of proportionality.926 

925. Case C-233/94 Deposit guarantee scheme, paras. 55, 56.
926. Sørensen, supra note 214, p. 161.
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The most important conclusion for our purposes is that the broad discretion 
recognized by the Court to the Union legislature distinguishes the review 
of Union measures from national measures when the two are tested for 
their compliance with the fundamental freedoms. The main difference in the 
examination of the two types of measures, thus, appears to be at the stage 
of proportionality in the analysis. The practical consequence of this is that 
the suitability and, most of all, the necessity of Union acts may be judged 
differently from those of the Member State acts. This means that as long as 
the Union legislature did not commit a manifest error of assessment there is 
no need to examine in detail whether or not a less restrictive measure could 
have achieved the same objective. However, the Court in some cases has 
still engaged in a rather detailed proportionality analysis of Union measu-
res. This indicates that the test of proportionality has not been degraded to 
a mere formality.927  

Having regard to the wide discretionary powers of the Union legislature in 
enacting secondary law, the most important question is where the limits are 
of those powers. In the case law we do not find a great deal of guidance on 
this issue. 

In academic literature, Mortelmans deals with the issue of the discretionary 
powers of the Union legislature extensively. His concordance rule that he 
proposes to insert in the Treaty in order to clarify the relationship of the fun-
damental freedoms and secondary EU legislation was motivated, inter alia, 
by the need to define the discretion of the Union legislature better and the-
reby give the Court guidelines how to review the exercise of that discretion. 
To define the limits of the Union institutions’ discretion, Mortelmans makes 
a distinction between two types of Union measures, namely i) authorising 
and coordinating measures, and ii) harmonizing measures and common 
rules. Authorizations for Member States to adopt a certain measure or act 
in a certain way can be found either in measures of general application, such 
as directives or regulations, or in specific measures which are targeted only 
at a certain Member State or Member States, such as Commission decisions. 
Coordination measures aim at resolving disparities between national legisla-
tions or making national rules compatible with one another. Thus, authori-
zation and coordination measures work very closely together with national 
laws. Harmonizing measures are adopted for the purpose of approximating 
the laws and regulations of the Member States, while common rules replace 
national rules. These two “create genuine Community solutions”928. 

927. Ibid.
928. Mortelmans, supra note 434, pp. 1307-1310.
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Mortelmans’ argues that the Community legislature’s margin of discretion 
depends on which type of measure it enacts. He claims that in the case of 
authorization and coordination measures the Court grants a very low margin 
of discretion to the Union legislator. It is due to fact that these measures are 
not adopted in the general interest of the Community.929

Indeed, in the few cases where the Court invalidated Union measures 
because of their incompatibility with the free movement provisions the 
measures at issue were authorization (Ramel, Lancry) or coordination 
measures (Roviello, Pinna). An authorization measure is always inherently 
linked to the national law which avails itself of the authorization and which 
materializes what was a mere possibility in the framework of the Union 
rule. It seems to be logical that in such case the Union legislator’s discre-
tion cannot result in authorising something that the Member States would 
not be able to do on their own. We can add another reason that explains 
the low margin of discretion allowed to the Union legislature in the case of 
authorization measures. Namely, such measures carry a greater risk with 
respect to the fundamental freedoms, since they are inherently selective or, 
more precisely, discriminatory. If the Union act gives authorization to one 
Member State or to a certain group of Member States similar situations will 
be treated differently depending on the fact in which Member State such 
situation occurs. Even if secondary Union law authorises all the Member 
States to take a certain action it inevitably results in differences between 
Member States, as it is not very likely that all the Member States will make 
use of the authorization and – if they do – that they will do at the same time. 
Thus, authorising measures imply discrimination between situations and 
economic operators in different Member States, they lead to territorial divi-
sion of the internal market and as such they result in partitioning. Therefore, 
Union law which takes the form of authorising measures loses its uniform 
character and as such it tends to pose the same danger to the internal market 
as national measures. This is the main reason for which the Union legislator 
must be restrained in adopting such measures.

On the contrary, the Court recognizes a very broad discretion to the Union 
institutions in case of harmonizing or common rules. So broad is that discre-
tion that the Court hardly ever invalidated a common rule or a harmonizing 
provision as a result of its incompatibility with the fundamental freedoms. 
As Mortelmans states “the annulment of this sort of Community measure, 

929. Ibid. p. 1334.
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which would lead to condemnation of Community policy enacted in the 
general interest (consumer protection, environment, health) and which is ad-
dressed to all Member States, seems to be a line the Court dare not cross!”930 

Mortelmans argues that the founding Treaties need to create more clarity as 
regards the relation between the exercise of Union competences and the free 
movement rules. In the case of harmonizing measures and common rules 
the Court has to be given a concrete foothold laid down in primary law in 
order to be able to judge their compatibility with the internal market free-
doms. More specifically, Mortelmans identifies four reasons that underlie 
this need; namely, (i) the free movement rules were drafted for the Member 
States and not for the Union institutions, (ii) the Court sometimes needs to 
replace the economic-political assessment made by the Union legislator for 
its own evaluation for which it needs a legitimate mandate, (iii) the Court’s 
case law does not make a distinction between coordination and authoriza-
tion measures, on the one hand, and harmonization and common rules, on 
the other hand, which needs to be corrected, (iv) the Treaty makers need to 
give guidelines to the Court on how to deal with the conflicting interests of 
the internal market and other policy objectives also in more complex, unor-
thodox cases.931 Therefore, he proposes to insert the following concordance 
rule in the Treaties:

“When enacting common rules or measures for the approximation of the provi-
sions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States, 
the [Union] shall respect the principle of free movement. In applying this prin-
ciple, the [Union] shall take other policy aspects, mentioned in Articles [3 to 
6 TFEU], into account. ”932 

To us, it is not entirely clear to what extent the incorporation of this rule to 
the Treaties would help the Court to assume more substantive review over 
the exercise of the Union legislature’s discretion. It is true that it would 
reinforce the legitimacy of such activity by the Court which may silence the 
potential critics who blame the Court for interfering with the competences 
of the Union legislator and thus with the institutional balance of the Union. 
However, it would not change the fact that the Court is not well equip-
ped to reassess the choices of the Union legislator as regards the question 
which policy objectives should be promoted at the expense of the other. In 
addition, the main reasons for the Court’s deference towards Union legis-
lation – acknowledging the peculiarities and difficulties of supranational 

930. Ibid. p. 1336.
931. Ibid. p. 1339.
932. Ibid. p. 1342.
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law-making and underpinning the force of Union legislation in a pluralist 
legal environment where the authority of Union law is contested by national 
players – would remain unaffected by the presence of a concordance rule. 
Therefore, we do not see the actual value of such concordance rule. 

7.4.5.  Interim conclusions 

Summarizing the case law concerning the review of legality of secondary 
Union law in the light of the free movement provisions we can observe a 
sort of evolution of the case law. This evolution is detectable first, regarding 
the question of what the Union legislature is bound by. In a few early cases 
the Court scrutinized secondary legislation in the light of the principle of 
freedom of trade and the principle of free movement of goods (Case 37/83 
Rewe Zentral, Case 240/83 ADBHU). This enabled the Court to employ 
a test to Union measures different from the one applied to Member State 
measures under the Treaty rules on free movement. At about the same time, 
in other cases the Court applied the Treaty’s free movement provisions to 
Union legislation. After this initial ambiguity, the Court’s approach became 
more consistent and by now it is well settled case law that the free move-
ment provisions apply not only to national measure but also to measures 
adopted by the Union institutions. Therefore, the legality of the latter are to 
be reviewed in the light of the Treaty provisions on free movement. 

However, the application of the same rules to Member State measures and 
to Union measures does not mean that those rules are applied in the same 
way to these two types of acts. In order to answer the question whether 
Union acts are subject to the same test as national measures when their 
compatibility with the fundamental freedoms is examined, first we iden-
tified the test applicable to national measures. With regard to the latter 
different tests apply under the various freedoms. Under the provisions on 
the free movement of goods we first analysed the prohibition of charges 
having equivalent effect to custom duties set out in Article 30 TFEU. When 
applied to national measures this provision precludes any charges which are 
imposed on goods by reason of the fact that they cross a border. In a few 
cases the Court applied the same test to secondary Union law which had 
authorised the introduction of duties or levies on products of other Member 
States. The application of the same test resulted in those Union acts, or cer-
tain provisions of them, being declared invalid (Case 80 and 81/77 Ramel, 
Joined Cases C-363/93, C-407-411/93 Lancry). In other cases, however, the 
Court maintained the validity of Union legislation which introduced such 
charges by relying on the fact that they had not been introduced unilaterally 
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by a Member State but by a uniform act of the Union legislature sometimes 
adding that it was done so in the general interest (Case 10/73 Monetary 
Compensatory Amounts, Case 136/77 Racke, Case 337/82 St. Nikolaus 
Brennerei, Case 46/76 Bauhuis). This reasoning, in fact, relies on features 
that are inherent in Union measures (uniformity, not adopted unilaterally 
by the Member States). This may suggest that, at the end, Union acts are 
immune to a validity review in the light of Article 30 TFEU, as it suffices to 
be enacted by the Union in order to escape the prohibition set out therein. 
A more plausible interpretation of the Court’s reference to the non-uni-
lateral nature of these charges is that the Court recognizes that uniform 
Union measures have a different effect on the internal market than national 
measures, the latter being inherently territorial and thus, endangering the 
unity of the market more than Union measures. However, such reasoning in 
cases involving charges imposed on goods for the reason of their crossing 
the border is misplaced given that such charges partition the internal market 
whether prescribed by national measures or Union acts. 

In summary, although the Court has used tests different from the one appli-
cable to national measures in order to exempt charges prescribed by secon-
dary Union law from the prohibition of Article 30 TFEU, the last case in 
this series (Lancry) was decided on the basis of the normal test applicable 
to national measures. Thus, taking into account the development of the case 
law, the review of secondary Union law in the light of the Treaty prohibition 
of charges having equivalent effect to customs duties has converged to the 
review of national law. 

Under the other freedoms, the Court employs a three-pronged test to review 
the compatibility of national measures with the freedoms. With regard to 
the first limb of the test we have examined what standard the Court uses in 
order to determine the existence of a restriction on the fundamental free-
doms. We concluded that to national measures a broad restriction-standard 
applies under most of the freedoms which brings within their scope not 
only measures that discriminate between cross-border and purely domestic 
trade and movement of persons, services and capital but also indistinctly 
applicable measures capable of impeding free movement. An exception to 
this is the free movement of goods where the prohibition of measures having 
equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions on imports does not cover a 
significant group of non-discriminatory measures, i.e. selling arrangements, 
while the corresponding prohibition relating to exports covers only discri-
minatory restrictions. The scope of the other freedoms, however, extends to 
all national measures which may hinder the freedoms or render their exer-
cise less attractive. Although the notion of ‘market access’ has been heavily 
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relied on by the Court to specify which measures enacted by the Member 
States can  be considered to hinder or render less attractive the exercise of 
the freedoms, an exact test applied consistently throughout the case law 
cannot be identified. Thus, we drew up a list of the type of obstacles that the 
Court has considered to fall under the scope of the freedoms in the case of 
national measures and we compared it with a similar list relating to Union 
measures. We concluded that most of the obstacles that qualify as restriction 
on the freedoms when created by national legislators are also considered as 
such when introduced by Union measures. The only exceptions are product 
requirements and the regulation of the conditions for exercising a business 
activity or a profession, which, when embodied in uniform Union measures 
cannot, in principle, create double burdens and thus, cannot impede the 
free movement of goods, persons or services. Apart from the latter rules, 
other indistinctly applicable Union measures were found to fall within the 
scope of the freedoms. These were primarily measures introducing a total 
ban on the marketing and use of certain products (Case C-210/03 Swedish 
Match, Case C-434/02 Arnold André, Joined Cases C-154/04 and C-155/04 
Alliance for Natural Health, Case C-341/95 Bettati, Case C-284/95 Safety 
Hi-Tech). This type of measures does not affect the unity of the market and 
does not partition the internal market, as they simply outright prohibit the 
marketing of a substance or a product in the entire Union. Nevertheless, 
they have been found to be prima facie restrictions on the free movement 
of goods. This shows that the Court does not use the ‘unity of the market’ 
as a standard against which the legality of Union acts are measured but it 
tends to have recourse to the same broad restriction-standard that it uses for 
national measures. 

Therefore, in principle, the freedoms impose the same requirement on the 
national legislators and the Union legislature; that is, not to discriminate 
against intra-EU trade and movement of persons, services and capital, as 
well as not to restrict those movements by way of certain non-discrimina-
tory measures. Two qualifications have to be made to this statement. First, 
obstacles stemming from the incompleteness or imperfectness of harmoni-
zation measures do not constitute restrictions. The Court acknowledges that 
the decision whether to pursue harmonization gradually or in stages is in the 
discretion of the Union legislature. Second, disadvantages flowing from the 
application of genuine coordination rules are not restrictions either rather 
the Court sees them as a result of the disparities between the different legal 
systems of the Member States. Hence these two types of obstacles remain 
outside the scope of the freedoms. 
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The second limb of the test asks the question of whether a prima facie 
restriction on the freedoms can be justified by public interest grounds laid 
down in the Treaty or in the case law concerning mandatory requirements. 
We have concluded that, in essence, Union measures hindering free move-
ment can be justified on the same grounds as restrictive national measures 
with the notable exception of the ‘promotion of the internal market’ which 
is a justification ground specific to Union measures. 

As regards the third limb of test, i.e. proportionality, we have seen that the 
intensity of review of the proportionality of Union measures which have 
been found to restrict one of the freedoms does not differ from the inten-
sity by which Union measures are reviewed in the light of the principle of 
proportionality as an autonomous standard. In both cases, the Court has 
used the ‘manifestly inappropriate’ test (or otherwise referred to the broad 
discretion of the Union legislature). This means that Union measures are 
only struck down when they are manifestly inappropriate in relation to the 
objective that they pursue. This leaves a wide margin of discretion to the 
Union legislature in striking a balance between two conflicting interests (i.e. 
in the case of the fundamental freedoms: internal market – public policy 
objective pursued by the Union measure; in the case of the principle of 
proportionality as an autonomous standard: individual autonomy – public 
policy objective pursued by the Union measure). Thus, the function of the 
proportionality principle in the review of Union measures, i.e. integration 
or public law function, does not influence the extent of review. However, 
we have seen in Chapter 5 that the fact whether or not the interest at issue 
is of an economic nature does influence the intensity of the proportionality 
review. The Court in recent cases where it reviewed Union legislation in the 
light of non-economic fundamental rights has used a considerably enhanced 
proportionality standard going much beyond the ‘manifestly inappropriate 
test’. As we will see in Chapter 8, the new trend may influence the standard 
of proportionality review even in cases where at issue is an economic inte-
rest, notably, where the Court scrutinizes secondary legislation in the light 
of the fundamental freedoms.   

On the basis of the case law analysed in this Section, the main difference 
between the review of Union measures and that of Member State measures 
under the fundamental freedoms features at the proportionality stage of the 
analysis. The Union legislature is acknowledged to have a much broader 
margin of discretion than the national lawmakers. This entails that most of 
the Union acts that are found to be prima facie restrictions on the freedoms 
will be justified as pursuing a public interest objective by means which are 
suitable and necessary in order to achieve that objective. This is definitely 
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the case with regard to Union measures which constitute a non-discrimina-
tory obstacle to free movement. Such measures have invariably been found 
justified by the Court. In other words, all the cases in which the Court 
declared provisions of secondary Union law invalid, i.e. Ramel (Case 80 
and 81/77), Lancry (Joined Cases C-363/93, C-407-411/93), Pinna (Case 
41/84) and Roviello (Case 20/85), involved Union acts which discriminated 
against intra-EU trade or migrant workers and in addition, discriminated 
between comparable persons or comparable situations located in diffe-
rent Member States. This indicates that the Court does take into account 
the different impact that Union measures, on the one hand, and national 
measures, on the other, exert on the internal market. Uniform, indistinctly 
applicable Union measures – which do not adversely affect the unity of the 
market – although brought within the scope of the freedoms, are eventually 
excused as justified restrictions on free movement. The consequence of not 
considering a measure a restriction on the freedoms and that of considering 
it a restriction but justified is, practically, the same. Therefore, the fact that 
non-discriminatory Union acts are caught by the broad restriction-standard 
applicable under the freedoms is not so critical having regard to the fact that 
they are never, in the end, set aside on the ground of violating the freedoms. 
The relevance of bringing them within the scope of the freedoms is that it 
guarantees that these measures remain within the purview of the Court’s 
scrutiny and thus, the Court can subject them to a – mainly formal – pro-
portionality analysis.  

Finally, it has to be noted that the fact that non-discriminatory uniform 
Union measures are invariably considered justified restrictions on the free-
doms does not mean that discriminatory and/or selectively applied Union 
measures are always regarded as non-justifiable. Many of the latter were 
found justified on the ground of promoting the internal market or promoting 
free movement and by recognizing the Union legislature’s wide discretion 
in pursuing that or other legitimate Union policy objectives. 

7.5.  Overview

The Court in the history of its case law has hardly ever annulled or inva-
lidated secondary Union legislation, or certain provisions thereof, on the 
ground of their violating the fundamental freedoms. We have seen four such 
cases in this Chapter, i.e. Ramel (Case 80 and 81/77), Lancry (Joined Cases 
C-363/93, C-407-411/93), Pinna (Case 41/84) and Roviello (Case 20/85). 
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We have identified three basic techniques or approaches that the Court 
employs in order to avoid the formal invalidation of secondary legislation 
which is potentially in breach of the fundamental freedoms. The first is the 
Court’s approach to the relationship of national law – secondary law – fun-
damental freedoms. This issue predominantly arises in preliminary ruling 
procedures where compatibility questions normally surface with respect to 
national laws which implement secondary Union law. By establishing the 
rule that in exhaustively harmonized areas national law is to be tested only 
against secondary law and not against the fundamental freedoms, the Court 
considerably downsized the risk of conflict between Union legislation and 
the freedoms. By means of this rule, addressing the question whether the 
national measure at issue complies with the requirements of the freedoms 
can be avoided and thus, also the ensuing question about the compatibility 
of secondary law with the freedoms. In addition to the rule of exclusive 
application of secondary law in exhaustively harmonized areas, the pre-
sumption of legality of Union acts or, in other words, the lack of ex officio 
examination of the validity of Union acts by the Court, helps the Court in 
steering away from examining the compatibility of secondary law with the 
fundamental freedoms. 

Second, through the means of consistent interpretation of secondary law 
with primary law – specifically, with the freedoms – the Court avoids the 
formal invalidation of secondary law in situations where it would have to do 
so, for the reason of their being incompatible with the freedoms.

The Court has used the technique of consistent interpretation in the most 
intensive way in giving effect to the Union citizenship rights and the gene-
ral non-discrimination provision laid down in the Treaty, whereas it has 
been more cautious in enforcing the other freedoms vis-à-vis secondary 
Union law. This has to do with the fact that the Treaty provisions on Union 
citizenship, specifically the freedom of movement and residence of Union 
citizens, have a fundamental right dimension. The Court, in general, appears 
to be more of an activist in guaranteeing the compliance of secondary legis-
lation with non-economic fundamental rights, which play a role in the legi-
timisation of the Union’s authority, than with the fundamental freedoms 
which are inherently of an economic nature and their primary function is 
the realization of the internal market. 

Third, when the Court actually assumes a legality review of Union measu-
res in the light of the fundamental freedoms, it uses a more lenient test 
than that for national measures. The most important difference between 
the tests lies in the examination of proportionality. The Union legislature 
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is acknowledged to have a considerably broader margin of discretion than 
the national legislatures. Hence, most of the Union acts that are considered 
prima facie restrictions on the freedoms are found to be justified on the 
ground of their pursuing a public interest objective and being proportional 
in relation to that objective.

The recognition of the Union legislature’s wide discretionary powers means 
that the Court is unwilling to substitute its own judgment for that of the 
Union legislature in matters “involving complex political, economic or 
social choices”. The latter phrase is vague enough to be used in relation to 
any policy area or activity. It expresses the Court’s general attitude whereby 
it allows the Union legislature to weigh the interest of the internal market 
and free movement against other policy objectives pursued by the Union 
and it rarely interferes with the balance that the legislature strikes between 
these varying objectives represented by duly adopted secondary legislation. 

The Court can avoid deciding a direct constitutional conflict between 
the freedoms and secondary law through the techniques discussed in this 
Chapter because, most of the times, questions on the compatibility of secon-
dary law arise in a preliminary ruling procedure in the context of a concrete 
dispute. In such case, what the Court decides is how secondary law and/or 
primary law is to be interpreted under the facts and circumstances of the 
case in a way that they do not conflict with each other. In other words, in 
most cases, the need for an abstract and formal assessment of the compa-
tibility of secondary law with primary law does not occur. The situation 
may be different in actions for annulment; however, such procedures are 
mostly brought by the Union institutions or the Member States on proce-
dural grounds given that individuals can hardly satisfy the strict standing 
conditions. As concluded above, the Court is much more willing to conduct 
a legality review of Union legislation on procedural grounds; therefore, it 
does not have to use the techniques demonstrated in this Chapter.    

The Court’s preference for the more subtle technique of reconciliatory inter-
pretation as opposed to invalidation or annulment of secondary law can 
be explained by the particular constitutional setting of the Union, which 
is characterised by the sensitive phenomenon of institutional balance and 
supranational lawmaking.  

As regards the case law analysed in this Chapter, an important point to 
highlight is the relevance of the type of the Union act in the review of its 
legality. Most of the Union measures that came under scrutiny in the case 
law were authorization measures. As regards authorization measures, we 
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concluded that national law which implements a clear-cut authorization 
granted under secondary Union law must be tested for its compatibility 
only against the act of secondary law granting the authorization and not 
against primary law. This rule does not become problematic as long as the 
authorising Union act itself, which may well be in breach of primary law, 
can be scrutinized in the light of the Treaty rules or other norms of primary 
law. This was the case, for example, in Ramel where the authorising Union 
act was declared invalid by the Court. The situation is different, however, 
where questions about the legality of the authorising Union act arise in an 
infringement procedure brought against the national measure implementing 
the authorization. In these cases the authorising secondary law cannot be 
invalidated. As regards the national measure, the Court has followed diffe-
rent approaches as demonstrated by the Grapefruit case (Case C-128/89) 
(consistent interpretation of secondary law with primary law as a result of 
which the national measure was set aside) and Ouzo (Case C-475/01) (tes-
ting national law only against secondary law and thereby confirming the 
compatibility of national law).  

Another important observation about authorization measures is that they 
endanger the internal market more than any other type of Union acts. 
Whether they grant authorization to particular Member States or only cer-
tain Member States make use of the generally available authorization, they 
result in differentiations between the Member States and discrimination bet-
ween comparable situations in different Member States. It is not surprising 
therefore, that in all the four cases that we have seen above, where a Union 
act was declared invalid due to its incompatibility with the fundamental 
freedoms, the Union act was an authorization measure. 

Union measures granting options must be distinguished from authorization 
measures. Where a Member State avails itself of an option granted under 
secondary law it exercises a certain degree of discretion as to its implemen-
tation. For this reason, the national law that exercises an option is subject to 
review not only in the light of the secondary law granting the option but also 
that of primary law. Here the rule of simultaneous application of primary 
and secondary law applies. 

Another distinct type of Union measure is coordination rules which deter-
mine which Member State’s rules are applicable in situations when the 
legislation of two or more Member States interact or overlap. Genuine coor-
dination rules are generally not capable of restricting the fundamental free-
doms. However, in order to be compatible with primary law, coordination 
rules must refrain from adding to the disparities which already stem from 
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the lack of harmonization of the Member States’ laws. Coordination rules, 
which provide for special, tailor-made arrangements for certain Member 
States are likely to infringe the principle of non-discrimination or the Treaty 
rules on free movement.

Harmonization rules and common rules are further types of Union acts 
distinguishable from the previous categories. 

As regards harmonization measures, the obstacles to free movement that 
may stem from their incomplete or imperfect nature is not considered by 
the Court to constitute restrictions prohibited by the Treaty provisions on 
free movement.  

As common rules and harmonization rules represent genuine Union soluti-
ons, in academic literature it has been claimed that – contrary to authoriza-
tion and coordination rules – they should be subject to a different standard 
than national measures when their compatibility with the freedoms is scru-
tinized. Although not included in the Treaties, the Court’s case law reflects 
similar thinking. The Court clearly recognizes a broader discretion to the 
Union legislature than to the national lawmakers with regard to common 
rules and harmonization rules. It has always considered that non-discrimi-
natory measures capable of restricting access of certain goods, persons or 
capital uniformly to the whole of the Union’s market were justified restricti-
ons. It has declared invalid only authorization acts which discriminated bet-
ween traders or situations in different Member States and between national 
and migrating goods and workers within one Member State. Consequently, 
it can be concluded that the Union legislature’s discretion ends where dis-
crimination begins. 

Although it is not completely unequivocal from the case law, in our view, 
discrimination for the Union legislature should be prohibited not only in 
the sense that a Union act cannot treat domestic and cross-border trade 
and movement of production factors differently from the perspective of the 
individual Member States but also to the effect that it cannot regulate similar 
situations in the various Member States differently unless such is justified 
by the objective differences between the Member States. The latter follows 
from the general principle of equality. 


